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1  Navigating the Immigration Debate—A Guide for State & Local Policymakers and Advocates H

Fed by a daily drumbeat of inflammatory rhetoric on cable television and talk radio, public frustration 
with our broken immigration system and federal inaction is now hyper-charged.  it has transformed 
immigration policy from an inside-the-beltway debate into a political flashpoint jolting state houses 
and town halls across the country.  

State and local legislators feeling heat from angry constituents have introduced a dizzying array of 
bills and ordinances.  however, in most localities, it cannot legitimately be claimed that the influx of 
immigrants has created a true crisis. Case in point: a small, declining maryland farm town profiled 
in the Washington Post recently debated restrictive immigration legislation even though there are 
less than two dozen foreign-born residents living there.  Conversely, in locales where immigrants 
account for a greater percentage of residents, governing bodies have been more likely to introduce 
and enact legislation that welcomes foreign born members of the community.

to be sure, the arrival of newcomers has triggered cultural tensions and has stressed certain public 
services in some communities, particularly near the border. The legislative backlash, however, has 
been disproportionate to any actual public policy problems.  at their best, these negative measures 
are a legitimate expression of local frustration targeting specific policy concerns resulting from an 
influx of migrants; at worst, they are cheap political haymakers that divide communities and wreak 
havoc on local economies.  

Introduction

I. InTroDUCTIon: STATE AnD LoCAL ADvoCACy
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Introduction

many of the negative measures that have passed are of dubious constitutionality and have been subjected 
to legal challenge. many other proposals have died on the vine once the litigation and implementation 
costs were exposed. None of these measures, individually or in aggregate, represents a practical solution 
to the nation’s immigration challenges.  to the contrary, a patchwork of state and local efforts to 
address a uniquely federal policy concern harkens back to the nation’s disastrous pre-constitutional 
experiment with the articles of Confederation.  

The federal government has allowed the failures of our immigration system to fester in communities 
across the country.  and the federal government alone has the constitutional authority, institutional 
orientation, and national perspective to address them.  Until it does, however, the country will continue 
to be engulfed in these localized skirmishes that are spreading like prairie fires across the land. 

a recent review of state and local immigration initiatives published by the Progressive States Network 
reveals that positive immigration polices are gaining momentum around the country. many states, 
including those where most immigrants live, now provide in-state tuition (so-called Dream acts) 
for undocumented immigrants going to public universities. others are promoting policies to integrate 
immigrants through english language instruction and assistance in navigating the citizenship process. 
a number of states are even providing health insurance to undocumented children. instead of trying to 
punish immigrant workers, states are increasingly working with native and immigrant workers to crack 
down on bad employers who are violating minimum wage, safety and workers compensation laws (see 
The anti-immigrant movement that Failed: Positive integration Policies by State governments Still 
Far outweigh Punitive Policies aimed at New immigrants, PSN).  

The 2009 edition of Navigating the Immigration Debate—A Guide for State & Local Policymakers and 
Advocates provides a roadmap for steering through the policy minefields created by this proliferating 
legislation.  organized around the following seven hot-button issues, the guide is designed to provide 
a basic orientation to the issues and an introduction to critical resources:

restricting immigrants’ access to public benefits and services•	

mandating verification of employment eligibility•	

restricting congregations of day laborers •	

establishing “english-only” policies•	

imposing restrictive housing policies•	

requiring state and local police to serve as immigration agents•	

restricting immigrants’ access to driver’s licenses•	

each of these issue sections contains: (1) a background summary that distills the central arguments, problems, 
and state of play; (2) a factual rebuttal of the most commonly propounded myths; (3) a synthesis of current 
legislative activity around the country; (4) a description of relevant litigation; and (5) a broad compilation of 
additional resources from individuals and organizations with issue expertise.   

This guide should be viewed as a launching point for individuals concerned about immigration-related 
policy developments at the state and local level. We hope that the array of materials and organizations 
referenced herein help provide a roadmap for tapping in to the expertise of a growing network of 
national and local organizations committed to sustainable immigration solutions.  We further hope 
that as the futility of pursuing localized responses to a national problem becomes manifest, state and 
local governments will channel their efforts into pressuring the federal government to act.

http://www.progressivestates.org/content/902/2009-the-anti-immigrant-movement-that-failed
http://www.progressivestates.org/content/902/2009-the-anti-immigrant-movement-that-failed
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(i) Background Information

Without a federal solution to our nation’s broken immigration system, state and local policy makers 
are taking matters into their own hands by drafting initiatives aimed at addressing the perceived 
threats and costs caused by undocumented immigrants. With mounting public pressure to “do 
something” policymakers have responded with an easy but ineffective answer: restricting immigrants’ 
access to public benefits and services.  

Federal law already prohibits undocumented immigrants from accessing “federal public benefits,” 
a term which encompasses a range of federally-funded services.  Undocumented immigrants are 
ineligible for all of the major “federal public benefits” programs such as: full-scope medicaid, ChiP, 
Supplemental Security income (SSi), Social Security, medicare, Food Stamps, and taNF (cash 
assistance).  Despite inflammatory rhetoric from anti-immigrant groups, these programs have 
never provided benefits to the undocumented (see The economic impact of immigration, iPC). 
moreover, even legal immigrants found their access to “federal public benefits” severely limited 
following the passage of the Personal responsibility and Work opportunity reconciliation act of 
1996 (PrWora), also known as “welfare reform” (see a manual for hiv/aiDS Service Providers, 
National immigration Project).

Public Benefits

A. PUBLIC BEnEFITS

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/AILF-TheEconomicImpactofImmigration.pdf
http://www.nationalimmigrationproject.org/HIV/2004HIVManual/2004hivmanual/page9.html
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Public Benefits

however, in situations when universal access to federal public benefits serves the greater good, 
Congress has refused to impose immigration status restrictions.  Certain state and local programs 
that use federal funds must also guarantee universal access, such as emergency services under 
medicaid; public health programs for immunizations and the testing and treatment of the symptoms 
of communicable diseases; short-term, non-cash, in-kind emergency disaster relief programs; and 
school lunches and breakfasts (see immigrant eligibility for Public benefits, NiLC and immigrant 
eligibility for health benefits , NCSL). many states have even attempted to fill some of the gaps 
in non-citizen coverage resulting from the 1996 laws. in fact, over half of the states spend their own 
money to cover at least some of the immigrants who are ineligible for federally funded services (see 
overview of immigrant eligibility for Federal Programs, NiLC). The FY08 maryland budget bill 
(hb 50), for instance, appropriated $5,000,000 in supplementary funding for medical assistance 
services to legal immigrants ineligible for the federal medicaid program. While in California, Sb 
330 extended public benefits to migrant workers.

Still, a pernicious trend to deny even more benefits and services to immigrants in this country is 
gaining steam.  it is rooted in the immigration debate from the early 1990s, famously initiated 
by California’s 1994 ballot measure, Proposition 187.  This proposal to restrict undocumented 
immigrants’ access to most publicly-funded programs—including elementary education—was 
approved by California voters, although it was eventually ruled unconstitutional.  While the 
measure’s passage was an initial win for immigration restrictionists, republican politicians’ support 
for Proposition 187 eventually came back to haunt them, as Latino immigrants were inspired to 
apply for citizenship and vote them out of office following the ugly debate over this measure.   

arizona voters approved a related measure just a decade later, enacting Proposition 200 in 2004.  
importantly, this initiative was opposed by many of the key republican and Democratic leaders in 
arizona, but it was still approved by an electorate frustrated with federal inaction on immigration 
reform.  arizona’s Proposition 200 requires employees of state and local agencies to verify the 
immigration status of benefits applicants, and to report any “discovered” immigration law violations 
to the Department of homeland Security or face criminal sanctions (see immigrants’ rights 
Update, NiLC).  

Within a year of Proposition 200’s passage, more than twenty states had introduced approximately 
eighty bills aimed at restricting benefits for undocumented immigrants, at least seven of which 
directly copied some of the arizona measure’s provisions.  This trend has continued into the present: 
in 2008, 56 such bills were introduced in 28 states, 4 which of became law. and in 2007, 115 such 
bills were introduced in thirty-nine states, fifteen of which became law (see State Laws related to 
immigrants and immigration in 2008, NCSL).  For a list of bills addressing these issues see the 
Legislative activity tab of this chapter.

The reason these proposals are so controversial is not because they deny undocumented immigrants 
benefits they are already disqualified from, but because they create restrictive documentation 
requirements for all applicants for public services and benefits that can impact U.S. citizens and legal 
immigrants.  For example, in 2006 the Colorado house of representatives passed a bill that “requires 
all state entities to verify the lawful presence of persons 18 years or older who apply for state, local, 
or federal public benefits” (Colorado hb 1023).  Lawful presence is verified through producing a 

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-ImmigrantEligibilityForPublicBenefits.pdf
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/immig/immigranthealth0506.htm
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/immig/immigranthealth0506.htm
http://www.nilc.org/immspbs/special/overview-immeligfedprograms-rev-2008-10.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-ImmigrantRightsUpdate.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-ImmigrantRightsUpdate.pdf
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
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Public Benefits

state driver’s license or iD card, a U.S. military iD card, U.S. Coast guard merchant mariner card, or 
Native american tribal document, and by signing an affidavit affirming citizenship or legal status.  For 
various reasons, many U.S. citizens do not have access to these documents, and were unable to obtain 
the benefit they need.  Due to the nightmares caused by the implementation of this law, Colorado 
subsequently passed hb 1314, expanding the list of acceptable forms of identification.

Proponents of these restrictive measures hope that by making life in the U.S. less welcoming 
to immigrant families, many will “self-deport” (see immigrants’ rights Update, NiLC).  These 
restrictions will undoubtedly frighten immigrants, their families, and their communities who feel 
targeted by the measures (see Documentation requirements relating to health for the immigrant 
Community, NCLr).  Yet the idea that these restrictions will somehow help resolve the issue of 
undocumented immigration is foolhardy.  Undocumented immigrants are here to work, not take 
welfare, and passing laws that further limit their access to public benefits will not lead these workers 
to leave the country.  instead, these laws will harm legally-present individuals—including U.S. 
citizens—who cannot produce sufficient documentation under the new rules (see medicaid: States 
reported That Citizenship requirement resulted in enrollment Decline for eligible Citizens and 
Posed administrative burdens, gao and Not getting What They Paid For: Limiting immigrants’ 
access to benefits hurts Families Without reducing healthcare Costs, iPC).  

Furthermore, creating additional barriers for accessing basic public benefits and services carries 
serious public health implications.  as the National Council of La raza (NCLr) warns, “when 
immigrant parents are afraid to visit health care providers, their citizen family members will lose 
access to care,” and as a consequence, communicable illnesses will be untreated and children will go 
without immunizations (see Documentation requirements relating to health for the immigrant 
Community, NCLr).  Public health depends on all members of the community having access to 
care.  When any one segment of the population is marginalized, it seriously undermines the fight to 
eradicate serious childhood illnesses like rubella, and increases the risk that illnesses like influenza 
spread rapidly.  it is simply not good public policy to prevent or impede a portion of the population 
from seeking health care, whether through publicly-funded health insurance programs for children 
or emergency medical assistance for victims of accidents or crimes. 

Fortunately, not all recent legislation regarding immigrant access to public benefits is restrictive.  
Some states, including California, maine, and vermont, voted to provide alternate forms of aid 
to immigrant families, regardless of their status.  additionally, legal challenges to restrictions on 
services have been successful in maryland (ehrlich v. Perez, 908 a.2d 1220 (mD. Ct. app, oct. 
12, 2006)) and New York (aliessa v. Novello, 96 NY.2d 418 (NY 2001)).  For a partial list of legal 
challenges to these bills see the Litigation tab of this chapter.

Despite mounting frustration at the state and local level over federal inaction to correct our country’s 
broken immigration system, state initiatives and local ordinances aimed at denying services to 
undocumented immigrants will not solve the problem.  Such short-sighted policies are doomed 
because they fail to address the root causes of our current policy failures.  They will only create fear 
and confusion that will obstruct lawful immigrants and U.S. citizens from accessing key health and 
social services that benefit us all. 

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-ImmigrantRightsUpdate.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DocumentationRequirements.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DocumentationRequirements.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/documents/20070724110408.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/documents/20070724110408.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/documents/20070724110408.pdf
http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/index.php?content=B030601
http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/index.php?content=B030601
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DocumentationRequirements.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DocumentationRequirements.pdf
http://www.law.cornell.edu/citation/state_samples/sample_new_york.htm
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Public Benefits

(ii) Myths and Facts

MYTH: Undocumented immigrants can access the same public benefits as U.S. citizens.

Fact: Current federal law prohibits undocumented immigrants from accessing “federal public 
benefits,” a term which encompasses a range of federally funded services.  Undocumented im-
migrants are not eligible for most “federal public benefits” programs such as: full-scope med-
icaid, ChiP, Supplemental Security income (SSi), Social Security, medicare, Food Stamps, or 
taNF (cash assistance).  Despite rhetoric from anti-immigrant groups, these restrictions are 
not new policy; these programs never included the undocumented.1

however, in situations when universal access to federal public benefits serves the greater good, 
Congress has refused to impose immigration status restrictions.  Certain state and local pro-
grams that use federal funds must also guarantee universal access, such as emergency services 
under medicaid; public health programs for immunizations and the testing and treatment of 
the symptoms of communicable diseases; short-term, non-cash, in-kind emergency disaster 
relief programs; and school lunches and breakfasts.2 

MYTH: Undocumented immigrants come to the United States to get welfare.

Fact: Undocumented immigrants come to the United States to work and reunite with family members.

 in fact, undocumented immigrants are less likely than natives to use public services.3  on average, 
both legal and undocumented immigrants received about $1,139 in health care, compared with 
$2,546 for native-born residents.  although immigrants comprised 10% of the U.S. population 
in 1998, they accounted for only 8% of U.S. health care costs.4

 an analysis of welfare data by researchers at the Urban institute reveals that less than 1% of 
households headed by undocumented immigrants receive cash assistance for needy families, 
compared to 5% of households headed by native-born U.S. citizens. 

 also, while 66% of mexican immigrants report the withholding of Social Security 
taxes from their paychecks and 62% say that employers withhold income taxes, only 
10% say they have ever sent a child to U.S. public schools, 7% indicate they have received 
Supplemental Security income, and 5% or less report ever using food stamps, welfare, or  
unemployment compensation.5

moreover, undocumented immigrants are ineligible for welfare, food stamps, full scope medic-
aid, and most other public benefits.6 

1  The economic impact of immigration, iPC.
2  immigrant eligibility for Public benefits, NiLC.
3  Facts about immigrants’ Low Use of health Services and Public benefits, NiLC.
4  The economic impact of immigration, iPC.
5  Five myths about immigration: Common misconceptions Underlying U.S. border-enforcement Policy, iPC.
6  Undocumented immigrants: myths and reality, Urban institute.

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/AILF-TheEconomicImpactofImmigration.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-ImmigrantEligibilityForPublicBenefits.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-FactsAboutImmigantsLowUseofHealthServices.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/AILF-TheEconomicImpactofImmigration.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IPC-FiveMythsAboutImmigration.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/UrbanInstitute-UndocumentedImmgrantsMythsAndReality.pdf
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Public Benefits

MYTH: Undocumented immigrants do not pay taxes that fund public benefits programs.

Fact: immigrants pay taxes just like everyone else, in the form of income, property, sales, and 
other taxes at the federal, state, and local level.  irS Commissioner mark everson testified 
before the house Ways and means Committee in July 2006 that undocumented immigrants 
paid almost $50 billion in federal taxes from 1996 to 2003.7  The majority of the costs of 
schooling and other services are funded by these taxes.

as far as income tax payments go, sources vary in their accounts, but a range of studies find that 
immigrants pay between $90 and $140 billion a year in federal, state, and local taxes. 

additionally, the twelve million undocumented immigrants in the United States pay into Social 
Security and medicare at a rate of approximately $8.5 billion per year, yet they are unable to 
collect on the benefits.8

MYTH: Undocumented immigrants are a costly drain on the system. 

Fact: immigrants are a net fiscal benefit to the U.S. economy.  according to a 1997 study by 
the National academy of Sciences, “the average fiscal impact of immigrants . . . is positive in 
part because they tend to arrive at young working ages, in part because their descendants are 
expected to have higher skills and incomes, in part because they pay taxes for some items, such 
as national defense and interest on the federal debt, for which they do not impose costs, and in 
part because they will help to pay the public costs of the aging baby-boom generations.” 

The National academy of Sciences estimated that “the average immigrant pays nearly $1,800 
more in taxes than he or she costs in benefits” each year.

 
 however, the net tax contribution of an 

immigrant and his or her descendants is $80,000: +$105,000 at the federal level, but -$25,000 
at the state level.9

MYTH: A large share of schoolchildren are undocumented immigrants.

Fact: in 2000, only 1.5% of elementary school children (enrolled in kindergarten through 
5th grade) and 3% of secondary children (grades 6-12) were undocumented.  Slightly higher 
shares—5% in elementary and 4% in secondary schools—had undocumented parents.10

7 See irS Commissioner mark everson testimony before the house Ways and means Committee.
8 Paying Their Way and Then Some, NiLC.
9 The New americans: economic, Demographic, and Fiscal effects of immigration, James P. Smith and barry edmonston.
10 Undocumented immigrants: myths and reality, Urban institute.

http://waysandmeans.house.gov/hearings.asp?formmode=view&id=5171
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-PayingTheirWayAndThenSome.pdf
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/5779.html
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/UrbanInstitute-UndocumentedImmgrantsMythsAndReality.pdf
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MYTH: Requiring citizenship documentation for benefits will save taxpayers money.

Fact: on July 24, 2007, house oversight Committee Chairman henry Waxman (D-Ca) 
released two new analyses that examine the impact of new medicaid citizenship documentation 
requirements in effect since 2006.  a gao analysis shows that the new restrictions have caused 
tens of thousands of eligible U.S. citizens to lose their medicaid coverage,11 and a report by 
the Committee’s majority staff shows that implementation costs far outweigh any expenditure 
savings generated by excluding undocumented immigrants from medicaid coverage.12  For 
every $100 spent by federal taxpayers to implement the new requirements in six states, the staff 
report found, only $0.14 in medicaid savings can be documented.13

11  States reported That Citizenship Documentation requirement resulted in enrollment Declines for eligible Citizens and Posed 
administrative burdens, gao.

12  medicaid Citizenship Documentation requirements Deny Coverage to Citizens and Cost taxpayers millions, majority Staff, 
Committee on oversight and government reform.

13 The Pulse, aiLa’s Capitol beat, aiLa (members only).

http://oversight.house.gov/documents/20070724110408.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/documents/20070724110408.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/documents/20070724110341.pdf
http://www.aila.org/content/default.aspx?docid=23014
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(iii) Legislative activity

eNacteD LawS that reStrIct IMMIgraNtS’ acceSS to BeNeFItS

State LeveL

The following list of state measures was taken from a December, 2008 report published by the 
National Conference of State Legislatures.  Updates to the report are expected periodically.

Alaska SB 120 (Signed 5/28/08)
This act limits the disclosure of certain records of the state Department of Labor and Workforce 
Development but requires that some confidential information must be provided to several federal 
agencies, such as the U.S. Department of homeland Security, to verify the immigration status of an 
individual claiming unemployment benefits. effective immediately.

Hawaii SB 2542 (To Governor 4/25/08)
Under this legislation, services provided by federally qualified health centers or rural health clinics to 
individuals not eligible for medicaid benefits (which includes all unauthorized and some authorized 
immigrants) are not eligible for reimbursement. a federally qualified health center may apply for 
funding to modify its scope of services when the population it serves changes, for example, serving 
more migrant patients. it also appropriates $1 million for the department of health to provide 
resources to community-based, non-profit health care providers for medical care of the uninsured.

Kansas SB 81 (Signed 5/18/08)
This law requires that individuals be U.S. citizens or legal aliens and present documentary evidence 
to prove their status in order to be eligible for Kansas’s discretionary SChiP.

Maine HB 1651 (Signed 3/21/08)
This law reduces funds for purchased social services, which include refugee services. it reduces 
funding for state-administered food stamps to legally-admitted aliens who are no longer eligible 
for federal food stamps.

Missouri HB 1549 (Omnibus bill, signed 7/7/08)
The law prohibits immigrants unlawfully present from receiving state or local public benefits, with 
the exceptions provided under 8 USC 1621(b). This does not prohibit emergency medical care, 
prenatal care, services offering alternatives to abortion, emergency assistance or legal assistance. it 
requires proof of lawful status for those over 18. Lawful presence must be verified by the federal 
government.

Minnesota HF 3376 (Signed 5/23/08)
Under this legislation, asylees, in addition to refugees, who have been in the U.S. for less than one year before 
applying are barred from being eligible for the diversionary work program, which is part of minnesota’s 
taNF program. The legislation also establishes the interstate Compact for the Placement of Children, 
which excludes children entering the United States for the purpose of adoption from its jurisdiction. 
additionally, the courts will also ensure that children exiting the foster care system have assistance in 
obtaining the documents necessary to live on their own, including green cards and school visas.

http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ncsl.org/
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South Carolina HB 4400 (Omnibus bill, signed 6/4/08)
The law mandates lawful presence in order to receive public benefits and provides for exceptions, 
such as emergency health and disaster relief services, immunizations, prenatal care and domestic 
violence. immigrant applicants have to submit an affidavit of their lawful presence, which will be 
subsequently verified through the federal Save program.

Utah SB 81 (Omnibus bill, signed 3/13/08)
it requires a state agencies to verify lawful presence of public benefit applicants through Save and 
provides for exceptions.

eNacteD LawS that ProMote IMMIgraNtS’ acceSS to BeNeFItS

State LeveL

The following list of state measures was taken from a December, 2008 report published by the 
National Conference of State Legislatures.  Updates to the report are expected periodically.

Colorado SB 177 (Signed 6/2/08)
This legislation addresses the Colorado Works Program, Colorado’s taNF program. The law 
redefines ‘‘qualified alien’’ to refer directly to the definition used by the state board that conforms 
with the definition set out in the Personal responsibility and Work opportunity reconciliation act 
(PrWora). Under this legislation, the state department of human services is no longer explicitly 
required to report the citizenship status of members of families participating in the Colorado Works 
Program. The statute requiring the state department to report names and addresses of unlawful 
aliens to iNS, except those who only receive benefits from medicaid, is also repealed.

Colorado HB 1199 (Signed 4/7/08)
This law eliminates the one year residency requirement for receiving hospitalization assistance for 
the treatment of tuberculosis, which enhances the non-discrimination policy in providing programs 
and services related to testing for, diagnosing, and treating tuberculosis, regardless of national origin 
or immigration status.

Colorado HB 1285 (Signed 3/17/08)
This law appropriates funds to the Department of health Care Policy and Financing. it appropriates 
$47 million for medical service premiums for non-citizens, and $3,000 for Save.

Colorado HB 1287 (Signed 3/17/08)
This law appropriates $37.2 million to the Department of human Services office of operations, 
of which $71,000 shall be from the U.S. Department of health and human Services office of 
refugee resettlement. it appropriates $3.9 million to special purpose welfare programs to refugee 
assistance. it appropriates $49.8 million to Save.

Florida HB 1193 (Vetoed 6/25/08)
This legislation would have provided for the development of a plan to implement a statewide 
electronic benefits transfer program for the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, 
infants, and Children (WiC). The program was structured to enable an individual who receives 

http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ncsl.org/
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an electronic benefit transfer card for food stamp benefits and temporary assistance payments— 
including refugee cash assistance payments and asylum applicant payments—to also use that card 
for WiC benefits.

Hawaii SB 2830 (To Governor 2/25/08)
This legislation expands the Kapuna care program, which provides daily living assistance to 
individuals over sixty years of age, including legal aliens, to include emergency and short-term 
respite services and grants for home modifications and family caregivers.

Illinois SB 1102 (Signed 7/9/08)
This law appropriates grants to assist Community and migrant health Centers to expand service 
capacity and develop additional sites.

Iowa SF 2425 (Signed 5/13/08)
if sufficient funding is available, this appropriations legislation allows iowa’s State Children’s 
health insurance Program (SChiP) to expand insurance coverage to legal immigrant children and 
pregnant women, who are not eligible under current federal guidelines.

Iowa SF 2430 (Signed 4/29/08)
This legislation provides for the creation of an individual development account program for low 
income refugees, subject to available funding. to assist in addressing the special needs of refugee 
families, the state would match deposits in those accounts up to $2,000. The law also provides 
$475,000 in grants for community micro-enterprise development organizations that serve 
underserved and low- to moderate-income individuals.

New York SB 6804 (Signed 4/23/08)
This law includes an allocation for migrant worker services. it also provides $430,000 for services 
and expenses to community health centers to provide care to migrant and seasonal farm workers 
and their families, among others.

New York AB 10228 (Signed 9/25/08)
The act provides that an alien, including a nonqualified alien, is eligible for residential services for 
victims of domestic violence.

Utah HB 336 (Signed 3/17/08)
This legislation creates the refugee Services Fund, which will provide grants to refugee organizations 
that help meet the employment, language, education, health care, and other needs of refugees, and 
will encourage refugees who receive services to become donors to the fund once their financial 
situations improve.

Virginia HB 30 (Signed 5/9/08)
This law directs the Department of Social Services to develop a multi-lingual outreach program to 
ensure access to food stamps for qualified aliens who are U.S. citizens, to minimize the procedural 
burden on qualified aliens, and to provide that the eligibility of a qualified alien for temporary 
assistance for Needy Families (taNF) and social services will be determined without regard to 
immigration status to the extent possible. The legislation appropriates $300,000 over two years to 
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train law enforcement in immigration law, policy, and the Spanish language. The legislation provides 
for a shorter certification period for food stamps for households containing migrants. it prohibits 
the virginia State bar and the Legal Service Corporation of virginia from using funds provided 
in the act to file lawsuits on behalf of aliens present in the United States in violation of the law. 
The legislation provides that payments received pursuant to the State Criminal alien assistance 
Program for housing illegal aliens, estimated at $2 million over two years, will be deposited directly 
into the general fund.

Washington HB 3168 (Signed 3/26/08)
This law establishes a head Start Program to assist the educational needs of low-income populations 
in the early childhood education arena. Providers operating migrant and seasonal head Start 
programs will be consulted in order to address the needs of children of migrant and seasonal farm 
worker families.

PeNDINg LegISLatIoN

a number of other jurisdictions have introduced legislation on immigrants’ access to public benefits.  
as state and local legislatures revisit these bills or consider new ones in 2009, this issue is certain to 
assume more prominence unless and until the federal government takes explicit preemptive action.

to search for additional state immigration legislation visit the migration Policy institute’s State Law Database.

aL hB163
aL SB106
aL SB226
aL SB590
aZ hB2624
aZ hB2750
aZ SB1072
aZ SB1109
ca hB20
ca hB271
ca hB1328
ca hB1382
ca hB1930
ca hB2875
co hB1326
ga hB1219
IL hB6658
IL SB2468
IN hB1240
IN hB1385
KS hB2367
La hB1233
MD hB604
MD SB84
MI hB6224
MI hB6225
MS hB241

MS hB298
MS hB350
MS hB352
MS hB1249
MS hB1417
MS hB1473
MS SB2069
MS SB2279
MS SB2564
MS SB2776
MS SB2827
MS SB2984
Mo hB1346
Mo hB1626
Mo hB1655
Mo SB751
Mo SB1186
Mo SB1255
Ne LB784
Ne LB963
NJ SB82
NJ SB1665
NJ Scr69
NY hB2345
NY hB5932
NY hB6787
NY hB9985

NY hB10228
NY SB1496
NY SB7185
NY SB8413
oK SB1157
Pa SB9
rI hB7595
rI hB7653
rI hB7746
rI hB7875
rI SB2220
rI SB2765
Sc hB4388
Sc SB869
Sc SB1008
tN hB73
tN hB406
tN hB407
tN hB655
tN hB3257
tN hB3961
tN SB2791
tN SB2936
va hB439
va hB1026
wv hB4581

Public Benefits

http://www.migrationinformation.org/datahub/statelaws.cfm
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MoDeL LegISLatIoN
There exist positive and proactive alternatives to addressing this problem that states may want 
to consider.  in a November 2007 strategy memo, the Progressive States Network highlights the  
idea that:

“Rather than pursuing useless and costly attempts to deny benefits that undocumented 
immigrants don’t even qualify for, many states are actually trying to spend more on 
new immigrants, recognizing that long-term investments in education and health 
care will pay off with a more skilled and healthy workforce in the future.  More 
than half of the states spend their own funds to provide services to at least some 
immigrants ineligible for federal services” (2007 Strategy Memo, Progressive  
States Network).

on medical care in particular, illinois’ new allKids program extended coverage to children of all 
income levels, regardless of immigration status.  illinois was joined by massachusetts, hawaii, and 
New York as those states continued to expand health benefits for many immigrant children. 

health care prevention and education are the most obvious places where leaders can make the case 
that attempts to save money today will just cost a lot more money down the line, with a sicker and 
less educated workforce in the future.

For model legislation, see Washington Sb 5093, which extends health coverage to all children in 
families earning up to 250% of the federal poverty line (moving to 300% in 2009), regardless of 
immigration status. 

http://www.progressivestates.org/files/immigrationstrategy.html
http://www.allkids.com/
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ChildrensAlliance-SB5093.pdf
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(iv) Litigation

Case: ehrlich v. Perez, 908 a.2d 1220 (mD. Ct. app, oct. 12, 2006).

in 1997, the maryland general assembly enacted md. ann. Code, health-general article 
§15-103(a)(2)(viii), which provided “comprehensive medical care and other health care services 
for all legal immigrant children under the age of 18 years and pregnant women who meet 
[medicaid] eligibility standards and who arrived in the U.S. on or after august 22, 1996.” 

in 2006, maryland’s governor terminated state funding for medical services to “qualified” 
immigrant children and pregnant women who are ineligible for medicaid due the federal 
five year bar.  advocates representing the affected immigrants sued.  The state’s highest court 
applied “strict scrutiny” review to the governor’s actions and found that the immigrants 
were likely to win their claim that the cuts violated the state constitution’s equal protection 
clause.  after the decision was issued, the state agency restored coverage for these children 
and pregnant women.

The Circuit Court for montgomery County issued a preliminary injunction ordering that 
the state (i) provide medicaid coverage for all those within the ambit of §15-103(a)(2)(viii) 
and (ii) reimburse recipients for the benefits that had been denied to them before the date 
of the order.  The injunction was based on the equal protection provisions of maryland’s 
constitution set forth in article 24 of maryland’s Declaration of rights.

Case: aliessa v. Novello, 96 NY.2d 418 (NY 2001). 

New York’s highest court has ruled that the state violated the U.S. and state constitutions 
when it denied state-funded medicaid to certain immigrants who lost eligibility for medicaid 
under the 1996 welfare reform law.  The New York Court of appeals in Aliessa, et. al. v. 
Novello held unanimously that a New York statute limiting immigrants’ eligibility for the 
state’s medical assistance program ran afoul of the equal protection clauses of the New York 
and U.S. constitutions, as well as the New York constitution’s requirement that the state and 
its subdivisions provide for the aid, care, and support of the needy. 

other states are not bound by a decision of a New York court.  Nonetheless, they should take 
note of the court’s conclusion that states violate the U.S. Constitution when they discriminate 
among classes of immigrants in the administration of their benefit programs.  The Aliessa 
decision should prompt states to examine their benefit programs for immigration-based 
classifications, including programs that fail to draw down federal funds for immigrants after 
the five-year bar, and it may encourage more states to extend benefits to all lawfully present 
immigrants.  The decision could also add momentum to efforts to make federal funding 
available to restore benefits to qualified immigrants subject to the five-year bar. 

For an updated list and additional information on legal challenges to state and local ordinances 
see the Legal action Center at the american immigration Law Foundation.

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/EhrlichVPerez-PreliminaryInjunction.pdf
http://www.nilc.org/immspbs/health/health011.htm
http://www.ailf.org/lac/clearinghouse_120706.shtml#developments
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(v) More resources

orgaNIZatIoNS

American Immi•	 gration Law Foundation (AILF)

American Immigration Lawyers Associatio•	 n (AILA)

Community Justice Projec•	 t (CJP)

Fair Immigration Reform Movemen•	 t (FIRM)

National Council of La Raz•	 a (NCLR)

National Immigration Law Cente•	 r (NILC)

Nebraska Applesee•	 d

National Conference of State Legislature•	 s (NCSL)

Urban Institut•	 e

Progressive States Networ•	 k (PSN)

MaterIaLS/rePortS
 Adam Sonfield, Guttmacher Policy Review, Winter 2007, Volume 10, Number 1 •	
The impact of anti-immigrant Policy on Publicly Subsidized reproductive health Care

 American Immigration Law Foundation (AILF), Immigration Policy Center (IPC)•	  
The economic impact of immigration 
Not getting What They Paid For: Limiting immigrants’ access to benefits hurts Families  
Without reducing healthcare Costs 
Five myths about immigration: Common misconceptions Underlying U.S. border-
enforcement Policy

 Center for Public Policy Priorities •	
PowerPoint Presentation on immigrants and Public benefits in texas

 Community Justice Project (CJP)•	  
Studies Show that Undocumented immigrants Contribute to the National and Local 
economy

 Government Accountability Office (GAO) •	
medicaid: States reported That Citizenship Documentation requirement resulted in 
enrollment Decline for eligible Citizens and Posed administrative burdens

 •	 medicaid Citizenship Documentation requirements Deny Coverage to Citizens and Cost 
taxpayers millions

 National Center for Children in Poverty  •	
Federal Policies restrict immigrant Children’s access to Key Public benefits

http://www.ailf.org/
http://www.aila.org/
http://www.communityjusticeproject.org/
http://www.fairimmigration.org/
http://www.nclr.org/
http://www.nilc.org/
http://www.neappleseed.org/
http://www.ncsl.org/
http://www.urban.org/
http://www.progressivestates.org/
http://www.guttmacher.org/pubs/gpr/10/1/gpr100107.html
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/AILF-TheEconomicImpactofImmigration.pdf
http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/index.php?content=B030601
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IPC-FiveMythsAboutImmigration.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IPC-FiveMythsAboutImmigration.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/CenterForPublicPolicyPriorities-BriefingOnImmigrantsAndPublicBenefits.ppt
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/CJP-StudiesShowThatUndocumentedImmigrantsContribute.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/CJP-StudiesShowThatUndocumentedImmigrantsContribute.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/documents/20070724110408.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/documents/20070724110408.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/documents/20070724110341.pdf
http://oversight.house.gov/documents/20070724110341.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/CenterForChildrenInPoverty-FederalPoliciesRestricting.pdf
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 National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) •	  
immigrant eligibility for health benefits  
health Care for Children of immigrants, annotated bibliography 
2006 State Legislation related to immigration: enacted and vetoed 
State Laws related to immigrants and immigration in 2008

•  National Council of La Raza (NCLR) 
Documentation requirements relating to health for immigrant Communities

 National Immigration Law Center (NILC)•	  
overview of immigrant eligibility for Federal Programs 
immigrant rights’ Update: most State Proposals to restrict benefits to immigrants Failed in 2005 
Paying Their Way and Then Some: Facts about the Contributions of immigrants to 
economic growth and Public investment 
Facts about immigrants’ Low Use of health Services and Public benefits 
State and Local Policies on immigrant access to Services: Promoting integration or 
isolation? 
immigrant eligibility for Public benefits

 Nebraska Appleseed •	
immigrants and Public benefits in Nebraska

 Progressive States Network •	
Fighting the anti-immigrant movement in the States: Strategy memo and resources 
Using Smart State Policy to Challenge the anti-immigrant movement

Fact SheetS

 Urban Institute•	  
Undocumented immigrants: myths and reality

aDvocacY tooLS/caMPaIgNS

allKids progra•	 m

Public Benefits

http://www.ncsl.org/programs/immig/immigranthealth0506.htm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCSL-HealthCareAndChildrenInImmigrantFamilies.pdf
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/immig/6ImmigEnactedLegis3.htm#Top
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DocumentationRequirements.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-OverviewOfImmigrantEligibilityForFederalPrograms.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-ImmigrantRightsUpdate.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-PayingTheirWayAndThenSome.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-PayingTheirWayAndThenSome.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-FactsAboutImmigantsLowUseofHealthServices.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-StateAndLocalPoliciesOnImmigrantAccessToServices.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-StateAndLocalPoliciesOnImmigrantAccessToServices.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-ImmigrantEligibilityForPublicBenefits.pdf
http://www.neappleseed.org/oldsite/nac/PFP/WDPP/WelfBrochures/ImmigrantWelfRights.htm
http://www.progressivestates.org/files/immigrationstrategy.html
http://www.progressivestates.org/stateimmigrationproject/immigrationpolicies.html
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/UrbanInstitute-UndocumentedImmgrantsMythsAndReality.pdf
http://www.allkids.com/
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B. EmPLoymEnT ELIGIBILITy vErIFICATIon

 (i) Background Information

The concept of “cracking down” on employers who hire unauthorized foreign workers is one of the 
most commonly-cited prescriptions for our nation’s immigration woes—that is, until one scratches 
the surface to examine why we have large-scale undocumented immigration in the first place.  
immigrants come to the United States to work, and the bitter irony of our broken immigration 
system is the fact that while our immigration laws erect a “Keep out” sign along the border, our 
economy even in as bad shape as it is currently in, beckons immigrants with “help Wanted” signs.

The demand for immigrant workers in the U.S. far outweighs the supply of legal visas, leading an 
estimated 500,000 or more potential workers to come to the U.S. without legal work authorization 
every year (see State Laws related to immigrants and immigration in 2008, Pew hispanic Center).  
at the same time, employers are subject to the penalties of fines and possible incarceration for 
knowingly hiring an undocumented worker.

Since 1996, the federal government has made efforts to create an electronic system that would allow 
employers to verify an employee’s work authorization.  originally known as the “basic Pilot” system, 
this program was recently re-branded “e-verify” by the Department of homeland Security.  There 
are serious privacy, civil liberties, budgetary and technological questions that must be addressed 
before this pilot program will be ready for prime time.  Furthermore, e-verify relies upon databases 

http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
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that contain unacceptably high percentages of outdated or simply inaccurate information (see 
basic Pilot / e-verify: Not a magic bullet, NiLC).  because an error in a database has the severe 
consequence of preventing someone from being able to work, these problems with the current 
program are of grave import.

While e-verify was wisely established as a voluntary program, some state legislatures have passed 
measures that would mandate its use within their jurisdictions in a misguided attempt to show 
they are tough on undocumented immigrants and the businesses that hire them.  For a list of bills 
addressing this issue, see the Legislative activity tab of this chapter.

States like Colorado, arizona, georgia, and oklahoma have already signed these ill-conceived 
measures into law, even though the provisions will hurt their own states’ economies and workforces 
(see State Laws related to immigrants and immigration in 2008, NCSL and baSiC PiLot/e-
veriFY, NiLC). in fact, a growing body of anecdotal evidence shows that these measures are 
already having serious negative impacts on their local economies (see erecting its own tombstone: 
arizona’s mandatory basic Pilot /e-verify Law, NiLC, and e-verify and arizona: early experiences 
Portend a rough road ahead, iPC).

in illinois, lawmakers have taken the opposite approach by passing hb 1744, which states that 
businesses may not participate in e-verify until there is evidence that the program’s accuracy 
rate is substantially improved.  This law, however, as with many of the other states’ immigration-
focused laws, is currently facing a court challenge (see USa v. illinois)— this time from the federal 
government--and may be amended or invalidated as a result.  For a partial list of legal challenges to 
these bills, see the Litigation tab of this chapter.

This conflict between federal and state laws on the topic of employment eligibility verification is a 
direct result of the federal government’s failure to provide an immigration solution for employers, 
workers, and the public at large.  Furthermore, as is often the case when laws are passed without 
careful consideration of the consequences, these laws have been hung up in the judicial process and 
their full effects are not yet known.

all told, sanctions on employers and efforts to make employment eligibility verification mandatory 
nationwide will not solve our nation’s immigration crisis.  only updating our immigration admissions 
laws to meet reality will restore control and order to our immigration system.  

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-NotAMagicBullet.pdf
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.nilc.org/immsemplymnt/ircaempverif/index.htm#eevs
http://www.nilc.org/immsemplymnt/ircaempverif/index.htm#eevs
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-ErectingItsOwnTombstone.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-ErectingItsOwnTombstone.pdf
http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/index.php?content=fc080505
http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/index.php?content=fc080505
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/USvIllinoisComplaint.pdf
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(ii) Myths and Facts

MYTH: There is no liability for an employer who hires an undocumented worker; therefore, 
states must create their own employment verification requirements and their own penalties for 
businesses that hire unauthorized immigrants.

Fact: Until 1986, no federal law actually made it illegal for an employer to hire an immigrant 
worker who was not authorized to work in the U.S.  in 1986, Congress considered the 
immigration reform and Control act of 1986 (irCa).  one of the most intensely-debated 
aspects of this measure was whether to impose penalties on employers who hire undocumented 
workers.  it was argued that by creating what are now referred to as “employer sanctions,” 
employers would have a major disincentive for hiring such noncitizens.

irCa set out the basic framework that requires employers to verify the employment eligibility 
of newly-hired employees.  irCa made it unlawful for employers to knowingly hire or continue 
to employ unauthorized workers.  all new hires were required to fill out the new Form i-9 in an 
accurate and timely manner.  The i-9 form—still in use today—has three parts:

 The employee must complete section one of the form at the time of hire or when the 1. 
employee begins work.  in this section, the employee provides documentation of her 
identity and work eligibility.  in 1996, Congress enacted the illegal immigration reform 
and immigrant responsibility act of 1996 (iirira), which among other major changes 
to immigration policy, reduced the number of documents that employers may accept from 
newly-hired employees during the employment verification process.

 The employer must complete section two of the form within three business days of hire, 2. 
and certify that the employee’s documents of identity and work authorization appear to be 
genuine and belong to the employee. 

 The employer completes section three of the form when it is necessary to update or re-3. 
verify an employee’s work authorization document(s).

For more information, read how USCiS explains the i-9 form. 

if the Department of homeland Security finds that a business is employing an unauthorized 
worker, sanctions can be imposed.  employers who do not properly use and retain the i-9 forms 
can face a civil penalty ranging from $110 to $1,100.  if the employer is found to have been 
employing unauthorized workers, penalties start in the $275 to $2,200 range, with amounts 
increasing for repeat violators.  When an employer is convicted of having engaged in a pattern 
or practice of knowingly hiring unauthorized workers, the fine can go up to $3,000 and include 
six months imprisonment.

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/DHS-I9Form.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/USCIS-AboutTheI-9Form.pdf
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MYTH: The I-9 employment eligibility form is easy to fill out, and provides clear guidelines on how 
to identify and verify document authenticity without running afoul of anti-discrimination laws.

Fact: Despite being given a huge new mandate by Congress in the 1986 law, employers 
received very little or no training in how to determine the authenticity of documents used to 
prove identification and employment eligibility in the new system.  on the one hand, some 
employers violated the rights of legal workers by using racial and linguistic profiling to narrow 
the applicant pool, with the goal of avoiding liability for hiring an undocumented worker.  a 
1990 government accountability office (gao) study found there to be a “widespread pattern 
of discrimination” in the manner in which employers were implementing the i-9 verification 
process.1  on the other hand, other employers accepted almost any document offered to them, 
with the goal of avoiding charges of discrimination by asking too many questions about a 
particular document or applicant.  to date, the system is still wholly inadequate according to 
both employer and worker groups, and both camps agree that fundamental reforms are needed 
to make the system work.

MYTH: The federal government is simply not enforcing the employer sanctions laws, therefore 
state and local governments must fill the void.

Fact: There are an estimated twelve million undocumented immigrants in the U.S. today, 
with some seven million of them working in our economy.  U.S. immigration and Customs 
enforcement (iCe) has begun what DhS Secretary michael Chertoff calls a “strategic shift” 
in enforcement by focusing on employers that knowingly or recklessly hire undocumented 
immigrants.2  While the former iNS brought just 25 criminal charges against employers 
in 2002, iCe arrested 716 employers in 20063 and 863 in 2007.4  Whether the number 
of employers sanctioned is seven or seven hundred, enforcement-alone is not a solution 
to the problem of undocumented immigration.  We have seven million undocumented 
immigrants working in our country today, and clearly we cannot enforce our way out of this 
situation, even if the states get involved in punishing employers who hire undocumented 
workers.  

MYTH: Employers now have an easy to use, quick, and fool-proof method of checking  
employment eligibility.

Fact:  in an attempt to create a better method for determining work authorization, the 1996 
legislative package called iirira established the basic Pilot Program, or as the Department of 
homeland Security now calls it, e-verify.

e-verify is a federally-run, voluntary program whereby an employer enters form i-9 data (name; 
date of birth; Social Security number) into a computer within three days of an employee’s hire 

1 immigration reform: employer Sanctions and the Question of Discrimination, gao.
2 Department of homeland Security unveils comprehensive immigration enforcement strategy for the nation’s interior, iCe.
3 executive Summary of iCe accomplishments in Fiscal Year 2006, iCe.
4 Fiscal Year 2007 annual report, iCe 

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/AILA-IAmAnEmployerEVerify.pdf
http://archive.gao.gov/d24t8/140974.pdf
http://www.ice.gov/pi/news/newsreleases/articles/060420washington_2.htm
http://www.ice.gov/pi/news/factsheets/2006accomplishments.htm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ICEFY2007AnnualReport.pdf
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date.  The information is then compared with databases maintained by the Social Security 
administration (SSa) and Department of homeland Security (DhS), where USCiS oversees 
the program.  if work authorization cannot be confirmed, the employer must notify the employee 
of the finding, referred to as a “tentative non-confirmation.”  The employee has the right to clear 
up the discrepancy by contacting SSa and/or USCiS, as appropriate, but cannot be hired long-
term unless the non-confirmation is resolved.

While in concept e-verify sounds like an easy and efficient way for employers to check the 
work authorization of new hires, major problems still exist with this program.  The fundamental 
problem remains the fact that DhS must run the identity data it receives against the SSa database, 
a database whose purpose and function was not for meant for immigration enforcement.  

employers and immigration advocates also point out that with the obligation to scrutinize 
the immigration status of potential employees against a flawed database, e-verify can lead to 
increased employment discrimination as employers illegally pre-screen applicants or make other 
assumptions about potential workers based on ethnic or linguistic characteristics.  immigration 
attorney Carl Shusterman pointed out in a 1995 National Law Journal article that: 

When Congress enacted the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA), it 
placed employers in the schizophrenic role as both enforcers and targets of our immigration 
laws. Employers are charged with the duty of reducing the employment “magnet” for illegal 
immigrants and are obligated to exercise great caution not to hire an unauthorized worker.  
At the same time, they may not discriminate against foreign-born job applicants or request 
that an applicant present a particular work-related document.  In short, IRCA’s mandate to 
employers is to make sure that a job applicant is authorized to work before you hire him, but 
don’t ask too many questions lest you commit discrimination or document abuse.5

5  immigration laws place employers on the defensive: a delicate balancing act is required, Shusterman.

http://www.shusterman.com/sanction.html
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MYTH: If there are problems with the E-Verify system, Congress and the federal government can 
simply address them.

Fact:  Congress has had a number of hearings looking into the issue of electronic verification 
and has yet to come any closer to a workable solution.  a selected sample of testimony Congress 
has heard includes:

John W. ( Jack) Shandley, Senior vice President, human resources, Swift & Company,  
greeley, Colorado.

Stephen Yale-Loehr, adjunct Professor, Cornell University Law School. 

marc r. rosenblum, robert Dupuy Professor of Pan-american Studies and associate 
Professor of Political Science, University of New orleans, Fellow, migration Policy institute.

tyler moran, employment Policy Director, National immigration Law Center.

angelo i. amador, Director of immigration Policy, U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

marc rotenberg, executive Director, electronic Privacy information Center.

richard Stana, Director of homeland Security and Justice issues, government  
accountability office.

muzaffar a. Chishti, Director, migration Policy institute’s office at New York University 
School of Law.

Cecilia muñoz, vice President, office of research, advocacy, and Legislation, National 
Council of La raza.

house immigration Subcommittee hearing on “electronic employment verification Systems: 
Needed Safeguards to Protect Privacy and Prevent misuse”, June 10, 2008.

house Ways and means Committee hearing on “employment eligibility verification 
Systems”, June 7, 2007.

For an extensive report on the e-verify program, see the Westat report: “Findings of the Web 
basic Pilot evaluation.”

http://judiciary.house.gov/media/pdfs/Shandley070424.pdf
http://judiciary.house.gov/media/pdfs/Yale-Loehr070424.pdf
http://judiciary.house.gov/media/pdfs/Rosenblum070424.pdf
http://waysandmeans.house.gov/hearings.asp?formmode=view&id=6096
http://waysandmeans.house.gov/media/pdf/110/Amador.pdf
http://waysandmeans.house.gov/media/pdf/110/Rotenberg.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/StanaTestimony.pdf
http://www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/MChishtiTestimony041907.pdf
http://judiciary.senate.gov/testimony.cfm?id=1949&wit_id=5429
http://judiciary.house.gov/hearings/hear_061008_4.html
http://judiciary.house.gov/hearings/hear_061008_4.html
http://waysandmeans.house.gov/hearings.asp?formmode=view&id=6832
http://waysandmeans.house.gov/hearings.asp?formmode=view&id=6832
http://www.uscis.gov/files/article/WebBasicPilotRprtSept2007.pdf
http://www.uscis.gov/files/article/WebBasicPilotRprtSept2007.pdf
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(iii) Legislative activity

eNacteD LawS that requIre PartIcIPatIoN IN the BaSIc PILot 
PrograM, or otherwISe eNForce DocuMeNtatIoN requIreMeNtS 
For worKerS

State LeveL

The following list of state measures was taken from a December, 2008 report published by the 
National Conference of State Legislatures.  Updates to the report are expected periodically.

Alabama SJR 38 (Signed 5/6/08)
This resolution urges the President of the United States and Congress to develop a comprehensive 
guest worker program, ensure that federal benefits are delivered to qualified applicants, allocate 
adequate resources to the U.S. DhS to secure the borders and ensure that the current e-verify 
system is fully functional.

Arizona SB 1125 (Signed 5/12/08)
This law provides for additional employer penalties and the payment of compensation benefits to 
an employee or to the employee’s estate if an employee injury results in permanent disability or 
death. an employee is defined as every person in the service of any employer subject to this chapter, 
including aliens and minors legally or illegally permitted to work for hire.

Arizona HB 2745 (Signed 5/1/08)
This act adjusts the prohibitions against knowingly or intentionally employing an unauthorized 
alien and eliminates independent contractors from the definition of employee. it provides for the 
arizona attorney general to establish a voluntary employer enhanced Compliance Program. 
after September 30, 2008, the law prohibits an agency from issuing a license to an individual who 
does not establish legal presence and prohibits government entities from awarding a contract to any 
contractor and subcontractor that fails to use e-verify. The act establishes the crime of knowingly 
accepting the identity of another person or entity and expands the definitions of identity theft. The 
act also provides that companies can be punished only for unauthorized workers they hired after 
January 1, 2008 and that a violation at one location of a company shuts down only that location, 
not the entire corporation.

Colorado SB 139 (Signed 5/20/08)
This law requires that employers be notified of the prohibition against hiring an unauthorized alien 
and the availability of and participation requirements for the federal e-verify program. The act 
requires the Department of Labor and employment’s website to provide this information.

Colorado SB 193 (Signed 5/13/08)
The law creates a program to allow a contractor to verify employment eligibility of all employees 
under a public contract and requires future participation in the Federal electronic employment 
eligibility Program or the department program to verify the employment eligibility of certain 
employees.

http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ncsl.org/
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Florida HB 601 (Signed 6/30/08)
The law would revise duties of farm labor contractors and eliminates the requirement of a farm 
labor contractor to submit a set of fingerprints.

Idaho HB 445 (Signed 3/3/08)
The law requires that a provision in the idaho Code that prohibits employment of persons who are 
not U.S. citizens or eligible to become citizens on public works projects shall not apply to Capitol 
building projects.

Mississippi SB 2988 (Signed 3/17/08)
The act requires every employer in the state to use the e-verify program to verify the employment 
authorization status of all newly-hired employees. No contractor or subcontractor shall hire any 
employee unless registered and participating in the system. State agencies and employers with at 
least 250 employees must comply by July 1, 2008; employers with 100-249 employees must comply 
by July 1, 2009; employers with 30-99 employees must comply by July 1, 2010; and all employers 
by July 1, 2011. Penalties include loss of public contracts for up to three years, loss of licenses for up 
to one year, or both. additionally, the law makes it a felony for unauthorized workers to knowingly 
accept or perform work in the state and it creates a private cause of action for legal U.S. residents 
laid off and replaced by unauthorized workers.

Missouri HB1549 (Omnibus bill, signed 07/07/08)
No employer shall knowingly employ an unauthorized alien. any public contractor or subcontractor 
must, by sworn affidavit, affirm its enrollment and participation in a federal work authorization 
program. all public employers must enroll and participate in a federal work authorization program. 
if a court finds that a business knowingly employed someone not authorized to work, the company’s 
business permit and licenses shall be suspended for 14 days. Upon the first violation, the state may 
terminate contracts and bar the company from doing business with the state for 3 years. Upon the 
second violation, the state may permanently debar the company from doing business with the state. 
Compensation shall not be allowed as a business expense deduction for unauthorized aliens.

Missouri HB 2058 (Signed 6/11/08)
This law requires that any applicant of a tax credit program who purposely and directly employs 
unauthorized aliens has to forfeit any tax credits and must repay the amount of any tax credits 
redeemed during the period when an unauthorized alien was employed by the applicant.

South Carolina HB 4400 (Omnibus bill, signed 06/04/08)
The act requires public employers and public contractors to register and participate in the federal 
work authorization program e-verify to verify all new employees. all public employers, private 
employers with more than 100 employees and public contractors with more than 500 employees 
must comply with the law’s provisions on or after January 1, 2009; contractors with more than 100 
employees on July 1, 2009; and all other contractors on January 1, 2010. The penalty for knowingly 
hiring unauthorized immigrants is a felony and punishable with up to five years in prison.
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The law provides for a private cause of action for an authorized employee, if he or she is discharged 
and replaced with an unauthorized employee. a business expense deduction for an unauthorized 
worker is disallowed and the law mandates withholding of seven percent income tax, if the employee 
does not provide a SSN or itiN.

Tennessee SB 4069 (Signed 4/29/08)
The act provides that upon receiving a complaint regarding the hiring of an illegal alien the 
Commissioner of the Department of Labor and Workforce Development shall inform the person 
against whom a complaint is made that they may request the name of the person filing the 
complaint.

Utah SB 81 (Omnibus bill, signed 3/13/08)
The law requires public employers, public contractors and subcontractors to use the federal work 
authorization program. it is unlawful to discharge a lawful employee while retaining an unauthorized 
alien in the same job category.

Virginia HB 926/SB 782 (Signed 3/12/08)
This law provides for various disciplinary actions including revocation or cancellation of a certificate 
of authority, certificate of organization, or certificate of trust of any domestic or foreign corporation, 
limited liability company, limited partnership, or business trust conducting business in this state, for 
a violation of state or federal law prohibiting the employment of illegal aliens.

Virginia HB 1298/SB 517 (Signed 3/12/08)
all public bodies shall provide in every written contract that the contractor does not, and shall not, 
during the performance of the contract for goods and services in the Commonwealth, knowingly 
employ an unauthorized alien as defined in the federal immigration reform and Control act of 
1986.

Virginia HB 1386 (Signed 3/10/08)
The law provides for a program with federal eligibility requirements set by the U.S. Department of 
veterans affairs for service-disabled veteran-owned small businesses and defines small businesses 
as those owned by U.S. citizens or non-citizens who are in full compliance with immigration law.

West Virginia HB 4255 (Signed 3/27/08)
The law authorizes the Division of Labor to promulgate a legislative rule relating to verifying the 
legal employment status of workers.
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aL hB74
aL hB727
aL SB526
aZ hB2063
aZ hB2341 
aZ hB2342
aZ hB2343
aZ hB2344
aZ hB2345
aZ hB2346
aZ hB2745
aZ hB2791
aZ SB1374
aZ SB1482
ca hB107
ca hB689
ca hB735
ca hB1615
ca hB2028
ca hB2076
ca hB2089
ca hB2102
ca hB2201
ca hB2421
ca SB189
co hB1325
co SB83
co SB139
De SB132
FL hB159
FL SB124

FL SB388
ID SB1513
IL hB773
IL hB5656
IL hB5718
IL SB1878
IN hB1219
IN SB345
Ia hB2026
Ia hB2610
Ia hB2686
Ia SB2257
Ia SB2416
KS hB2023
KS hB2163
KS hB2680
KS hB2921
KS hB2954
KS SB260
La hB1082
La hB1103
La hB1380
MD hB866
MD SB650
MI hB5783
MI hB6327
MI hB6328
MI hB6329
MI hB6330
MI hB6331
MI hB6332

MI hB6375
MI SB1216
MS hB486
MS hB937
MS hB949
MS hB967
MS hB970
MS hB987
MS hB1421
MS SB2037
MS SB2988
Mo hB1381
Mo hB1757
Mo hB2179
Mo hB2320
Mo SB858
Mo SB927
Ne LB1170
NJ hB3289
NJ SB1312
NJ SB1341
NY hB7588
NY hB10193
NY hB11207
Nc hB2610
Nc SB2002
oK SB1161
oK SB2085
Pa hB2202
rI hB7107
rI SB2091 

rI hB7597
Sc hB4400
Sc SB1336
SD hB1121
tN hB66
tN hB74
tN hB727 
tN hB684
tN hB2527 
tN hB2992
tN hB3024
tN hB3111 
tN hB3929
tN SB204
tN SB3722
va hB926
ut hB98 
ut hB257
va hB90
va hB1047
va hB1249
va hB1298
va hB1558 
va SB90
va SB426
wv hB4547
wI hB101
wI hB712 
wI SB404

to search for additional state immigration legislation visit the migration Policy institute’s 
State Law Database

PeNDINg LegISLatIoN

a number of other jurisdictions have introduced legislation on state or local enforcement of laws 
against hiring undocumented workers.  as state and local legislatures revisit these bills or consider 
new ones in 2009, this issue is certain to assume more prominence unless and until the federal 
government takes explicit preemptive action.

http://www.migrationinformation.org/datahub/statelaws.cfm
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MoDeL LegISLatIoN

Illinois HB 1744 (Signed 8/13/2007)
This act amends the right to Privacy in the Workplace act and prohibits employers from enrolling 
in any employment eligibility verification System, including the basic Pilot program, until the 
Social Security administration and Department of homeland Security databases are able to make 
a determination on 99% of the tentative non-confirmation notices issued to employers within 
three days, unless otherwise required by federal law.  it provides that the Department of human 
rights shall establish a statewide advisory council to study the effects of employment eligibility 
verification Systems, including the basic Pilot program, on employers and employees in illinois.
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(iv) Litigation

Case: aFL-Cio vs. Chertoff (3:07-cv-04472-Crb (N.D. Cal.)).

on June 14, 2006 the Department of homeland Security issued a proposed regulation 
regarding an employer’s legal obligations upon receiving a letter from the Social Security 
administration (SSa), entitled “Safe harbor Procedures for employers Who receive a No-
match Letter.”

on august 29, 2007, the aFL-Cio and local San Francisco labor organizations, represented 
by the aCLU of Northern California, the aCLU immigrants’ rights Project, the National 
immigration Law Center, and private cooperating attorneys, filed a lawsuit in the United States 
District Court for the Northern District of California to challenge the pending Department 
of homeland Security rule.  in the past, the Social Security administration had periodically 
sent out “no-match” letters to inform employers that employee names on W-2 forms they 
submitted did not match with assigned Social Security numbers.  Those letters were deemed 
advisory and imposed no duties on employers.  Under the new rule, if an employer receives 
a “no-match” letter,” the employer is required to give the employee ninety days to resolve the 
data discrepancy with the Social Security administration or face termination.  Failure of 
employers to take necessary action can subject the employer to certain liabilities.

Plaintiffs took the position that the new rule was beyond the authority of the Department 
of homeland Security, which was attempting to use data maintained by the Social Security 
administration for immigration enforcement. Plaintiffs predicted that the new rule 
would wreak havoc on employers and jeopardize the jobs of employees legally working 
in the U.S., on account of clerical errors and other problems with data kept by the Social  
Security administration.

immediately after filing the complaint, Plaintiffs filed a request that the court issue a 
temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction. The District Court ( Judge maxine 
m. Chesney) issued a tro on august 31, 2007, enjoining the Department of homeland 
Security from implementing the rule pending further hearings on the matter.

Following a hearing, District Court Judge Charles r. breyer issued a preliminary injunction 
and ordered the parties to meet and confer on the form of the injunction, and submit a 
proposed order by october 12, 2007.

For more information and documents on this case, see the aCLU’s litigation page. 

Case: arizona Contractors assoc. v. Candelaria (No. 07-2496 (D. ariz. 12/9/07))

on 07/02/07 arizona became the first state to require every employer to enroll and participate in 
DhS’s flawed e-verify program to verify the employment eligibility of all newly hired workers 
when it passed h.b. 2779. Dubbed “The Legal arizona Workers act,” the poorly crafted law 
(which took effect January 1, 2008) also created state penalties for employers who “knowingly” or 
“intentionally” employ undocumented workers, including the possible suspension or revocation 
of business licenses, and additional reporting and compliance requirements.

http://clearinghouse.wustl.edu/detail.php?id=10579&search=source|general;caseName|Candelaria;orderby|caseState, caseNameaz_plaintiffs-appellants-opening-brief%5b1%5d.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ArizonaHB2779.pdf
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Shortly after its passage, several national and local groups filed suit in federal district court 
asking that implementation of the law be delayed because it conflicted with federal law, violated 
constitutional due process rights, increased discrimination against foreign-born workers, and 
would cause severe economic hardship to the state. These lawsuits were consolidated, and on 
02/07/08 the court denied the requests to delay implementation of the new law.

in response, an appeal was filed with the 9th Circuit Court of appeals in april 2008. For 
more information view the opening brief and the Plaintiffs’/appellants’ Consolidated reply 
brief in that case.

on 09/17/08, the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of appeals rejected the challenge by business and 
civil rights groups and upheld the Legal arizona Workers act. in response, a petition for 
rehearing and rehearing en banc was filed on october 1, 2008.

For more information see the aCLU’s arizona employers Sanction Litigation page, the 
Legal action Center at the american immigration Law Foundation, and the arizona 
employers for immigration reform page.

Case: United States et al. v. henry 

on 06/04/08, a U.S. District Court Judge postponed enforcement of employer-related 
portions of oklahoma’s taxpayer and Citizen Protection act of 2007 (h.b. 1804, passed 
on 5/8/07). The judge found not only that the law likely amounts to an unconstitutional 
preemption of federal authority over immigration, but would cause “irreparable harm” to 
businesses faced with “the choice of complying with either state or federal law, but not both.” 
Joining as co-plaintiffs were The State Chamber of oklahoma, greater oklahoma City 
Chamber, tulsa metro Chamber, oklahoma restaurant association and oklahoma hotel 
and Lodging association. a final judgment in Chamber of Commerce of the United States 
et al. v. henry is still pending.

For more information, read the full text of the Petition for Declaratory Judgment and 
injunction, the  Preliminary injunction order and the order of injunction.

The oklahoma law would require employers doing business with the state to use the “basic 
Pilot Program” (also known as “e-verify”), the federal government’s voluntary and error 
riddled experimental program for electronically verifying work eligibility. The court’s decision 
to issue a preliminary injunction was based on its finding that it is “substantially likely” that 
the law unconstitutionally imposes civil sanctions on employers who fail to comply with 
the law. The oklahoma law’s sanctions include increased tax rates, the loss of contracts, and 
exposure to litigation if an employer “should have known” that an employee was unauthorized 
to work.

See also: Stewart v. Cherokee County, ga, and US v. illinois.

For an updated list and additional information on legal challenges to state and local ordinances 
see the Legal action Center at the american immigration Law Foundation.

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/DistrictCourtComplaintAgainstHB2779.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/DistrictCourtDenialOfPreliminaryInjunctionAgainstHB2779.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/OpeningBriefFor9thCircuitAppeal.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ConsolidatedReplyBriefFor9thCircuitAppeal.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ConsolidatedReplyBriefFor9thCircuitAppeal.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NinthCircuitRejection.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/PetitionForRehearingAndRehearingEnBanc.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/PetitionForRehearingAndRehearingEnBanc.pdf
http://www.aclu.org/immigrants/discrim/32748res20071114.html
http://www.ailf.org/lac/clearinghouse_120706.shtml
http://azeir.org/index2.asp
http://azeir.org/index2.asp
http://clearinghouse.wustl.edu/detail.php?id=10594&search=source|general;caseName|Henry;orderby|caseState, caseName;
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/TextOfOklahomaHB1804.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/PetitionForDeclaratoryJudgmentandInjunction.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/PetitionForDeclaratoryJudgmentandInjunction.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/PreliminaryInjunctionOrder.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/OrderOfInjunction.pdf
http://clearinghouse.wustl.edu/detail.php?id=5531&search=source|general;caseName|cherokee;orderby|caseState, caseName;
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/USvIllinoisComplaint.pdf
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(v) More resources

orgaNIZatIoNS

American Civil Liberties Unio•	 n (ACLU)

American Council on International Personnel•	  (ACIP)

American Immigration Lawyers Associatio•	 n (AILA)

College and University Professional Association for Human Resource•	 s (CUPA-HR)

Food Marketing Institut•	 e (FMI)

HR Policy Associatio•	 n 

International Public Management Association for Human Resources•	  (IPMA-HR)

Immigration Works US•	 A

Immigration Policy Cente•	 r

National Association of Manufacturer•	 s (NAM)

National Employment Law Projec•	 t (NELP)

National Immigration Law Cente•	 r (NILC)

Service Employees International Unio•	 n (SEIU)

Society for Human Resource Managemen•	 t (SHRM)

MaterIaLS/rePortS

American Immigration Law Foundation (AILF), Immigration Policy Center (IPC)•	

 error! electronic employment verification Systems: What Will happen When 
Citizens have to ask the government For Permission to Work? 

 e-verify and arizona: early experiences Portend a rough road ahead 

 Carl Shusterman •	  
immigration laws place employers on the defensive: a delicate balancing act is required

 •	 Fair Immigration Reform Movement (FIRM) 
Database of Local ordinances

 The Human Resource Initiative for a Legal Workforce Principles •	
2007 Principles 
What are biometric identifiers? 

 Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF) •	
talking Points on anti-immigrant ordinances

 •	 Migration Policy Institute (MPI) 
The impact of immigration on Native Workers: a Fresh Look at the evidence 

Employment Eligibility verification

http://www.aclu.org/
http://www.acip.com/
http://www.aila.org/
http://www.cupahr.org/
http://www.fmi.org/
http://www.hrpolicy.org/
http://www.ipma-hr.org/
http://www.immigrationworksusa.org/
http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/
http://www.nam.org/
http://www.nelp.org/
http://www.nilc.org/
http://www.seiu.org/
http://www.shrm.org/
http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/index.php?content=fc080402
http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/index.php?content=fc080402
http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/index.php?content=fc080505
http://www.shusterman.com/sanction.html
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FIRM-LocalLegislationDatabase.doc
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/HumanResourcesInitiative-2007Principles.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/HumanResourcesInitiativeForALegalWorkforce-WhatAreBiometricIdentifiers.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-TPOnAnti-ImmigrantOrdinances.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MPI-TheImpactOfImmigrationOnNativeWorkers.pdf
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 National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) 
State Laws related to immigrants and immigration in 2008

 National Employment Law Project (NELP)•	  
State employer Sanctions Proposals: States Should Not imitate a Failed Federal Policy  
more harm Than good: responding to States’ misguided efforts to  
regulate immigration

 National Immigration Law Center (NILC) •	
baSiC PiLot/e-veriFY 
most State bills mandating Use of the employment eligibility verification basic Pilot 
Fail in 2007 
Why States and Localities Should Not require employer Participation in the  
basic Pilot Program 
basic Pilot / e-verify: Not a magic bullet 
State and Local Proposals that Punish employers for hiring Undocumented Workers are 
Unenforceable, Unnecessary, and bad Policy 
erecting its own tombstone: arizona’s mandatory basic Pilot /e-verify Law   
oppose State and Local Proposals to make basic Pilot mandatory: talking Points

 Pew Hispanic Center •	  
The Size and Characteristics of the Unauthorized migrant Population in the U.S.

aDvocacY tooLS/caMPaIgNS

texans for Sensible immigration Polic•	 y

oPPoSItIoN-reLateD caMPaIgNS

illegal employers•	  

We hire alien•	 s

http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NELP-StateEmployerShouldNotImitateAFailedFederalPolicy.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NELP-MoreHarmThanGood.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NELP-MoreHarmThanGood.pdf
http://www.nilc.org/immsemplymnt/ircaempverif/index.htm#eevs
http://www.nilc.org/immsemplymnt/state_local/essl003.htm
http://www.nilc.org/immsemplymnt/state_local/essl003.htm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-WhyStatesAndLocalitiesShouldNotRequireParticipation.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-WhyStatesAndLocalitiesShouldNotRequireParticipation.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-NotAMagicBullet.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-UnenforceableUnnecessaryAndBadPolicy.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-UnenforceableUnnecessaryAndBadPolicy.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-ErectingItsOwnTombstone.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-TPOpposeStateAndLocalProposals.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/PewHispanicCenter-TheSizeAndCharacteristicsOfTheUnauthorizedMigrantPopulationInTheUS.pdf
http://www.txsip.com/
http://www.illegalemployers.org/index2.html
http://www.wehirealiens.com/
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Day Laborer Sites

(i) Background Information

a small town situated near the foothills of the blue ridge mountains, in a region steeped in 
Civil War history, might seem an unlikely battleground for yet another, albeit modern-day, fight 
over issues deeply dividing the country.  but in 2005, when the mayor of this town announced his 
proposal to create a hiring site to assist day laborers in finding jobs, this is exactly what herndon, 
virginia became: one of the frontlines in the battle over immigration.  in august 2005, anti-
immigrant restrictionist groups got wind of herndon’s plans and engaged in a systematic campaign 
to ratchet up as much opposition as they could, drawing federal, state, and local politicians into the 
mix, and thrusting the issue, and this small community, into the national spotlight of the broader 
immigration debate (see Day-Labor Centers Spark immigration Debate, National Public radio).

generally hired for the duration of a particular job, immigrant day laborers are employed in 
landscaping, construction, manufacturing, and the service sectors.  Day laborers obtain work through 
a variety of means.  Some follow the long tradition of assembling at an informal “shape-up” site 
to negotiate work with employers.  temporary employment agencies are also serving as corporate 
intermediaries between day laborers and third party employers.   regardless of how the work is 
obtained, day laborers offer employers a flexible labor source, yet are frequently subject to egregious 
employment law violations (see Non-Standard Worker Project, NeLP).  

C. DAy LABorEr SITES

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4806486
http://www.nelp.org/nwp/initiatives/day/index.cfm
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in December 2005, the City Council of herndon opened a publicly-funded day labor hiring site.  
This site, operated by a non-profit entity, functioned very well for several months, but the idea of 
spending public funds to run an official worker center ignited the ire of anti-immigration activists 
who believed that such centers would only encourage loitering, crime, and illegal immigration. 
Due to political pressures the city dismissed the nonprofit entity in august 2007 and sought to 
transfer control over the site to a private employment company that would be required to check the 
documentation of workers.  The city also passed another anti-solicitation ordinance that ensured 
unauthorized immigrants had no public space in which to solicit work. For a list of additional laws 
and ordinances addressing this issue see the Legislative activity tab of this chapter.

in September 2007, after a Fairfax County Circuit Court judge ruled that the hiring site had to be 
open to all, regardless of immigrationstatus, the herndon town Council chose to shut the center 
down rather than comply with the ruling. as was the case in herndon, ordinances targeting day 
labor sites have so far failed.  Scholars have shown that the center, and others like it, neither harbors 
undocumented immigrants nor aids and abets in illegal activity (see The Day Laborer Debate: 
Small town, U.S.a. takes on Federal immigration Law regarding Undocumented Workers).

That said, herndon is not alone in the effort to provide a safe and fair center for willing workers and 
willing employers to meet up; many other similar situations exist.  in Farmingdale on Long island, 
New York, for example, advocates fought to create a temporary hiring site that was later shut down 
because of strong opposition and waning political support for a permanent location (see immigrant 
Policies take a more aggressive turn, The New York times). For a partial list of legal challenges 
to these ordinances, see the Litigation tab of this chapter.

Perhaps the most publicized cases centering on the day labor dispute are those regarding home 
improvement retail stores.  a significant number of these stores have, in recent years, become 
improvised sites of congregation for day laborers looking to help small businesses and private 
citizens complete their home or building improvement projects.  in fact, some cite the presence of 
these workers as one reason they choose to shop at these home improvement stores. 

recognizing the inherent attraction of day laborers and those seeking to hire them to home 
improvement stores, several city councils across the country have undertaken measures to 
require these establishments to build formal day laborer hiring centers on their own.  They want 
to ensure the safety of the public and the laborers, to add a measure of legitimacy, credibility, 
and efficiency to what is otherwise a haphazard process, and to provide a place for educational 
outreach for both laborers and contractors (see The home Depot National hiring Partnership, 
NCLr).  Some, like the Los angeles City Council, have also passed ordinances requiring home 
improvement stores to provide laborers with toilets and other basic amenities at the hiring site (see 
City Council of Los angeles ordinance 108174, and L.a. Councilman Calls for Day Laborer 
Sites, New america media).

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/Hobbins-TheDayLaborerDebate.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/Hobbins-TheDayLaborerDebate.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/11/14/nyregion/14LI.html?pagewanted=print&position=
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/11/14/nyregion/14LI.html?pagewanted=print&position=
http://www.nclr.org/content/programs/detail/30737/
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/LAOrdinance180174.pdf
http://news.ncmonline.com/news/view_article.html?article_id=4e42423d2b7fdc8ec235a10bb2c842b1
http://news.ncmonline.com/news/view_article.html?article_id=4e42423d2b7fdc8ec235a10bb2c842b1
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but home improvement stores often have balked at these requirements, and have sometimes even 
resorted to threatening the laborers themselves with fines and arrests in order to prevent them 
from congregating anywhere near these stores. Naturally, this has prompted efforts by immigrants’ 
rights and civil liberties groups to deter home improvement stores from engaging in such activity.  
however, it also has caught the attention of some on Capitol hill, resulting in attempts by some 
legislators to prevent local communities from requiring home improvement stores to build day 
laborer hiring sites. 

Despite some successful, but local and isolated, anti-day laborer efforts, the nationwide failure thus 
far to curtail day laborer hiring sites strongly suggests that americans sympathize with the plight 
of these hard working people and understand the need for their presence and for the presence of 
formal hiring sites (see First National Study of Day Laborers, Day Labor research institute). a 
recent partnership between the aFL-Cio and the National Day Laborer organizing Network 
(NDLoN), the nation’s largest day laborer network, promises to assist day laborers and state and 
local communities in working together to promote positive change regarding workers’ rights, safety, 
and other employment-related concerns.  according to NDLoN Director Pablo alvarado, speaking 
of the partnership and its goals:

We need to build bridges, not walls, within our communities. We will not have better 
immigration laws until we have reformed the debate. Day laborers are experts in the failure of 
status quo immigration policy, and their voices and perspectives should be heard and listened to,  
rather than demeaned and vilified (see National Day Laborer group Seeks voice in 
immigration Debate).

Day Laborer Sites

http://planningresearch.blogspot.com/2006/05/first-national-study-of-day-laborers.html
http://www.aflcio.org/mediacenter/prsptm/pr08092006.cfm
http://blog.aflcio.org/2007/08/02/national-day-laborer-group-seeks-voice-in-immigration-debate/
http://blog.aflcio.org/2007/08/02/national-day-laborer-group-seeks-voice-in-immigration-debate/
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Day Laborer Sites

(ii) Myths and Facts1

MYTH: Day labor is a small, localized, isolated means of employment.

Fact: Day labor is a nationwide phenomenon.  on any given day, approximately 117,600 workers 
are either looking for day-labor jobs or working as day laborers.  The largest concentration of 
day laborers is in the West (42%), followed by the east (23%), Southwest (18%), South (12%), 
and midwest (4%).  Day laborers search for work in different types of hiring sites.  The vast 
majority (79%) of hiring sites are informal and include workers standing in front of businesses 
(24%), home improvement stores (22%), gas stations (10%), and on busy streets (8%).  most of 
these sites are near residential neighborhoods, and one in five day laborers search for work at 
day-labor worker centers.

MYTH: Day laborers are primarily a convenient means for big businesses to employ  
temporary labor.

Fact: The vast majority of day laborers are hired by homeowners, renters, contractors, and small 
businesses, not big businesses. The majority of day laborers are employed by homeowners/
renters (49%), followed by construction contractors (43%).  The top five day laborer occupations 
include construction laborer, gardener and landscaper, painter, roofer, and drywall installer.

MYTH: Day laborers are lazy people who do not want to find full-time work. 

Fact: Day laborers search for work on a full-time basis.  The vast majority (83%) relies on day-
labor work as their sole source of income.  Seventy percent search for work five or more days 
a week, while 9% seek work only one or two days a week.  Three-quarters of day laborers have 
worked in this market for less than three years, suggesting that many transition into other jobs 
in other sectors of the economy after working as day laborers.

MYTH: Day laborers are schemers looking to make good money quickly and easily.

Fact: Day labor pays poorly.  The median hourly wage for day laborers is $10.  however, 
employment is unstable and insecure, resulting in volatile monthly earnings.  median earnings 
during peak periods are $1,400, while in slow periods median monthly earnings fall to just $500.  
even if day laborers have many more good months than bad months, it is unlikely that their 
annual earnings will exceed $15,000, keeping them at or below the federal poverty threshold.

1   material in this section was taken from the following sources:  migration, health & Work: The Facts behind the myths,  by the 
UC berkeley, School of Public health, health initiative of the americas (hia) and the University of California, Los angeles, 
School of Public health, Center for health Policy research;  on the Corner:  Day Labor in the United States, by abel valenzuela 
Jr., UCLa Center for the Study of Urban Poverty, Nik Theodore, University of illinois at Chicago Center for Urban economic 
Development, edwin meléndez,  New School University milano graduate School of management and Urban Policy, and  ana 
Luz gonzalez, UCLa Center for the Study of Urban Poverty.  

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/UniversityOfCalifornia-MigrationHealth.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/OnTheCornerDayLaborInTheUnitedStates.pdf
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Despite this, many day laborers support themselves and their families through this work.  a 
significant number of day laborers are either married (36%) or living with a partner (7%), and 
almost two-thirds (63%) have children.  twenty-eight percent of the children of day laborers 
are U.S. citizens.  The need for day laborers to earn an income, in most cases, is made all the 
more urgent by the responsibility to support their families.

MYTH: No day laborer worksite protections are necessary, since they are no more likely to 
suffer workplace abuse from employers than any other employees.

Fact: Day laborers regularly suffer employer abuse.  almost half of all day laborers experienced 
at least one instance of wage theft in the two months prior to being surveyed.  in addition, 44% 
were denied food/water or breaks while on the job. 

a recent partnership between the aFL-Cio and the National Day Laborer organizing 
Network (NDLoN), the nation’s largest day laborer network, promises to assist day laborers 
and state and local communities in working together to promote positive change regarding 
workers’ rights, safety, and other employment-related concerns.

MYTH: Day laborers face no greater occupational health risks than any other workers.

Fact: according to a recent study by the University of California,2 day laborers—immigrant men 
and women who congregate in public places and provide their services as construction laborers, 
movers, gardeners and landscapers, painters, roofers, and house cleaners—experience a high 
incidence of workplace injury.  This is due to certain defining features of the informal economy 
in which they operate—i.e., the work of day laborers is largely unregulated and unprotected by 
law, leaving unscrupulous employers who see workers as highly replaceable to act more or less 
with impunity.

one in five day laborers reports having suffered an injury while on the job, two-thirds having 
missed work following an injury, and over half (54%) failing to receive needed medical care for 
their injuries.  of those who missed work due to an occupational injury, 39% missed a week or 
less, and another 39% had a mean number of thirty-three work days missed due to injury.  of 
all day laborers, 68% have worked while in pain during the past year, with a mean number of 
twenty days working while in pain.

Several factors contribute to the high rate of work-related injury among this population, 
including exposure to hazardous conditions, the use of faulty equipment, lack of protective gear 
and safety equipment, and lack of safety training.  in addition, many day laborers are employed 
in the construction industry, which has high rates of work-related injury in general.

2  migration, health & Work: The Facts behind the myths, University of California.

http://www.aflcio.org/mediacenter/prsptm/pr08092006.cfm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/UniversityOfCalifornia-MigrationHealth.pdf
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MYTH: Day laborers have access to appropriate medical care to help treat workplace injuries.

Fact: among day laborers injured on the job in the past year, over half did not receive 
appropriate medical care for their injuries because they could not afford it, or the employer 
refused to cover the worker under the company’s workers’ compensation insurance. only 
6% of injured day laborers had their medical expenses covered by their employer’s workers’  
compensation insurance.

MYTH: Americans generally are opposed to the existence of day laborers and day labor  
hiring sites.

Fact: Despite some successful, but local and isolated, anti-day laborer efforts, the nationwide 
failure thus far to curtail the growth of day laborer hiring sites, along with the fact that nearly half 
of all day laborers are hired by individual home owners and renters and not businesses, strongly 
suggests that americans as a whole sympathize with the plight of these hard working people, 
and understand the need for their presence and for the presence of formal hiring sites.3

hiring sites have emerged as the most practical response to the challenges associated with 
the growth of day labor.  Community organizations, municipal governments, faith-based 
organizations, and other local stakeholders have created and now operate day-labor worker 
centers to reduce workers’ rights violations and help communities address competing concerns 
over day labor.  in 2006 alone, sixty-three day-labor worker centers were operating in seventeen 
states, and another fifteen community-based organizations served, organized, or advocated 
on behalf of day laborers. Since then, other cities have initiated the process of opening  
worker centers.

3  First National Study of Day Laborers, Day Labor research institute.

http://planningresearch.blogspot.com/2006/05/first-national-study-of-day-laborers.html
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eNacteD LawS that eNcourage DaY LaBor SIteS

LocaL LeveL

Los Angeles Ordinance 180174 (Passed 08/14/08)
requires new or renovating big-box home-improvement stores, like home Depot, to set aside a “suitable 
area” for day laborers which would include drinking water, toilets, trash cans, tables and seats.

PeNDINg LegISLatIoN

as state and local legislatures revisit these bills or consider new ones in 2009, this issue is certain to 
assume more prominence unless and until the federal government takes explicit preemptive action.

to search for additional state immigration legislation visit the migration Policy institute’s State 
Law Database.

Day Laborer Sites

(iii) Legislative activity

eNacteD LawS that ProhIBIt DaY LaBor SIteS

LocaL LeveL

The following localities have passed anti-day laborer ordinances since 2007 (Firm Database):

herndon, va
gaithersburg, mD

Coweta, ga
aurora, Co 

vista, Ca

Los Angeles Ordinance 180174 (Passed 08/14/08)

aZ hB 2412 IL hB 1631 NY SB 7212

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/LAOrdinance180174.pdf
http://www.migrationinformation.org/datahub/statelaws.cfm
http://www.migrationinformation.org/datahub/statelaws.cfm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FIRM-LocalLegislationDatabase.doc
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/LAOrdinance180174.pdf
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MoDeL LegISLatIoN
The National employment Law Project has put together a guide entitled Drafting Day Labor 
Legislation: a guide for organizers and advocates. according to the guide, day laborer legislation 
is best crafted with the key points below in mind.  

STEP 1: Provide a Clear and Broad Definition of the Employer-Employee Relationship

 The first step towards effective advocacy is identifying the entity responsible for remedying •	
the wrong.  Thus, a clear definition of the “employer-employee” relationship is a cornerstone 
of protective legislation.  regardless of whether the day laborer obtained work through a 
temporary agency or by negotiating directly with an employer, all entities benefiting from 
the day laborer’s work should be held accountable as “employers.”  For day laborers working 
through a temporary agency it is particularly important to define the third-party user or 
on-site employer as an “employer.”  This enables day laborers to hold the on-site employer 
accountable when a temporary agency fails to meet its legal obligations.  in sub-contracted 
work situations, a definition of “employer” should include all entities that benefit from, or 
permit the work of the day labor.  This enables day laborers to hold general contractors 
accountable when sub-contractors renege on their legal obligations.

STEP 2: Define Day Labor

 model Language: •	 DAY LABOR—The term “day labor” means labor or employment that 
is occasional or irregular, in which an individual is employed for not longer than the period 
of time required to complete the assignment for which the individual was hired and in 
which wage payments are made directly or indirectly to the day laborer by the day labor 
service agency or by the third party employer, for work undertaken by the day laborer.  Day 
labor does not include labor or employment of a professional or clerical nature.

STEP 3: Expand and Protect the Right to be Paid

Provide for strong wage and hour rights.•	

regulate and limit fees and deductions from wages.•	

STEP 4: Strictly Regulate Day Labor Service Agencies

require day labor employers and day service agencies to register with the state.•	

impose notice requirements for day labor agencies.•	

Deter processing delays.•	

impose requirements for public access areas.•	

Prohibit restrictions on accepting or offering permanent work.•	

require itemized wage statements.•	

Prohibit strike breaking.•	

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NELP-DraftingDayLaborLegislation.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NELP-DraftingDayLaborLegislation.pdf
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STEP 5: Impose Strict Health and Safety Obligations on Day Labor Employers

Clearly establish parties accountable for health and safety obligations.•	

Protect workers’ rights to refuse unsafe work.•	

 Clearly establish that a day labor employer must adopt and use adequate methods to render •	
the work and worksite safe.

require notification and consent for hazardous work.•	

ensure that day laborers injured on the job have access to medical treatment.•	

require notification of the availability of workers’ compensation benefits.•	

STEP 6: Regulate Transportation

require transportation back to point of hire.•	

impose liability for transportation-related injuries.•	

ensure safe means of transportation.•	

require motor vehicle inspections.•	

STEP 7: Adopt Strong State and Private Enforcement Provisions

ensure a day laborer’s right to sue for enforcement.•	

ensure workers are not required to waive their rights.•	

Do not penalize day laborers for an employer’s failure to maintain records.•	

STEP 8: Provide Strong Anti-Retaliation Protections for Workers Seeking to Enforce their Rights

Prohibit retaliation against day laborers enforcing their rights•	

See also, Los angeles City Council ordinance 180174 (passed on 08/19/08) which requires new 
or renovating big-box home-improvement stores, like home Depot, to set aside a “suitable area” 
for day laborers that would include drinking water, toilets, trash cans, tables and seats.

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/LAOrdinance180174.pdf
http://abclocal.go.com/kabc/story?section=news/local/los_angeles&id=6326157
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(v) Litigation

Case: town of herndon v. Thomas, mi-2007-644 (va. Cir. Ct. aug. 29, 2007).

in 2005, herndon, virginia passed a targeted ordinance making it unlawful for “any person, 
while occupying as a pedestrian any portion of a highway, sidewalk, driveway, parking 
area, or alley, to solicit or attempt to solicit employment” (virginia municipal Code at  
§ 42-136 (2005)).

in December 2005, the City Council of herndon opened a publicly-funded day labor hiring 
site.  This site, operated by a nonprofit entity, functioned very well for several months.  Due 
to political pressure, in august 2007 the city dismissed the nonprofit entity and sought to 
transfer control over the site to a private employment company that would be required to 
check the documentation of workers. The city also passed another anti-solicitation ordinance 
that ensured unauthorized immigrants had no public space in which to solicit work.

in august 2007, the issue was brought to the Fairfax County District Court by a man who 
had been issued a ticket for vehicle solicitation under the ordinance. 

The court struck the ordinance down on the grounds that, in order to limit the time, place, 
and manner of content-neutral speech in a public forum, the government must leave open 
ample alternative channels for the speech.  in herndon’s case, the court found that the hiring 
site adopted by the town was not an adequate alternative forum for communication because 
of its temporary nature.  

as a result, rather than comply with the court’s ruling and open the hiring site to all, regardless 
of immigration status, the herndon town Council decided to shut down the day labor center 
for good on September 14, 2007.

even after shutting down the day labor center, the city of herndon has continued to crack down 
on day laborers in the area. in December 2008, the herndon town Council implemented a federal 
worker verification program that will require employers to check the work status of any prospective 
day laborer before hiring them.

other cities around the country have passed similar ordinances, and have stirred the same type of 
Constitutional hornet’s nest that herndon did, resulting in many of them being considered in the 
courts.  See also: Comite de Jornaleros de glendale v. City of glendale, No Cv 04-3521-SJo (C.D. 
Cal. may 16, 2005).

For an updated list and additional information on legal challenges to state and local ordinances 
see the Legal action Center at the american immigration Law Foundation.

http://www.dhusch.com/DLFILES/DL_Chron_FilesMAY2007.htm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/TownOfHerndonVThomas-MotionToDismiss.pdf
http://www.fairfaxtimes.com/news/2008/dec/03/herndon-starts-i-9-campaign-day-laborers/
http://www.fairfaxtimes.com/news/2008/dec/03/herndon-starts-i-9-campaign-day-laborers/
http://www.ailf.org/lac/clearinghouse_120706.shtml#developments
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(vi) More resources

orgaNIZatIoNS

American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organization•	 s (AFL-CIO)

National Day Laborer Organizing Networ•	 k (NDLON)

National Employment Law Projec•	 t (NELP)

National Council of La Raz•	 a (NCLR)

MaterIaLS/rePortS

 Abel Valenzuela, Nik Theodore, Edwin Meléndez, and Ana Luz Gonzalez •	  
on the Corner:  Day Labor in the United States

 •	 AFL-CIO 
aFL-Cio and NDLoN, Largest organization of Worker Centers, enter Watershed 
agreement to improve Conditions for Working Families

 Day Labor Organizing Project •	
Proposal for Day Labor Legislation

 •	 Day Labor Research Institute 
Frequently asked Questions about Day Labor Sites 
First National Study of Day Laborers

 Margaret B. Hobbins, American University, Washington College of Law•	  
The Day Laborer Debate: Small town, U.S.a. takes on Federal immigration Law 
regarding Undocumented Workers

 Mike Hall, AFL-CIO Now Blog •	
National Day Laborer group Seeks voice in immigration Debate

 National Employment Law Project (NELP) •	
Drafting Day Labor Legislation: a guide for organizers and advocates  
Fact Sheet for Workers 
Summary of the Day Labor Fairness and Protection act 
a Comparison of Day Laborer Statutes 
Non-Standard Worker Project

 National Council of La Raza (NCLR) •	
The home Depot National hiring Partnership

 National Immigration Forum•	  
immigrants and the economy 

http://www.aflcio.org/
http://www.ndlon.org/
http://www.nelp.org/
http://www.nclr.org/
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/OnTheCornerDayLaborInTheUnitedStates.pdf
http://www.aflcio.org/mediacenter/prsptm/pr08092006.cfm
http://www.aflcio.org/mediacenter/prsptm/pr08092006.cfm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/DayLaborLegislationProposal.pdf
http://daylaborinfo.org/FAQ.aspx
http://planningresearch.blogspot.com/2006/05/first-national-study-of-day-laborers.html
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/Hobbins-TheDayLaborerDebate.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/Hobbins-TheDayLaborerDebate.pdf
http://blog.aflcio.org/2007/08/02/national-day-laborer-group-seeks-voice-in-immigration-debate/
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NELP-DraftingDayLaborLegislation.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NELP-FactSheetForWorkers.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NELP-SummaryOfDayLaborFairnessAndProtectionAct.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NELP-ComparisonOfDayLaborerStatutes.pdf
http://www.nelp.org/nwp/initiatives/day/index.cfm
http://www.nclr.org/content/programs/detail/30737/
http://www.immigrationforum.org/DesktopDefault.aspx?tabid=146
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 University of California •	  
migration, health & Work: The Facts behind the myths

 Urban Planning Research •	
First National Study of Day Laborers

NewS artIcLeS

 Associated Press•	  
“home Depot Seeks relief from Day-Labor rules” (06/27/07)

 National Public Radio  •	
“Day-Labor Centers Spark immigration Debate” by Jennifer Ludden (09/19/05)

 New America Media •	
“L.a. Councilman Calls for Day Laborer Sites” by Selene rivera (06/01/05)

 The New York Times•	  
“immigrant Policies take a more aggressive turn” by Campbell robertson (11/14/04)  
“Day Laborers and home Depot” editorial (08/12/08)

oPPoSItIoN-reLateD caMPaIgNS

Day Laborer•	 s

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/UniversityOfCalifornia-MigrationHealth.pdf
http://planningresearch.blogspot.com/2006/05/first-national-study-of-day-laborers.html
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/19453488/
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4806486
http://news.ncmonline.com/news/view_article.html?article_id=4e42423d2b7fdc8ec235a10bb2c842b1
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/11/14/nyregion/14LI.html?pagewanted=print&position=
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/13/opinion/13wed3.html?_r=2&oref=slogin&oref=slogin
http://www.daylaborers.org/
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(i) Background Information

rising concern over immigration and Congress’ failure to enact comprehensive immigration reform 
have prompted a wave of cities and states to enact ordinances aimed at establishing english as the 
“official” language of their communities. 

These “english-only” laws vary, but usually (1) declare english as the “official” language of the state, 
which means that for the government to act officially, it must communicate in english and/or (2) 
that all business forms, documents, signage, and other communications must be in english.  For an 
example of this type of legislation, see the text of the Farmers branch resolution.  in many cases, 
these laws may attempt to void all state and federal laws that require government provision of services 
in languages other than english, such as: health, education, and social welfare services, job training, 
translation assistance to crime victims and witnesses in court and administrative proceedings, voting 
assistance and ballots, driver’s licensing exams, and aiDS prevention education.  There have also 
been a number of recent ballot initiatives and ordinances that sought to limit english as a Second 
Language learning instruction programs at the state or local level. For a list of laws and ordinances 
addressing this issue, see the Legislative activity tab of this chapter.

English-only

D. EnGLISh-onLy

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ResolutionFarmersBranchEnglishOnly.pdf
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restrictive “english-only” language laws date back to the founding of our country, and were 
generally aimed at harassing unpopular minorities, as is the case today.  With the help of 
xenophobic anti-immigrant groups, twenty-seven states have adopted various forms of english-
only legislation since 1981.  Subtracting hawaii (which is officially bilingual) and alaska (whose 
english-only initiative has been declared unconstitutional), as of January 2009 there are a total of 
twenty-six states with active english-only laws (see issues in U.S. Language Policy: Language 
Legislation in the U.S.a, Crawford).

Despite these sporadic efforts, english has never been declared the official language of the United 
States, although it is clearly the language of communication and commerce in our society—and by 
extension, the world (see Frequently asked Questions, Crawford).  Strictly-speaking, the United 
States has never had a language policy that is consciously planned and national in scope.  instead, 
states have resorted to ad hoc responses to meet immediate political pressures that ultimately become 
inadequate, contradictory, or unconstitutional responses to an important issue. 

“english-only” laws violate both the due process clause of the Fourteenth amendment and the 
First amendment right to petition the government and express views and opinions, because they 
make it virtually impossible for persons who do not speak english well—whether they are U.S. 
citizens, legal immigrants, or undocumented workers—to communicate effectively and to assert 
their fundamental constitutional rights (see Legal and Policy analysis: Local illegal immigration 
relief act ordinances, maLDeF).

Such laws will undoubtedly make our communities less safe by erecting barriers that prohibit persons 
who are not proficient in english from communicating with key government institutions like the 
police.  For example, in the event of a natural disaster or terrorist threat, federal emergency workers 
must be able to convey important information and instructions to as broad an audience as possible, a 
need that may require the use of languages other than english.  english-only policies could impede the 
government’s ability to convey warnings or post danger or hazard signs in languages other than english.  
They could prevent local law enforcement from effectively investigating crimes, communicating with 
crime victims or witnesses, or providing critically-needed services to victims of domestic violence.  in 
the area of public health, they could hinder the ability of medical personnel to communicate effectively 
with patients at federally-funded hospitals or the public at large, potentially complicating diagnosis 
and treatment or even facilitating the spread of communicable diseases (see testimony of mr. John 
trasviña of maLDeF before the United States house of representatives Committee on education 
and the Workforce, Subcommittee on education reform, July 26, 2006). 

Furthermore, denying rights and benefits, or discriminating against non-english speakers or those 
with limited-english proficiency, is in clear violation of title vi of the Civil rights act of 1964 
which states that “No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national 
origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimina-
tion under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”  by restricting the gov-
ernment’s ability to provide services to non-english speaking americans, including children and 
elderly citizens, english-only laws deny fair and equal access to government.  The bottom line is 
that non-english speakers will not get important government information in a timely or useful way 
if these laws were to proliferate. 

http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JWCRAWFORD/langleg.htm#State
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JWCRAWFORD/langleg.htm#State
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ILEP-OfficialEnglishFAQ.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-LocalIllegalImmigrationReliefActOrdinances.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-LocalIllegalImmigrationReliefActOrdinances.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-TrasvinaTestimony.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-TrasvinaTestimony.pdf
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time and again, our courts have consistently found “english-only” laws unconstitutional.  in the 
1923 U.S. Supreme Court case Meyer v. Nebraska, for example, the Court affirmed that:

“[t]he protection of the Constitution extends to all, to those who speak other languages as well as 
to those born with English on their tongue...  Perhaps it would be highly advantageous if all had 
ready understanding of our ordinary speech, but this cannot be coerced by methods which conflict 
with the Constitution—a desirable end cannot be promoted by prohibited means.”

more recently, both arizona (ruiz v. hull, Supreme Court of arizona, 1998) and alaska (moses 
Kritz v. State of alaska and tony Knowles, governor, alaska State Superior Court, 2002) have 
ruled that voter initiatives aimed at creating “english-only” laws are unconstitutional.  For a partial 
list of legal challenges to these ordinances, see the Litigation tab of this chapter.

Some states, however, have taken stands against language protectionism.  in 1989, New mexico, 
Washington, and oregon passed “english-Plus” laws that protect the use of languages other than 
english, and encourage the study of foreign languages.  both hawaii and Louisiana have official 
policies aimed at preserving languages and cultures.

beyond the dubious legality of “english-only” ordinances, it should be noted that such ordinances 
are also entirely unnecessary.  For two centuries, generations of immigrants have successfully 
learned english and integrated into american society.  in fact, immigrants today are learning 
english at the same rates or faster than in previous generations (see english-only talking Points, 
asian american Justice Center, formerly National asian Pacific american Legal Consortium).  
immigrants recognize that english is the language of power in this country, and they are learning 
it as quickly as they can.

“english-only” ordinances will not adequately address the issue of illegal immigration, but will 
instead invite litigation and create public safety problems in the community as a whole.  Such laws 
are unnecessary, divisive, unproductive, and only encourage discrimination against, and scapegoating 
of, immigrants.

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NAPALC-EnglishOnlyTalkingPoints.pdf
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(ii) Myths and Facts

MYTH: English is the official language of the United States.

Fact: english has never been declared the official language of the United States.1  The U.S. 
has always been a multilingual nation that values diversity.  however, not including hawaii 
(which is officially bilingual) and alaska (whose english-only initiative has been declared 
unconstitutional), a total of twenty-six states have adopted various forms of legislation estab-
lishing english as the “official” state language.2 

MYTH: Immigrants do not want to learn English.

Fact: immigrants recognize that english is the language of power in this country, and they are 
learning it as quickly as they can.  Within ten years of arrival, more than 75% of immigrants 
speak english well.3

given a supportive learning environment, it takes two years to develop basic conversational 
skills and five to seven years to be fully literate in another language.  There are long waiting lists 
for english as a Second Language (eSL) classes at many adult schools.  immigrants who want 
to learn english are being turned away because there are not enough classes.  in Los angeles, 
for example, schools run twenty-four hours a day and 50,000 students are still on waiting lists 
for eSL classes.

according to the 2000 census, approximately 96% of americans speak english well or very 
well, including immigrants.  it is important to distinguish those who cannot speak english at 
all and those who speak english and another language.  only 1.3% of U.S. residents do not 
speak english.4

MYTH: It costs taxpayers too much money to provide government services in languages other 
than English.

Fact: The use of a language other than english by government officials and agencies can make 
it easier and more expedient to serve taxpayers.  For example in arizona recently, a bilingual 
state employee found it easier, quicker, and less expensive to collect medical malpractice 
information from claimants who were more comfortable conversing in Spanish than in english.  
Communicating in a secondary language without proficiency takes more time and may result in 
dangerous miscommunication, especially in life threatening situations.  although some people 
say the number of translated government documents is “overwhelming,” a recent survey found 
that out of 400,000 documents, only 265 were translated into languages other than english.5

1  Frequently asked Questions, Crawford.
2   alabama (1990), arizona (2006), arkansas (1987), California (1986), Colorado (1988), Florida (1988), georgia (1986 & 1996), 

idaho (2007), illinois (1969), indiana (1984), iowa (2002), Kansas (2007), Kentucky (1984), Louisiana (1811), massachusetts 
(1975), mississippi (1987), missouri (1998), montana (1995), Nebraska (1920), New hampshire (1995), North Carolina (1987), 
North Dakota (1987), South Carolina (1987), South Dakota (1995), tennessee (1984), Utah (2000), virginia (1981 & 1996), and 
Wyoming (1996).

3  top 10 immigration myths and Facts, National immigration Forum.
4  Census 2000: a guide for the Perplexed, Crawford.
5  Position Paper on “english only”, aCLU. 

English-only

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ILEP-OfficialEnglishFAQ.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-Top10ImmMythsAndFacts.pdf
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/jWCRAWFORD/census02.htm#I
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ACLU- EnglishOnlyPositionPaper.pdf
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MYTH: The law does not require fair treatment of non-native speakers of English, or non-English 
and limited-English speakers.

Fact: The law does not require “special” treatment for those who do not speak english, or 
who speak english less than proficiently.  however, federal and state laws require equal and 
fair treatment of these classes of people in many contexts: education, government services, 
employment, and the courts.

While english is recognized as the language of broader communication in government and 
commerce, discrimination based on language is prohibited under United States and hawaii 
constitutional and civil rights laws.  Failure to provide bilingual education for non-english 
speaking students is a denial of equal access to educational opportunities, constituting a violation 
of title vi of the Civil rights act of 1964.

Denial of access to federally-funded government services and benefits on the basis of language 
is also considered discrimination, and a violation of title vi. in employment, discrimination 
based on accent and english-only rules are unlawful absent a strong business justification, 
according to title vii of the Civil rights act of 1964.

both state and federal constitutional due process protections guarantee the rights of non-
english or limited-english speaking defendants.

MYTH: “English-Only” laws will not harm immigrants.

Fact: Some versions of the proposed english-only laws would void almost all state and federal 
laws that require the government to provide services in languages other than english.  The 
services affected would include: health, education, and social welfare services; job training and 
translation assistance to crime victims and witnesses in court and administrative proceedings; 
voting assistance and ballots; driver’s licensing exams, and aiDS-prevention education.  
Passage of a 1980 “english-only” ordinance by Florida’s Dade County barring public funding 
of activities that involved the use of languages other than english, resulted in the cancellation 
of all multicultural events and bilingual services ranging from directional signs in the public 
transit system, to medical services at the county hospital.  Where basic human needs are met by 
bilingual or multilingual services, the consequences of eliminating those services could be dire.  
For example, in 1987 the Washington Times reported that a 911 emergency dispatcher was able 
to save the life of a Salvadoran woman’s baby son, who had stopped breathing, by coaching the 
mother in Spanish over the telephone to administer mouth-to-mouth and cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation until the paramedics arrived.

English-only
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MYTH: “English-Only” laws affect only government services and programs.

Fact: “english-only” laws apply primarily to government programs.  however, such laws can 
also affect private businesses.  For example, several Southern California cities have passed 
ordinances that forbid or restrict the use of foreign languages on private business signs.  Some 
“english-only” advocates have opposed a telephone company’s use of multilingual operators 
and multilingual directories, Federal Communications Commission licensing of Spanish-
language radio stations, and bilingual menus at fast food restaurants.  

MYTH: “English-Only” laws won’t deprive individuals of their rights.

Fact: “english-only” laws violate both the due process clause of the U.S. Constitution’s 
Fourteenth amendment and the First amendment right to petition the government 
and express views and opinions, because they make it virtually impossible for persons 
who do not speak english well to communicate effectively and assert their fundamental  
Constitutional rights.6

MYTH: Immigrants today are not as willing to assimilate as in the past. “English-Only” laws 
will speed up that process.7

Fact: Contrary to what “english-only” advocates assert, the vast majority of today’s asian 
and Latino immigrants are acquiring english proficiency and assimilating as fast as did earlier 
generations of italian, russian, and german immigrants.8  For example, research studies show 
that over 95% of first generation mexican americans are english proficient, and more than 50% 
of second generation mexican americans have lost their native tongue entirely.  in addition, 
census data reveal that nearly 90% of Latinos five years old or older speak english in their 
households. and 98% of Latinos surveyed said they felt it is “essential” that their children learn 
to read and write english “perfectly.”

Unfortunately, not enough educational resources are available for immigrants to learn english 
well.  For example, over 50,000 immigrants are on the waiting list for adult english classes in 
Los angeles alone.  “english-only” laws do not increase resources to meet these needs.  The 
best insurance against social isolation of those who immigrate to our nation is acceptance—and 
celebration—of the differences that exist within our diverse citizenry, and the fact that it takes 
time for newcomers to learn our language but they are willing to try.  The bond that unites our 
nation is not linguistic or ethnic homogeneity but a shared commitment to democracy, liberty, 
and equality.

6  Legal and Policy analysis: Local illegal immigration relief act ordinances, maLDeF.
7  Position Paper on “english only”, aCLU.
8  talking Points on english-only: Provisions of anti-immigrant ordinances, maLDeF.
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http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-LocalIllegalImmigrationReliefActOrdinances.pdf
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http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-TPOnEnglishOnly.pdf
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MYTH: Bilingual ballots are unnecessary because citizenship is required to vote, English 
literacy is required for citizenship, and political campaigns are largely conducted in English.

Fact: While most immigrants who apply for U.S. citizenship are required to demonstrate 
proficiency in the english language, there are exceptions for certain immigrants depending 
on their age, length of time in the United States, and disability.  Thus, there are many elderly 
immigrant citizens whose ability to read english is limited, and who could not exercise their 
right to vote without bilingual ballots and voter materials.  moreover, bilingual campaign 
materials and ballots foster a better-informed electorate by increasing the information 
available to people who lack complete confidence in reading, speaking, and understanding the  
english language.

MYTH: Bilingual education slows immigrant children’s learning of English, in contrast to the 
“sink or swim” method used in the past.

Fact: The primary purpose of bilingual programs in elementary and secondary schools, which 
use both english and a child’s native language to teach all subjects, is to develop proficiency in 
english while continuing to advance the child’s understanding of key subjects like science and 
math.  The goal of these programs is to facilitate the child’s transition to all-english instruction, 
without allowing him to fall behind in content relevant to other students in his grade or age 
level.  although debate about this approach continues, the latest studies show that bilingual 
education does enhance a child’s ability to acquire the second language and stay current with 
his peers in coursework.  Some studies even show that the more extensive the native language 
instruction, the better students perform all around, and that the bilingual method engenders a 
positive self-image and self-respect by validating the child’s native language and culture.  

The “sink or swim” experience of past immigrants left more of them underwater than not.  in 
1911, the U.S. immigration Service found that 77% of italian, 60% of russian, and 51% of 
german immigrant children were one or more grade levels behind in school, compared to 28% 
of american-born white children.  moreover, those immigrants who did manage to “swim” 
unaided in the past, when agricultural and factory jobs were plentiful, might not do so well in 
today’s “high-tech” economy, with its more rigorous educational requirements.9

9  Position Paper on “english only”, aCLU.

English-only
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(iii) Legislative activity

eNacteD “eNgLISh-oNLY” LawS

LocaL LeveL

The following localities have passed anti-day laborer ordinances since 2007 (Firm Database):

boaz, aL
gadsden, aL
huntsville, aL
Kingman, aZ
San bernardino, Ca
avon Park, FL
Cherokee County (Canton), ga
Carpentersville, iL
hampshire village, iL
taneytown, mD
hazel Park, mi
St. Charles County, mo

beaufort, NC   
Davidson County, NC
Landis, NC
Lincoln County, NC
mint hill, NC
bogota, NJ
Newton, NJ
Pahrump, Nv
bartlesville, oK
Conyngham borough, Pa
east Union, Pa
Forty Fort, Pa

gilberton, Pa
hazelton, Pa
mahanoy City, Pa 
Shenandoah, Pa
West hazelton, Pa
Nashville, tN
Farmers branch, tX
Friendswood, tX
oak Point, tX
herndon, va
Kennewick, Wa
arcadia, Wi

State LeveL

The following list of state measures was taken from a December, 2008 report published by the 
National Conference of State Legislatures.  Updates to the report are expected periodically.

Missouri Constitutional Amendment 1 (Signed 11/4/2008)     
Constitutional amendment stating that english shall be the language of all governmental 
meetings at which any public business is discussed, decided, or public policy is formulated.

eNacteD Pro-IMMIgraNt LaNguage LawS

State LeveL

The following list of state measures was taken from a December, 2008 report published by the 
National Conference of State Legislatures.  Updates to the report are expected periodically.

Arizona SB 1096 (Signed 4/14/2008)
This law appropriates $40.7 million towards english language immersion programs.

California AB 88 (Signed 9/23/2008)
The act provides $8.8 million of reimbursements to CaLWorKS participants. Providers of adult 
basic education, english as a Second Language, and english as a Second Language-Citizenship for 
legal permanent residents, shall grant priority for services to immigrants facing the loss of federal 
benefits under the federal Personal responsibility and Work opportunity reconciliation act of 
1996 (P.L. 104-193). The law also provides for citizenship and naturalization preparation services.

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FIRM-LocalLegislationDatabase.doc
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ncsl.org/
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ncsl.org/
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Georgia HB 990 (Signed 5/14/2008)
This law appropriates funds for refugee assistance, the english Language Learners assessment, and 
adult essential health treatment services.

Hawaii SB 2395 (Signed 4/8/2008)
This law expands the language access advisory council within the Department of Labor and 
industrial relations to include several county representatives with an interest in language access. 
The law clarifies the definition of “written language services” as free provision of written information 
that allows limited english proficient persons to access services. 

Maryland HB 610 (Signed 5/13/2008)
This law establishes a task Force on the Preservation of heritage Language Skills, which will 
compile data on the number of heritage speakers in the state and focus on innovative ways to 
encourage heritage language learning while also encouraging new citizens of the United States to 
learn and master english.

New York SB 6803 (Signed 4/23/2008)
This law appropriates funds, including $126 million for administration of federal grants in 
connection with federal law, including title iii language instruction for limited english proficient 
and immigrant students. The legislation provides $2.4 million for services related to programs to 
assist non-citizens in attaining citizenship status and $25 million for enhanced services to refugees, 
asylees, victims of human trafficking and their family members, and other immigrant populations 
eligible for refugee services, including case management, eSL, job training and placement assistance, 
and post-employment services.

Washington State Executive Order (Signed 2/20/2008)
This executive order will promote strategies to help legal immigrants become naturalized and learn 
english language skills, as well as facilitate public-private partnerships to better integrate new 
americans into the fabric of the state’s society and economy.

Washington HB 2779 (Signed 3/27/08)
The law requires obtaining a specialized forest products permit in order to harvest huckleberries 
and adds huckleberry harvesting to the specialized forest products industries in which minority 
groups (including refugees) have long been participants. The legislation encourages agencies serving 
minority communities, refugee centers and other social service agencies to work cooperatively in the 
translation of educational materials.

Washington SB 6673 (Signed 4/1/2008)
This law enhances funds allocated to eligible school districts where more than twenty percent of 
students are eligible for and enrolled in transitional bilingual instruction programs. it also requires 
student learning plans for high school students who were not successful on the Washington assessment, 
including schools serving english language learner students and schools with transitional bilingual 
programs. english language learners will qualify for help from the extended learning program.
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aL hB136
aL SB136
aL SB446
co Scr6
ga hr413
ga SB335
KS hB2050
MD hB886
MD hB887
MN hB2652
MN hB4161

NJ SB1090
oK hB2630
oK hB3349
oK hJr1100
oK SJr54
rI hB7024
rI SB2205
MD hB610
MD SB506
NY hB5077
NY hB5115

NY SB7495
Sc hB4353
Sc SB857
va hB55
va hJr124
wa hB2810
wa hJr 4219
wI hB289
wI hB806

MoDeL LegISLatIoN

The Strengthening Communities through english and integration act of 2008 (S. 3334/ h.r. 
6617), federal legislation introduced in the 110th Congress, could serve as a model for state-level 
bills that promote english-language learning. The bill would increase appropriations for english 
Literacy and Civics education programs; provides funding for local educational programs for 
english language acquisition for middle and high school students; provides tax credits for teach-
ers in Limited english Proficient schools; and creates a research and development center for adult 
education and literacy, among other programs. 

There exist positive and proactive measures to promote english acquisition that states may want 
to consider. For model state legislation see New York hb 5115 (pending), which was introduced 
into the New York State assembly in February 2007.  The bill would require that statements of 
employee rights and employer obligations for domestic workers be prepared in english, Spanish, 
Creole, and other necessary languages.

See also, texas hb 109, which amends the health and Safety code to require that outreach materials 
generated under the bill be written in both english and Spanish.

PeNDINg LegISLatIoN

a number of other jurisdictions have introduced “english-only” legislation.  as state and local 
legislatures revisit these bills or consider new ones in 2009, this issue is certain to assume more 
prominence unless and until the federal government takes explicit preemptive action.

to search for additional state immigration legislation visit the migration Policy institute’s State Law Database.

http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?bn=A05115
http://www.capitol.state.tx.us/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=80R&Bill=HB109
http://www.migrationinformation.org/datahub/statelaws.cfm
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(iv) Litigation

Case: Lozano v. City of hazleton (3:06-cv-01586-Jmm (m.D. Pa.)).

on July 13, 2006 the city of hazleton, Pennsylvania passed the illegal immigration relief 
act ordinance (iira) penalizing those who rent to or hire undocumented immigrants.

on august 15, 2006 in the U.S. District Court for the middle District of Pennsylvania, a 
collection of public interest organizations challenged the hazleton ordinance.  The same 
day the lawsuit was filed, public interest organizations representing the plaintiffs sent 
a letter to the city requesting that it revoke the iira ordinance at the council meeting 
that evening.  The city declined and instead passed a companion ordinance titled “tenant  
registration ordinance.”

on September 1, 2006 the city decided to forego enforcement of the immigration ordinance 
until it gave the plaintiffs twenty days notice and then began the process of passing a new 
version of the immigration ordinance; that new version was enacted on September 21, 2006, 
along with a third ordinance entitled the “official english ordinance.”

on october 30, 2006, the District Court granted plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary 
injunction and temporary restraining order in part, and entered a temporary restraining order 
on october 31, 2006.

on July 26, 2007, District Court Judge munley issued a 206-page Decision and verdict 
declaring the immigration ordinance and registration ordinance unconstitutional and 
permanently enjoining the city from enforcing the ordinances.  Judge munley found the 
ordinances were pre-empted by federal law and violated plaintiffs’ due process rights, though 
he failed to rule on the english-only ordinance.

Plaintiffs moved for an award of attorneys’ fees and costs.  The District Court agreed to 
reserve ruling on the fee application pending defendant’s appeal.  as of the date of this 
summary, the appeal was still pending before the Third Circuit.

in a separate action the city’s insurance company, Scottsdale ins. Co., filed a declaratory 
judgment action in the District Court, seeking a declaration that it was no longer obligated 
to pay for the defense of this case, nor was it obligated to satisfy any judgment rendered 
against the city.

For additional resources on the hazelton case, see: the aCLU’s documents relating to hazelton 
Case, PrLDeF’s hazelton page, and a website created by District Court Judge munley to provide 
information to the public about this case.

http://clearinghouse.wustl.edu/detail.php?id=5472&search=source|general;caseName|lozano;orderby|caseState, caseName;
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/HazletonFirstOrdinance.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/HazletonFirstOrdinance.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/HazletonComplaint.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/LetterToMayorBarletta.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/HazletonSecondOrdinance.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/HazletonSecondOrdinance.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/HazletonOfficialEnglishOrdinance.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/HazletonMotionForAPreliminaryInjunctionAndTRO.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/HazletonDecisionAndVerdict.pdf
http://www.aclupa.org/legal/legaldocket/challengetohazletonimmigra.htm
http://www.aclupa.org/legal/legaldocket/challengetohazletonimmigra.htm
http://www.prldef.org/Civil/Hazelton/hazelton.htm
http://www.pamd.uscourts.gov/Lozano/lozano.htm
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Case: LULaC and gi Forum v. The State of texas (2:2003cv00367, filed 10/27/03)

on July 25, 2008, U.S. District Judge William Wayne Justice for the eastern District of 
texas ruled that texas is failing to overcome language barriers for tens of thousands of Latino 
students in secondary programs.  The mexican american Legal Defense and educational 
Fund (maLDeF) and the multicultural education training and advocacy, inc. (meta) 
sought further relief from the Court under its continuing jurisdiction in the landmark case of 
U.S. v. texas. The case comes 25 years after the State promised the texas Court to implement 
effectively a bilingual education program for all english Language Learner students.

For more information read the memorandum opinion, and the Final Judgment.

another relevant case includes: Sandoval v. alexander 532 U.S. 275, 121 S.Ct. 1511, 149 L.ed.2d 
517 (U.S., apr 24, 2001), in which the U.S. Supreme Court, by a 5–4 vote, rejected a legal challenge 
to alabama’s official english law.  For a list of other relevant litigation on “english-only” legisla-
tion see the american Law and Legal information Law Library.

For an updated list and additional information on legal challenges to state and local ordinances see 
the Legal action Center at the american immigration Law Foundation.

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/LULACvTexas-MemoradumOpinion.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/LULACvTexas-FinalJudgment.pdf
http://law.jrank.org/pages/6488/English-Only-Laws.html
http://www.ailf.org/lac/clearinghouse_120706.shtml#developments
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 (v) More resources

orgaNIZatIoNS

The American Jewish Committe•	 e (AJC)

Asian American Justice Cente•	 r (AAJC)

Center for Equal Opportunit•	 y (CEO) 

Leadership Conference on Civil Right•	 s (LCCR)

Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fun•	 d (PRLDEF)

Immigration Policy Cente•	 r (IPC)

National Council of La Raz•	 a (NCLR)

American Civil Liberties Unio•	 n (ACLU)

Mexican American Legal Defens•	 e and Educational Fund (MALDEF)

American Immigration Law Foundatio•	 n (AILF)

Fair Immigration Reform Movemen•	 t (FIRM) 

National Immigration Foru•	 m

MaterIaLS/rePortS

 American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) •	
aCLU backgrounder on english only Policies in Congress 
Position Paper on “english only”  
english-only amendment Would endanger Lives, Discriminate and Create ‘Second-
Class’ Citizens

 American Immigration Law Foundation (AILF)•	  
missing the target: anti-immigrant ordinances backfire

 Asian American Justice Center (formerly National Asian Pacific American  •	
Legal Consortium)  
The Politics of Language: Your handbook to english-only Laws and Policies

http://www.ajc.org/
http://www.advancingequality.org/
http://www.ceousa.org/
http://www.civilrights.org/
http://www.prldef.org/
http://www.ailf.org/ipc/ipc_index.asp
http://www.nclr.org/
http://www.aclu.org/
http://www.maldef.org/
http://www.ailf.org/
http://www.fairimmigration.org/
http://www.immigrationforum.org/
http://aclu.org/immigrants/workplace/33092leg20071210.html
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ACLU- EnglishOnlyPositionPaper.pdf
http://www.aclu.org/immigrants/gen/30033prs20070607.html
http://www.aclu.org/immigrants/gen/30033prs20070607.html
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IPC-MissingTheTarget.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NAPALC-PoliticsOfLanguage.pdf
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 Congressional Research Service (CRS) •	
hazelton memo June 2006

 Fair Immigration Reform Movement (FIRM)•	   
anti immigrant ordinances Database 
 
types of Local anti immigrant ordinances

 Immigration Policy Center•	  
From Newcomers to americans: an integration Policy for a Nation of immigrants 

 James Crawford•	  
testimony of mr. James Crawford, Director of the institute for Language and education 
Policy, “official english Legislation: bad for Civil rights, bad for america’s interests, and 
even bad for english,” United States house of representatives Committee on education 
and the Workforce, Subcommittee on education reform, July 26, 2006 
Loose ends in a tattered Fabric: The inconsistency of Language rights in the  
United States 
english as the “National Language”? a Political blunder by republicans 
official english FaQ 
anatomy of the english-only movement 
issues in U.S. Language Policy: Language Legislation in the U.S.a 
Census 2000: a guide for the Perplexed 

 Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF) •	
testimony of mr. John trasviña, interim President and general Counsel, maLDeF, 
“examining views on english as the official Language,” United States house of 
representatives Committee on education and the Workforce, Subcommittee on education 
reform, July 26, 2006 
Legal and Policy analysis: Local illegal immigration relief act ordinances 
Sample Letter in opposition to anti-immigrant ordinances

 National Commission on Adult Literacy       •	
reach higher, america: overcoming Crisis in the U.S. Workforce

National Council of Teachers of English•	  
 Politics of english only in the United States: historical, Social, and Legal aspects

 •	 National Education Association   
“No” to english only initiatives before Congress

 National Immigration Forum •	
top 10 immigration myths and Facts

 Pew Hispanic Center•	  
hispanic attitudes toward Learning english Fact Sheet 

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/CRS-HazeltonMemo.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FIRM-LocalLegislationDatabase.doc
http://www.fairimmigration.org/learn/immigration-reform-and-immigrants/local-level/types-of-local-ordinances.html
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IPC-FromNewcomersToAmericans.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/Crawford-CrawfordTestimony.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/Crawford-CrawfordTestimony.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/Crawford-CrawfordTestimony.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/Crawford-CrawfordTestimony.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/Crawford-LanguageRights.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/Crawford-LanguageRights.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/Crawford-PoliticalBlunderByRepublicans.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ILEP-OfficialEnglishFAQ.pdf
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JWCRAWFORD/anatomy.htm
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/JWCRAWFORD/langleg.htm#State
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/jWCRAWFORD/census02.htm#I
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-TrasvinaTestimony.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-TrasvinaTestimony.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-TrasvinaTestimony.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-TrasvinaTestimony.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-LocalIllegalImmigrationReliefActOrdinances.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-SampleLetter.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ReachHigherAmerica.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/files/Store/Books/Sample/26677chap03.pdf?source=gs
http://www.hartford-hwp.com/archives/45/041.html
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-Top10ImmMythsAndFacts.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/PewHispanicCenter-HispanicAttitudesFS.pdf
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english Usage among hispanics in the United States

 Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund (PRLDEF)•	   
List of Local anti immigrant ordinances

 Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL)•	  
teSoL’S recommendations for Countering the official english movement in the U.S.

Fact SheetS

 Asian American Justice Center (formerly National Asian Pacific American Legal •	
Consortium)  
english-only talking Points

 Asian Pacific American Legal Center of Southern California •	
Fact Sheet: Why english only-Legislation violates Civil rights

 Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF)•	  
talking Points on english-only: Provisions of anti-immigrant ordinances

 National Council of La Raza (NCLR)•	   
english-only “Fact Check” 
talking Points for english-only

PoLIcY StateMeNt

 Linguistic Society of America •	
LSa Statement on Language rights

NewSPaPer artIcLeS

 USA Today•	  
“Court tests await cities’ laws on immigrants,” 10/09/06

aDvocacY tooLS/caMPaIgNS

 Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF) •	
State and Local anti-immigrant ordinance toolkit

 National Immigration Forum•	  
toolkit for responding to Local anti-immigrant ordinances

oPPoSItIoN-reLateD caMPaIgNS

U.S. eNgLiSh, inc•	 . 

english Firs•	 t

http://pewhispanic.org/reports/report.php?ReportID=82
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/PRLDEF-ListOfLocalOrdinances.xls
http://www.ncela.gwu.edu/pubs/tesol/official/
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NAPALC-EnglishOnlyTalkingPoints.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/APALCOSC-FSWhyEnglishOnlyLegislationViolatesCivilRights.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-TPOnEnglishOnly.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-EnglishOnlyFactCheck.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-TalkingPointsOnEnglishOnlyOrdinances.pdf
http://www.smo.uhi.ac.uk/saoghal/mion-chanain/LSA_statement.txt
http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/2006-10-08-immigration_x.htm
http://www.maldef.org/publications/index.cfm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-Toolkit.pdf
http://www.us-english.org/inc/
http://www.englishfirst.org/whoef.htm
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E. hoUSInG

(i) Background Information

municipalities across the country are attempting to secure local “fixes” to our deeply dysfunctional 
federal immigration system.  For local officials who believe that undocumented immigration 
“destroys . . . neighborhoods and diminishes . . . overall quality of life,” (see San bernardino illegal 
immigration relief act ordinance) strict anti-immigrant housing ordinances appear to be one 
“practical solution” to a burdensome problem.  These “Do Not rent” ordinances seek to deny housing 
to undocumented immigrants by turning property owners into de facto federal immigration law 
officers.  Though they vary in scope, the ordinances generally require property owners to verify the 
immigration status of all applicants before renting to them, or otherwise limit rental opportunities 
to tenants with legal immigration status; suspend or deny renting licenses for property owners that 
rent to undocumented immigrants; and fine or imprison property owners that continue to rent to 
undocumented immigrants. 

The current wave of anti-immigrant ordinances aimed at denying housing to individuals who cannot 
immediately prove their immigration status began in april 2006, with the introduction of the 
“illegal immigration relief act ordinance” in San bernardino, California.  Though the proposed 
ordinance was defeated, it provided communities across the country with a blueprint for attempting 
to regulate immigration at the local level.  Since then, more than forty localities have proposed some 
form of the San bernardino ordinance, each varying in language and in scope (Local ordinance 
Database, Firm). For a list of ordinances addressing this issue see the Legislative activity tab of 
this chapter.

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/SanBernardinoIllegalImmigrationOrdinance.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/SanBernardinoIllegalImmigrationOrdinance.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/SanBernardinoIllegalImmigrationOrdinance.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FIRM-LocalLegislationDatabase.doc
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FIRM-LocalLegislationDatabase.doc
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The recent upsurge in housing ordinances that target undocumented immigrants introduces new and 
problematic legal issues for states and localities stepping into this uncharted terrain in immigration 
law.  Though federal laws exist against knowingly “harboring” undocumented immigrants, the federal 
government has not adopted specific legislation that would require landlords to check the immigration 
status of tenants in non-federally subsidized housing (see office of Fair housing and equal opportunity, 
and Local tenant rights, Laws, and Protections, U.S. Department of housing and Urban Development).  
beyond the concern that local ordinances are preempted by the federal government’s power to regulate 
immigration, they raise problems of both discrimination and due process. 

“Do Not rent” ordinances will likely lead to discrimination by local property owners who attempt 
to comply with the poorly-conceived laws.  Landlords would be required to verify the immigration 
status of every tenant before renting to them, without the tools or training to determine what 
type of documentation would be sufficient, or the expertise to distinguish valid documentation 
from invalid.  in an attempt to avoid the fines and penalties associated with a failure to comply 
with the ordinances, property owners would undoubtedly cease to rent to anyone who looks or 
sounds “foreign,” or who they believe might be undocumented, regardless of their citizenship or 
immigration status (see talking Points on Do Not rent Laws, NCLr and talking Points on Do 
Not rent Laws, maLDeF). The ordinances, in effect, compel property owners to deny housing 
to individuals based upon their perceived race, ethnicity, or national origin (see immigrants’ rights 
Project, aCLU). 

Furthermore, many of these “Do Not rent” ordinances call for tenants to be evicted from their 
homes, and landlords penalized, without adequate notice or a meaningful hearing (see Legal and 
Policy analysis: Local illegal immigration relief act ordinances, maLDeF). This likely violates 
federal due process rights established in the U.S. Constitution, which require that affected parties 
be given “notice” and a “meaningful opportunity to be heard” before they can be deprived of “life, 
liberty or property” (see Letter explaining Legal Flaws of San bernardino Proposal, aCLU).

most municipalities that have considered such ordinances have failed to pass them, and the few that 
have passed them are prohibited from enforcing them due to court injunctions.  For a partial list of 
legal challenges to these ordinances, see the Litigation tab of this chapter.

Still, the effects of these ordinances are already being felt.  heightened racial tensions in these 
communities have contributed to harassment at the workplace, fights at school, and—in at least one 
case—the withdrawal of funds for an outreach program to the Latino community (see Division and 
Dislocation: regulating immigration through Local housing ordinances, iPC). Local businesses 
have lost consumers and workers, and local governments collect fewer taxes while having to pay the 
hefty litigation costs of defending the ordinances from legal challenges (see State and Local Policies 
on immigrant access to Services: Promoting integration or isolation?, NiLC).

These discriminatory housing laws will not fix our broken immigration system; they only serve 
to isolate communities, push people from their homes, and breed fear, distrust, and divisiveness 
between local residents. 

http://www.hud.gov/fairhousing
http://www.hud.gov/consumer/local.cfm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-TalkingPoints.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-TalkingPoints.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-TalkingPoints.pdf
http://www.aclu.org/immigrants/index.html
http://www.aclu.org/immigrants/index.html
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-LocalIllegalImmigrationReliefActOrdinances.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-LocalIllegalImmigrationReliefActOrdinances.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ACLU-LetterExplainingLegalFlawsOfSanBernardinoProposal.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IPC-DivisionandDislocation.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IPC-DivisionandDislocation.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-StateAndLocalPoliciesOnImmigrantAccessToServices.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-StateAndLocalPoliciesOnImmigrantAccessToServices.pdf
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(ii) Myths and Facts

MYTH: Undocumented immigrants are here illegally, and therefore are not entitled to the same 
rights, such as access to housing, as U.S. citizens and legal residents.

Fact: The Constitution, as well as fair housing and other civil rights laws, apply to all persons 
here in america.  all noncitizens—regardless of the lawfulness of their presence here—are 
entitled to due process under the Fifth and Fourteenth amendments to the U.S. Constitution.  
in addition, the Fair housing act prohibits discrimination based on race, ethnicity, national 
origin, and family status (among other classifications).  Further, discrimination based on alienage 
may also violate 42 U.S.C. 1981 or the Constitution’s equal Protection Clause.  Laws that 
encourage landlords to discriminate against immigrants are not only unethical, they are illegal.

MYTH: The best way to stop undocumented immigration is to make it harder for undocumented 
immigrants to lead a normal life.

Fact: Undocumented workers are not here for the rental housing, they are here for jobs.  right 
now there are twelve million undocumented immigrants in this country, of which roughly 
one-third have lived here for ten years or more.1  many of them have formed deep roots in 
this country and are part of families that include legal residents and U.S. citizens.  Creating 
laws that deny undocumented immigrants basic human rights, such as access to housing, in 
hopes that they “self-deport” will harm american families, divide our communities, and fail 
to address the reasons we have undocumented immigration in the first place.  These laws also 
raise deeply disturbing questions about whether it is legal or humane to deprive shelter to the 
roughly five million children who live in households headed by undocumented immigrants.  
increased enforcement of inhumane laws will not stop undocumented migration; reform of our 
immigration laws will.2

MYTH: Do Not Rent laws are targeted, and will only affect undocumented immigrants.

Fact: Do Not rent laws would endanger the civil rights of aLL community members, regardless 
of their immigration status.3  by excluding undocumented persons from protection under fair 
housing and civil rights laws, these ordinances would lead to increased discrimination in housing 
on the basis of race, ethnicity, or national origin.  in an attempt to avoid severe penalties, 
landlords will likely profile families based on race, ethnicity, and nationality grounds, and deny 
housing to anyone who sounds or looks foreign, or who they believe might be undocumented.4  
This would undoubtedly include legal immigrants, permanent residents, and U.S. citizens. 

1  making the Case for Comprehensive immigration reform: resource guide, aiLa.
2  Common myths about Undocumented immigrants, NCLr.
3  Legal and Policy analysis: Local illegal immigration relief act ordinances, maLDeF.
4  talking Points on Do Not rent Laws, maLDeF.

http://www.aila.org/resourceguide
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-CommonMythsAboutUndocumentedImmigrants.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-LocalIllegalImmigrationReliefActOrdinances.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-TalkingPoints.pdf
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MYTH: Passing Do Not Rent laws raises no legal concerns.

Fact: Do Not rent laws raise a host of legal issues which have so far prevented any such 
ordinance from being enforced.  Civil rights advocates have challenged these ordinances as 
unconstitutional because they violate the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution, which 
grants the federal government the sole right to regulate immigration.5

additionally, Do Not rent laws have been challenged because they violate state and federal 
due process rights by failing to provide procedures for a landlord or tenant to contest the claim 
that the tenant is not lawfully present in the United States.  Under these laws, tenants and 
landlords would face the possibility of being deprived of their property based on erroneous 
status determinations.

Finally, these ordinances have been challenged under federal statutes that prohibit discrimination 
based on national origin or citizenship.6

MYTH: It would be easy for landlords to check the immigration status of residents.

Fact: Do Not rent laws do not provide landlords with any instructions on how to verify the 
immigration status of potential tenants, or the authenticity of documentation.  These ordinances 
therefore place a huge burden on landlords by requiring them to become de facto immigration 
agents, without any guidance or training.

even if landlords were trained on how to use some of the federal government’s verification 
systems, including the Systematic alien verification for entitlements (Save) database, such 
systems were not designed for this purpose, are woefully inadequate to handle such high 
demand, and are error-prone.

MYTH: Do Not Rent Laws will only punish landlords who knowingly harbor  
undocumented immigrants.

Fact: Some Do No rent proposals would penalize even well-intentioned property owners, 
regardless of the landlord’s diligence.  Under such strict liability schemes, any property owner 
found to have rented to undocumented immigrants faces severe fines and penalties.7  Further, 
housing restrictions that do require knowledge on the part of the landlord may nonetheless 
ensnare well-intentioned landlords, because local enforcement officials unfamiliar with 
complicated immigration laws may mistakenly determine that a landlord is at fault.

5  See, Lozano v. hazleton.
6  toolkit for responding to Local anti-immigrant ordinances, National immigrant Forum.
7  Division and Dislocation: regulating immigration through Local housing ordinances, iPC.

http://clearinghouse.wustl.edu/detail.php?id=5472&search=source|general;caseName|lozano;orderby|caseState, caseName;
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-Toolkit.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IPC-DivisionandDislocation.pdf
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MYTH: There are no costs associated with implementing Do Not Rent laws.

Fact: Numerous Do Not rent laws that have been passed at the local level have been challenged 
in court, resulting in costly and time-consuming litigation.8 Civil rights advocates have filed 
numerous challenges to Do Not rent laws across the country, and have been successful in 
keeping these ordinances from taking effect.  No ordinance has won a legal challenge yet, despite 
municipalities spending hundreds of thousands of taxpayer dollars to defend them in court.9

The town of riverside, New Jersey, where a Do Not rent law was passed in 2006, rescinded its 
law after spending more than $82,000 defending the ordinance in court.  The battle forced the 
town to delay road paving projects, the purchase of a dump truck and repairs to the town hall.  
Yet the economic impact of the ordinances went far beyond the litigation costs.  many longtime 
residents left the town because they no longer felt welcome, and as a result the local economy 
suffered.  hair salons, restaurants, and corner shops that catered to immigrants saw business 
plummet, and several closed.  The once vibrant downtown became empty as businesses closed, 
and the town lost revenue.10 

8  too Costly For my town: The Dollars and Cents of an immigration ordinance, NCLr.
9  State and Local Policies on immigrant access to Services: Promoting integration or isolation?, NiLC.
10  towns rethink Laws against illegal immigrants, The New York times.

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-TooCostlyForMyTown.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-StateAndLocalPoliciesOnImmigrantAccessToServices.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/09/26/nyregion/26riverside.html?ei=5070&en=851764c0b70b3177&ex=1191470400&emc=eta1&pagewanted=print
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(iii) Legislative activity

eNacteD LawS that reStrIct IMMIgraNtS’ acceSS to houSINg

LocaL LeveL

The following localities have passed anti-housing ordinances since 2007 (Firm Database):

housing

Cherokee County, ga
topeka, KS
milford, ma
valley Park, mo
gaston County, NC
riverside, NJ
inola, oK
West hazelton, Pa

gilberton, Pa
bridgeport, Pa
altoona, Pa
mahanoy City, Pa
gaston, SC
Farmers branch, tX   
Culpeper, va

eNacteD LawS that Protect IMMIgraNtS’ acceSS to houSINg 

State LeveL

The following list of state measures was taken from a December, 2008 report published by the 
National Conference of State Legislatures.  Updates to the report are expected periodically.

California AB 1781 (signed 9/23/08)

The act provides funding for various migrant related services. The governor’s veto reduced by 
$340,000 the allocation to migrant housing. The act allocates ten percent of the Community 
Services block grant to migrant and seasonal farm worker programs; $600,000 for a three-year 
program evaluation to meet federal title i migrant education Program requirements; and funds 
migrant day and child care.

Connecticut HB 5321 (Signed 6/12/08)

The act establishes an asian Pacific american affairs Commission to work in consultation with 
state agencies to develop programs that address issues as they affect the asian Pacific american 
community, including access to health care, housing, job training, access to the legal system, mental 
health and addiction services, economic development, workplace justice and equality, immigration, 
education and english language instruction.

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FIRM-LocalLegislationDatabase.doc
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ncsl.org/
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PeNDINg LegISLatIoN

a number of other jurisdictions have introduced legislation on immigrant access to housing.  as state 
and local legislatures revisit these bills or consider new ones in 2009, this issue is certain to assume 
more prominence.

housing

aZ hB2625
La hB1157
La hB1365
Nh hB1137
NY hB9677

rI hB7700
rI SB2735
tN hB70
tN SB1343

to search for additional state immigration legislation visit the migration Policy institute’s State Law Database.

MoDeL LegISLatIoN
There exist positive and proactive alternatives to addressing this problem that states may want to 
consider. For model legislation, see the october 2007 law passed in California (hb976) which 
prevents landlords from verifying the immigration status of tenants, or the march 2007 bill 
introduced in texas (hb2676) which would prohibit regulating residential tenancies based on 
immigration status.

also, see the 2007 policy passed by the Detroit City Council that prohibits racial profiling.

http://www.migrationinformation.org/datahub/statelaws.cfm
http://aclu.org/immigrants/discrim/32203prs20071011.html
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/TexasHB02676.pdf
http://www.nclr.org/content/resources/detail/48116/
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(iv) Litigation

Case: villas at Parkside Partners v. City of Farmers branch (3-08Cv1551-b (N.D. tex.))

on December 26, 2006 several civil rights groups filed a civil rights suit in the U.S. District 
Court for the Northern District of texas against the City of Farmers branch, challenging 
the city’s ordinance 2892. The ordinance, which required landlords to verify the “eligible 
immigration status” of prospective tenants prior to renting them apartments, was twice ruled 
unconstitutional by a federal judge. 

Just five days after U.S. District Judge Sam Lindsay struck down the ordinance the City of 
Farmers branch passed a revised version, ordinance 2952. This revised ordinance requires all 
renters in Farmers branch to register their presence with the City and obtain an occupancy 
license. Prior to taking effect on 09/13/08 the ordinance was enjoined by U.S. District Judge 
Jane boyle, and a merits hearing will likely be held in the very near future.

For more information on this case visit the american Civil Liberties Union, american immigration 
Law Foundation.

Case: garrett v. City of escondido (06-cv-2434-Jah-NLS (S.D. Cal.)).

on october 18, 2006, the escondido City Council passed an ordinance that imposed 
penalties for landlords who rented to undocumented immigrants.

a consortium of public interest organizations and lawyers subsequently filed a federal lawsuit 
in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of California, seeking a declaration of the 
ordinance’s unconstitutionality.

in December 2006, the City acceded to the lawsuit, agreeing to the entry of a permanent 
injunction against enforcement of the ordinance, and paying plaintiffs’ counsel $90,000 in 
attorney’s fees.

on December 14, 2006 the judge issued a Stipulated Final Judgment and Permanent 
injunction, agreeing that the ordinance violated the equal Protection Clause and forced 
citizens to take on federal law enforcement duties. The City of escondido is now permanently 
enjoined from enforcing the ordinance.

For more information on this case visit the american Civil Liberties Union, american immigration 
Law Foundation, and Cooley godward Kronish LLP.

http://clearinghouse.wustl.edu/detail.php?id=5539
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FarmersBranchComplaint.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/farmersbranchordinance.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/OrdinanceNo2952.pdf
http://www.aclu.org/immigrants/discrim/27859res20070105.html
http://www.ailf.org/lac/clearinghouse_120706.shtml
http://www.ailf.org/lac/clearinghouse_120706.shtml
http://clearinghouse.wustl.edu/detail.php?id=5504&search=source|general;caseName|Garrett v. City of Escondido;orderby|caseState, caseName;
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/EscondidoOrdinance.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/EscondidoComplaint.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/EscondidoStipulatedFinalJudgmentAndPermanentInjunction.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/EscondidoStipulatedFinalJudgmentAndPermanentInjunction.pdf
http://www.aclu.org/immigrants/discrim/27689res20061214.html
http://www.ailf.org/lac/clearinghouse_120706.shtml
http://www.ailf.org/lac/clearinghouse_120706.shtml
http://www.cooley.com/practices/content.aspx?id=Escondido
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Case: reynolds v. City of valley Park (06-CC-3802 (State Court)).

on July 17, 2006, the board of alderman of the City of valley Park passed an ordinance 
which imposed penalties and fines for landlords who rented to undocumented immigrants.

on September 22, a coalition of landlords, along with the metropolitan St. Louis equal 
housing opportunity Council, challenged the ordinance, and petitioned for a temporary 
restraining order.  St. Louis Circuit Court Judge barbara Wallace issued a temporary 
restraining order to block enforcement of the law, citing “big holes” in the city ordinance. 

The valley Park City Council then removed the english-only provision and passed a second, 
revised version of the law. a second injunction blocked enforcement of the new version; on 
November 15, 2006, the U.S. District Court for the eastern District of missouri remanded 
the case to missouri state court.  on march 12, 2007, Judge Wallace granted a permanent 
injunction which voided the ordinance and permanently enjoined its enforcement

See also: Lozano v. City of hazleton, and assembly of god Church riverside v. township of riverside.

For an updated list and additional information on legal challenges to state and local ordinances see the 
Legal action Center at the american immigration Law Foundation.

http://clearinghouse.wustl.edu/detail.php?id=5482&search=source|general;caseName|Reynolds v. City of Valley Park;orderby|caseState, caseName;
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ValleyParkOrdinance.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ValleyParkPetitionForTRO.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ValleyParkPetitionForTRO.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ValleyParkTRO.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ValleyParkTRO.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ValleyParkAmendedOrdinance.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ValleyParkSecondTRO.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ValleyParkPermanentInjunction.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ValleyParkPermanentInjunction.pdf
http://clearinghouse.wustl.edu/detail.php?id=5472&search=source|general;caseName|lozano;orderby|caseState, caseName;
http://clearinghouse.wustl.edu/detail.php?id=5517&search=source|general;caseName|Assembly of God Church Riverside;orderby|caseState, caseName;
http://www.ailf.org/lac/clearinghouse_120706.shtml#developments
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(v) More resources

orgaNIZatIoNS

American Civil Liberties Unio•	 n (ACLU)

American Immigration Law Foundatio•	 n (AILF)

American Immigration Lawyers Associatio•	 n (AILA)

Fair Immigration Reform Movemen•	 t (FIRM)

Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fun•	 d (MALDEF)

National Council of La Raz•	 a (NCLR)

National Immigration Foru•	 m

National Immigration Law Cente•	 r (NILC)

New York Immigration Coalitio•	 n (NYIC)

Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fun•	 d (PRLDEF)

MaterIaLS/rePortS

 American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)•	  
immigrants’ rights Project 
Local anti-immigrant ordinance Cases 
Letter explaining Legal Flaws of San bernardino Proposal

 American Immigration Law Foundation (AILF), Immigration Policy Center (IPC) •	
Division and Dislocation: regulating immigration through Local housing ordinances

Catholic Legal Immigration Network, INC. (CLINIC)      •	
 State and Local anti-immigration Legislation Litigation Update

 Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)•	  
office of Fair housing and equal opportunity  
Local tenant rights, Laws, and Protections 
rights and responsibilities of Landlords and residents in Preventing housing Discrimination 
based on race, religion, or National origin in the Wake of the events of September 11, 2001
 •	 Fair Immigration Reform Movement (FIRM) 
Database of Local ordinances

 Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF)•	   
Legal and Policy analysis: Local illegal immigration relief act ordinances

 National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL)•	  
State Laws related to immigrants and immigration in 2008

 •	 National Council of La Raza (NCLR) 
too Costly For my town: The Dollars and Cents of an immigration ordinance 
Common myths about Undocumented immigrants

http://www.aclu.org/
http://www.ailf.org/
http://www.aila.org/
http://www.fairimmigration.org/
http://www.maldef.org/
http://www.nclr.org/
http://www.immigrationforum.org/
http://www.nilc.org/
http://www.thenyic.org/
http://www.prldef.org/
http://www.aclu.org/immigrants/index.html
http://www.aclu.org/immigrants/discrim/27848res20070105.html
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ACLU-LetterExplainingLegalFlawsOfSanBernardinoProposal.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IPC-DivisionandDislocation.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/CLINICLitigationUpdateOct2008.pdf
http://www.hud.gov/fairhousing
http://www.hud.gov/consumer/local.cfm
http://www.hud.gov/offices/fheo/library/sept11.cfm
http://www.hud.gov/offices/fheo/library/sept11.cfm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FIRM-LocalLegislationDatabase.doc
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-LocalIllegalImmigrationReliefActOrdinances.pdf
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-TooCostlyForMyTown.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-CommonMythsAboutUndocumentedImmigrants.pdf
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 National Immigrant Forum•	  
toolkit for responding to Local anti-immigrant ordinances 

 National Immigration Law Center (NILC)•	  
State and Local Policies on immigrant access to Services: Promoting integration or isolation?

 New York Immigration Coalition•	  
immigrant housing Concerns: Q&a brochure

 Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund (PRLDEF)•	  
hazleton Page 
Letter to hazleton mayor barletta 
Press release “hazleton trial ends and the mayor’s message is – blame the Powerless”

taLKINg PoINtS

 Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF)•	   
talking Points on Do Not rent Laws 

 National Council of La Raza (NCLR)•	  
talking Points on Do Not rent Laws

NewS artIcLeS

CNN•	  
  “how illegal immigration is Dividing a town’s business owners,” by David holthouse (04/18/08)

 The New York Times •	
“towns rethink Laws against illegal immigrants,” by Ken belson & Jill P. Capuzzo (09/26/07)

 USA Today•	  
“officials: immigrant hostility fuels discriminatory housing laws,” by Deborah barfield 
berry (09/28/07)

aDvocacY tooLS/caMPaIgNS

 Fair Housing Council of Montgomery County•	  
Fair housing Council of montgomery County (Pennsylvania), a local housing group 
fighting the bridgeport, Pa ordinance, has published a number of helpful resources, 
including a fair housing flyer and a monthly newsletter. 

gilberto ramos, a real estate broker, sued the city of Farmers branch.  •	 read his story.

 The •	 Florida immigrant Coalition succeeded in building coalitions in avon Park and Palm 
bay, and was able to defeat anti-immigrant proposals in both cities. 

 The •	 tennessee immigrant and refugee rights Coalition fought vigorously to defeat both a 
housing and employment ordinance.

housing

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-Toolkit.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-StateAndLocalPoliciesOnImmigrantAccessToServices.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NYIC-ImmigrantHousingConcernsQ&ABrochure.pdf
http://www.prldef.org/Civil/Hazelton/hazelton.htm
http://www.prldef.org/Civil/Hazelton/hazleton legal documents/Letter to Mayor Barletta.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/LetterToMayorBarletta.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-TalkingPoints.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-TalkingPoints.pdf
http://money.cnn.com/2008/04/17/smbusiness/illegal_immigration_dividing.fsb/index.htm
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/09/26/nyregion/26riverside.html?_r=1&scp=1&sq=%22towns+rethink+laws+against+illegal+immigrants%22&oref=slogin
http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/2007-09-28-housing-locallaws_N.htm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FairHousingFlyer.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FairHousingCouncilMontgomeryCountyNewsletter.pdf
http://cbs11tv.com/local/local_story_338211559.html
http://www.fiacfla.org/coalition.php
http://www.tnimmigrant.org/
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State and Local Police responsibilities

F. STATE AnD LoCAL PoLICE rESPonSIBILITIES

(i) Background Information

one of the highest profile immigration-related federalism issues over the last several years involves 
the role of state and local police in the enforcement of federal immigration laws.  historically, the line 
demarking federal enforcement jurisdiction from state and local jurisdiction has been clear: it has 
tracked the line between civil immigration laws and criminal immigration laws.  Federal authorities 
have long been considered to possess exclusive jurisdiction over laws regulating immigration 
status, which are civil in nature.  in contrast federal, state, and local authorities typically have been 
considered to possess the authority to enforce criminal laws related to immigration (e.g. trafficking 
and smuggling offenses).  

in 1996, however, Congress blurred the line when it passed a measure known by its immigration and 
Nationality act (iNa) code reference “287(g)” (8 U.S.C. Sec. 1357(g)).  This provision authorizes 
states and localities to enter into specific cooperative agreements with the federal government, and 
empower their police officers to engage in certain civil immigration enforcement activities.  in the 
first five years of the provision’s existence, few states and localities showed any interest in these 
agreements, and none were executed.  however, post-9/11, and in the wake of Congress’s failure 
to enact comprehensive immigration reform, that trend has changed significantly (see Forcing 
our blues into gray areas: Local Police and Federal immigration Law enforcement, Nebraska 
appleseed). immigration and Customs enforcement now reports that over sixty-three 287(g) 

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ForcingOurBluesIntoGrayAreas2008.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ForcingOurBluesIntoGrayAreas2008.pdf
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agreements have been implemented, and another forty have been requested by state and local 
governments (see 287(g) Fact Sheet, aiLa). The vast majority of these agreements were finalized 
after 2006, when public frustration with our broken borders boiled over and the immigration debate 
became emotionally charged.

While most of the 287(g) agreements focus on screening convicted criminals serving time in state 
and local jails to see if they are eligible for deportation, others cast a wide net to target ordinary 
undocumented workers who may come into casual contact with state or local police.  Some were 
established at the direction of state or local legislative bodies.  For a list of ordinances addressing 
immigration law enforcement, see the Legislative activity tab of this chapter.

The central policy concern with these types of arrangements is that they chill crime reporting in 
immigrant communities (see Police Chiefs guide to immigration issues, international association 
of Chiefs of Police, Police Chiefs announce immigration enforcement Policy, international 
association of Chiefs of Police, and Statement on immigration, major Cities Chiefs association).  
When immigrants learn that contact with local law enforcement could lead to their own deportation 
or the deportation of close relatives, they stop reporting crimes they experience or witness.  This, in 
turn, allows criminals to roam free and continue to prey on our communities.  

many state and local police officers have voiced strong opposition to local enforcement of immigration 
laws for this very reason—they see their number one job as fighting crime and protecting the 
community, and know that becoming “deportation agents” will hurt their ability to protect the 
public from serious criminals (see Proposals to expand the immigration authority of State and 
Local Police: Dangerous Public Policy according to Law enforcement, governments, opinion 
Leaders, and Communities, National immigration Forum).

Still, some members of Congress have led a crusade to bypass the need for 287(g) agreements 
altogether, and to statutorily redefine the immigration enforcement roles of states and localities.  
bills like the CLear act1 declare that states and localities have the “inherent authority” to 
enforce all immigration laws, and encourage (or in some cases mandate) state and local police to 
engage in such enforcement activities.  None of these bills has come close to becoming law, and 
for good reason: state and local police forces overwhelmingly oppose a new unfunded mandate 
from Congress, particularly one that will make it harder for them to locate criminals and bring 
them to justice.  most state and local police agencies agree that any increased involvement in 
immigration enforcement should be voluntary, limited, and related to the goal of making our streets 
and communities safer (see Proposals to expand the immigration authority of State and Local 
Police, National immigration Forum).

1   The CLear act (“Clear Law enforcement for Criminal alien removal act”), introduced originally in 2003, has become short-hand 
for an assortment of bills seeking to mandate the participation of state and local authorities in enforcing federal immigration laws.

State and Local Police responsibilities

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/AILA-287gFactSheet2009.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IACP-PoliceChiefsGuidetoImmigration.pdf
http://www.theiacp.org/documents/index.cfm?fuseaction=document&document_id=634
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MCCA-StatementOnImmigration.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-DangerousPublicPolicy.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-DangerousPublicPolicy.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-DangerousPublicPolicy.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-DangerousPublicPolicy.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-DangerousPublicPolicy.pdf
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Despite the concerns of law enforcement officers, increasing numbers of states, counties, and 
municipalities are bowing to a vocal minority of residents and have started considering bills that 
would require their police officers to check the immigration status of anyone they encounter, 
including victims of crime.  Not only are these bills constitutionally dubious, but they also run 
the practical risk of making communities less safe, and exposing state and local governments to 
legal liability if police use racial profiling to determine who to question about their immigration 
status.  For a partial list of legal challenges to these laws and ordinances, see the Litigation tab of  
this chapter.

in stark contrast to the uptick in state bills and local ordinances requiring police to engage in immigration 
enforcement, scores of other states and localities have moved in the exact opposite direction.  They have 
heeded the advice of their law enforcement officials and adopted so-called “confidentiality policies” (see  
Chart of States and Cities with Confidentiality Policies, NiLC).  These policies limit the authority of 
police departments to coordinate with federal immigration authorities except in the context of criminal 
investigations.  They restrict police officers from asking about the immigration status of witnesses to or 
victims of crime.  Cities and states across the nation have adopted these community policing policies 
in order to ensure that immigrants feel safe reporting crimes and assisting in investigations.  This helps 
them protect public safety and put more criminals behind bars.

Predictably, the cities and states with confidentiality policies are also under attack by members of 
Congress who support the CLear act.  These politicians want to enlist all 700,000 state and local 
police officers to help the federal government deport non-criminal, undocumented workers.  For 
now, the CLear act is at bay because the public agrees with the police that putting criminals 
behind bars is more important that deporting undocumented workers.  Still, supporters of the 
CLear act have become artful in couching their bill as a “tough” law enforcement approach, and 
it remains to be seen whether state and local police can continue to stand up for good policy and 
public safety under mounting pressure by politicians at all levels of government.   

State and Local Police responsibilities

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-ChartOfStatesAndCitiesWithConfidentialityPolicies.pdf
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(ii) Myths and Facts

MYTH:  Police do not need explicit authority to enforce “civil” immigration laws.

Fact: States and localities do not have the authority to enforce federal civil immigration laws 
except as explicitly provided by Congress.  Long-standing legal consensus affirms that states 
and localities lack such authority and that the Constitutional doctrine of preemption precludes 
states and localities from legislating in this arena.2  That consensus came under attack after 9/11, 
when the Department of Justice’s office of Legal Counsel reversed its opinion on this matter, 
due to strong pressure by an aide to then-attorney general John ashcroft (Kris Kobach, now a 
law professor and attorney for the Federation for american immigration reform).  given the 
outcry from state and local police, who did not want the immigrant community to start viewing 
them as agents of the iNS, the new oLC memo was kept under seal until litigation pried it 
loose.  analysis by legal experts has shown that the 2002 oLC opinion is wrong, and the 1996 
DoJ memo is still an accurate analysis of the law on this issue.3  

MYTH:  Local police want the authority to enforce the immigration laws. 

Fact: Not only do state and local police lack the inherent authority to enforce civil provi-
sions of federal immigration law, they have expressed overwhelming opposition to taking on  
that responsibility.4

State and local police officers typically register four primary objections to assuming immigration 
enforcement authority: 

  Limited resources – police departments around the country are struggling to find the •	
resources necessary to accomplish their core mission of protecting their communities and 
promoting safety; a sweeping new mandate would severely undermine their effectiveness; 

 Community trust/Safety – many police departments attribute their effectiveness at com-•	
bating crime to community-based policing initiatives that are predicated on obtaining the 
trust of the community’s residents; they justifiably fear that turning their officers into im-
migration agents will erode that trust and limit crime reporting by witnesses and victims; 

 Complexity/training – police departments understand that immigration status determina-•	
tions can be extremely complex and require extensive training that they cannot afford; and

 racial/ethnic Profiling – police departments understand that asking their officers to •	
enforce immigration laws increases the likelihood that the investigative focus will turn from 
conduct to perceived ethnicity, which can lead to civil rights abuses and costly litigation.

2  memorandum on the assistance by State and Local Police in apprehending illegal aliens, DoJ office of Legal Counsel, 1996.
3  analysis of the 2002 DoJ office of Legal Counsel opinion, aCLU.
4  Proposals to expand the immigration authority of State and Local Police, National immigration Forum.

State and Local Police responsibilities

http://www.usdoj.gov/olc/immstopo1a.htm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ACLU-AnalysisOfTheDOJOpinion.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-DangerousPublicPolicy.pdf
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MYTH: All undocumented immigrants are criminals.

Fact: immigration status violations—such as overstaying one’s visa—are “civil,” not criminal, 
offenses.  other examples of civil law violations include speeding, jaywalking, late tax filing, 
etc.  a large percentage (estimates range from 35% to 50%) of the undocumented immigrant 
population entered the country lawfully and then overstayed their visas, meaning they have 
committed no criminal offense.  it is true that individuals who cross the border without a visa 
have committed a federal misdemeanor and could be prosecuted for this crime.  Their presence 
in the United States after such an entry, however, is not an on-going criminal violation.  in 
other words, their mere presence in the U.S., whether subsequent to an illegal border crossing 
or a status violation, is not a crime.

MYTH: Police need new legal authority to arrest “criminal aliens.”  

Fact: State and local police already can (and do) assist federal immigration agents in criminal 
matters, just as they do with anti-gang and anti-drug work that has federal implications.  State 
and local police already can (and do) arrest immigrants who commit crimes.  What they cannot 
do, without explicit authority and execution of a 287(g) agreement with DhS, is enforce civil 
immigration laws.  

a simple analogy would be federal tax law enforcement.  if a vendor is selling merchandise on 
a street corner in violation of state or local law, police can shut down the illegal operation.  They 
cannot then enforce the sections of the federal tax code that may have been violated.  and if 
the vendor is not violating a state or local law, they cannot go on a fishing expedition to see if 
the business is complying with its federal tax payments.  Not only do state and local police not 
have the training to do such enforcement, they do not have the time and it is not their priority.  
That is why we have federal agencies that do such work, and state and local police that focus on 
breaches of criminal law.  

MYTH: Confidentiality policies—sometimes called “sanctuary policies”—shield foreign-born 
criminals from arrest, detention, prosecution, referral to ICE, and deportation.  

Fact: No state or locality has adopted a policy to shield non-citizen criminals from prosecution 
or deportation.  many states and cities have adopted policies to encourage immigrant crime 
victims to report the abuses to state and local police, without fear that this will lead to their 
own deportation.  These policies do not limit federal enforcement of our immigration laws, and 
in fact, they help enhance public safety by building trust between immigrants and local law 
enforcement so that more community residents call the police.  

State and local police already report criminals who may be deportable to federal immigration 
authorities.  This happens every day, and the cities and states with confidentiality policies in 
place are also the ones that most frequently contact DhS about actual criminals.    

State and Local Police responsibilities
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MYTH: Local police can easily enforce immigration law without racial or ethnic profiling. 

Fact: immigration law is extremely complex and subject to constant change.  a broad array 
of documents can be used to prove immigration status and even with extensive training and 
experience, mistakes are inevitable.  experience has shown that when local law enforcement 
gets involved in immigration enforcement, particularly without proper training and experience, 
people are often targeted on the basis of their accent or appearance.  This can lead to serious 
violations of the civil rights of legal permanent residents and even U.S. citizens.  Puerto ricans, 
naturalized citizens, and others who “look” or “sound” foreign to some ears have frequently been 
the victims of such abuses.  

These civil rights violations, in turn, may result in costly litigation.  The case of Chandler, 
arizona is instructive.  in July 1997, local police and iNS agents worked closely in planning 
a community-wide roundup of suspected undocumented immigrants.  Chandler police acted 
beyond their authority and attempted to enforce immigration law.  The arizona attorney 
general later found that residents were stopped repeatedly “for no other apparent reason than 
their skin color or mexican appearance or use of the Spanish language.” Police harassed and 
detained hispanic-appearing individuals in their cars, walking on the street, and sitting in their 
homes.  The attorney general’s report further stated that these stops “violated the Constitutional 
rights of american citizens and legal residents to equal protection and to be free from unlawful 
searches and seizures.”  The subsequent lawsuit cost the city $400,000 in damages.   

Similarly, in November 2003, the mexican american Legal Defense and educational Fund 
(maLDeF) settled a case with the city of rogers, arkansas, where Latinos were allegedly im-
properly stopped and investigated based on their ethnicity and perceived immigration status.5  
Under the settlement agreement, the City of rogers was ordered to publish a general order 
regarding “prohibition and prevention of racial/bias profiling” and to prohibit officers from 
engaging in profiling of persons based on their race, national origin, citizenship, religion, eth-
nicity, age, gender, or physical or mental disability for the purpose of initiating law enforcement 
action—except to determine whether a person matches a specific description of a particular 
suspect.  The city also agreed to prohibit police action against an individual based solely on his 
or her actual or perceived immigration status.

5  Latinos to bring Class action Lawsuit alleging racial Profiling by Police in rogers, arkansas, maLDeF.

State and Local Police responsibilities

http://www.maldef.org/news/press.cfm?ID=48
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(iii) Legislative activity

eNacteD LegISLatIoN MaNDatINg exPaNDeD roLeS For LocaL  
Law eNForceMeNt

LocaL LeveL

The following localities have passed ordinances mandating that police verify immigration status of 
individuals they encounter or detain have been enacted since 2007 (Firm Database):  

State and Local Police responsibilities

Prince William County, va
Farmers branch, tX
gaston County, NC

LaPorte, iN
tulsa, oK

State LeveL

a number of states and localities, however, have passed laws broadly related to immigration law 
enforcement, including: authorizing funds to be allocated to immigration enforcement-related 
efforts, requiring immigration status checks of incarcerated individuals, and requiring police forces 
to enter into 287(g) agreements with DhS.

The following list of state measures was taken from a December, 2008 report published by the 
National Conference of State Legislatures.  Updates to the report are expected periodically.

Alabama HB 28 (Signed 5/1/08)
This law makes holding federal wards in state or local juvenile detention facilities for longer than 
24 hours for the purpose of returning them to their countries of citizenship a violation of the 
deinstitutionalization of status offender requirement.

Alabama SJR 39 (Signed 5/8/08)
This resolution urges the governor to expand the current 287(g) program to serve target areas where 
the illegal immigrant population has caused issues with public health services, public education and 
in the community in general; train law enforcement to identify a suspect’s resident status during 
processing.

Arizona HB 2807 (Vetoed 4/28/08)
This bill states that officials, agencies, or cities will not be prohibited from sending or receiving 
information regarding immigration status of any individual for the purpose of determining public 
benefit eligibility, confirming an identity of a person who was arrested, or verifying a claim of legal 
domicile. County sheriffs and police officers will be trained by a federal entity as peace officers to 
coordinate with iCe to implement these provisions.

Colorado SB 134 (Signed 5/20/08)
Under this law, 50 percent of bonds and fees recovered from persons illegally in the country who 
are charged with felonies or class 1 or 2 misdemeanors will be credited to the county jail assistance 

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FIRM-LocalLegislationDatabase.doc
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ncsl.org/
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fund; the other 50 percent will be given to the capital construction fund.

Colorado HB 1348 (Signed 5/1/08)
This law authorizes officers of the Federal Protective Service of the immigration and Customs 
enforcement (iCe) to serve as peace officers. it grants iCe officers recognition as federal law 
enforcement officers who are empowered to make arrests for violations of the U.S. Code and are 
authorized to carry a firearm and use deadly force in performing their duties. it clarifies that after 
making an arrest under the authority of this law, an iCe officer must transfer custody of the arrested 
individual to a Colorado peace officer.

Georgia SB 350 (Signed 5/14/08)
This law adds that for persons convicted of driving without a license, in addition to any person 
charged with a felony or with driving under the influence who is confined in jail, a reasonable effort 
should be made to determine nationality.

Hawaii HB 3040 (Signed 5/16/08)
This law requires each covered sex offender and offender against a minor to register with a signed 
statement that includes passports or documents establishing immigration status if the covered 
offender is an alien and a statement indicating whether the covered offender is a U.S. citizen. a 
digitized copy of an offender’s passport or documentation of immigration status will be included 
in the registry.

Mississippi SB 3124 (Signed 5/10/08)
This legislation makes appropriations for the Department of Public Safety for FY 2009, including 
$1 million for the DhS with authorization to increase both funds and number of positions if any 
additional funding is received. Cost study: The Department of Public Safety will also submit a cost 
study report to the Legislature on state enforcement of federal immigration laws by December 31, 
2008.

Missouri HB1549 (Omnibus bill, signed 7/07/08)
The law requires state highway patrol to be trained in accordance with a memorandum of 
understanding with DhS to enforce federal immigration law. it prohibits sanctuary policies. it is 
unlawful to knowingly transport any illegal alien for the purposes of drug trafficking, prostitution, 
or employment and establishes a felony with penalties of one year imprisonment and/or $1,000. 
The arresting agency shall verify immigration status of those confined to jail through the Law 
enforcement Support Center, and notify DhS of any who are present unlawfully. Unlawful status 
will be considered when judging release on bail.

North Carolina SB 1955 (Signed 8/8/08)
The law provides for the limited release of certain prisoners into the custody of immigration officials 
for deportation.

North Carolina HB 2436 (Signed 7/16/08)
Law enforcement: Provides that by march 1, 2009, the North Carolina Sheriffs’ association 
(NCSa) shall submit a report to the legislature on the operations and effectiveness of the “illegal 
immigration Project”, which, in cooperation with iCe, provides technical assistance and advice to 
Sheriffs on immigration and Customs enforcement and participation in the 287(g) program.
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South Carolina HB 4400 (Omnibus bill, signed 6/4/08)
The law requires a memorandum of Understanding (moU) with DhS or DoJ, regarding the 
enforcement of federal immigration laws. The act establishes an immigration violation hotline. it 
makes it a felony to harbor, transport or conceal unauthorized aliens. it requires jail officers to 
determine the nationality and immigration status of prisoners by using DhS’ Law enforcement 
Support Center. The law considers immigration status a variable when courts determine the 
conditions of release.

South Dakota HCR 1009 (Signed 2/26/08)
This resolution urges the federal government to provide full funding so that when local law 
enforcement officers who contact iCe regarding a person suspected of committing a crime in the 
state and who is determined by iCe as illegal, that person may be detained or deported.

Utah SB 81 (Omnibus bill, signed 3/13/08)
The law requires the attorney general to negotiate a memorandum of Understanding with DhS 
for the enforcement of federal immigration law by state and local law enforcement personnel. Local 
governments may not prohibit a law enforcement officer from cooperating or communicating with 
federal officials regarding the immigration status of a person. The law makes it a class a misdemeanor 
for a person to transport, conceal, harbor or shelter unauthorized immigrants, knowing or in reckless 
disregard that the alien is in the United States in violation of federal law. County sheriffs must make 
a reasonable effort to verify immigration status of confined foreign nationals.

Utah HB 492 (Signed 3/18/08)
This law requires sex offenders to provide the department or registry with all documents, telephone 
numbers, internet identifiers, and professional licenses establishing their immigrant status if the 
offender is an alien. Nonresident offenders are required to register as offenders in the state if the 
offender is in Utah for ten or more days during the year.

Virginia HB 440/SB 623 (Signed 3/8/08)
This law creates a rebuttable presumption against bail for any person who is determined to be 
present illegally in the United States and who is charged with any of the following offenses: any 
violent crime including any murder or assault, any felony drug offense and any firearm offense. The 
presumption only applies if iCe agrees to issue a detainer for removal of the detainee and agrees to 
pay for the cost of incarceration after issuance of the detainer.

Virginia HB 820/SB 609 (Signed 3/3/08)
This law requires an officer in charge of a jail or correctional facility to inquire the immigration 
status of a person with iCe. The facility officer shall communicate the results of this immigration 
alien query to the State Compensation board which shall communicate on a monthly basis the 
results of any query confirming that a person is illegally present in the United States to the virginia 
Central Criminal records exchange.
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eNacteD LegISLatIoN reStrIctINg the roLe oF State aND LocaL 
Law eNForceMeNt 

State LeveL

Scores of states and localities have adopted confidentiality policies or resolutions limiting the role of state 
and local police in enforcing civil immigration laws.  The National immigration Law Center (NiLC) 
tracks a number of them in a regularly updated resource entitled Laws, resolutions, and Policies insti-
tuted across the U.S. Limiting enforcement of immigration Laws by State and Local authorities.

The following list of state measures was taken from a December, 2008 report published by the National 
Conference of State Legislatures.  Updates to the report are expected periodically.

Tennessee HB 4001 (Signed 5/19/08)
This law bars any law enforcement office from using racial profiling, defined as detention or 
disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of their actual or perceived race, color, ethnicity, 
or national origin. People who believe they were subjected to a motor vehicle stop resulting from 
racial profiling can file a report in electric format through the attorney general’s office. a person 
aggrieved by violation of this law may file a lawsuit.

PeNDINg LegISLatIoN

a number of other jurisdictions have introduced legislation on state/local law enforcement.  as state 
and local legislatures revisit these bills or consider new ones in 2008, this issue is certain to assume 
more prominence unless and until the federal government takes explicit preemptive action.

ca hB648
ca hB1081
ca hB1082
ca hB1141
ca SB3
FL hB73
FL SB540
ga SB23
KS hB2370
KS SB124
KS SB125
KY hB95
KY hB97
MI hB5211
Mo hB1395
Nc hB1620
Nc SB229
Nc SB807
Nh hB404

NJ hB4561
NY hB3161
NY hB5404
NY hB5870
NY hB6452
NY hB6495
NY hB7559
NY hB8560
NY hB9455
NY SB71
NY SB75
NY SB4389
oh hB308
oh SB260
oK hB1413
oK SJr25
Pa hB751
Pa hB752
Pa SB980

Pa SB1124
rI hB5237
rI hB5871
rI hB5875
rI SB298
rI SB735
Sc hB3026
Sc hB3057
tN hB491
tN hB728
tN hB1107
tN hB2212
tN SB91
tN SB203
tN SB1604
va hB1618
va hB1918
va hB1970
va hB2322

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-LocalLawsResolutionsAndPoliciesLimitingImmEnforcement.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-LocalLawsResolutionsAndPoliciesLimitingImmEnforcement.pdf
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ncsl.org/
http://www.ncsl.org/
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in addition, as noted earlier, several dozen 287(g) agreements have already been executed between 
states or localities and DhS.  at least eighty more state and local law enforcement agencies are 
seeking to join the program, according to a U.S. immigration and Customs enforcement spokesman 
(287(g) Fact Sheet, aiLa).

to search for additional state immigration legislation visit the migration Policy institute’s State 
Law Database.

MoDeL LegISLatIoN

Sample Language for Policies Limiting the enforcement of immigration Laws by Local authorities, 
a document prepared by NiLC, provides model language that localities can use to limit the role of 
state and local police in the enforcement of civil immigration laws.

See also resolutions passed in St. Paul and minneapolis, minnesota which state that local police will 
not check immigration status.

va hB2926
va hB2931
va hB2933
va hB2936
va hB3006

va hB3206
va SB1045
va SB1421
wa hB1874
wa hB2439

wa hB2441
wI hB569
wI SB309

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/AILA-287gFactSheet.pdf
http://www.migrationinformation.org/datahub/statelaws.cfm
http://www.migrationinformation.org/datahub/statelaws.cfm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-SampleLanguageForPolicies.pdf
http://www.bordc.org/detail.php?id=65
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(iv) Litigation

as of December 2008, there was no reported court case squarely ruling on the Constitutionality of 
state or local ordinances empowering police to enforce civil immigration laws.  a number of judicial 
opinions, however, have touched peripherally on the issue and indicate severe skepticism regarding 
whether such laws would be constitutional on their face or as applied.

Case: Lopez v. the City of rogers, (U.S. District Court Case No. 01-5061). 

The court accepted a settlement agreement in which the City agrees, among other things, 
to prohibit police action against an individual based solely on his or her actual or perceived 
immigration status.

Case: State of Louisiana v. omar barrientos, No. 06-1726 (La. 24th Jud. Dist. Ct. Jefferson Parish 
Jan. 31, 2007).  

Louisiana passed a law providing that “no alien student or nonresident alien shall operate a 
motor vehicle in the state without documentation demonstrating that the person is lawfully 
present in the United States.”  The statute further provided that the arresting law enforce-
ment officer was to seize and cancel the defendant’s driver’s license and notify the Depart-
ment of homeland Security of the defendant’s arrest so that removal proceedings could be 
initiated.  Punishment for violation of the statute included a fine up to $1,000 and jail time 
not to exceed one year. 

omar barrientos was arrested and charged under this state law with operating a vehicle 
without lawful presence in the United States.  on January 31, 2007, the 24th Judicial District 
Court, Jefferson Parish Louisiana granted defendant’s motion to quash and dismissed the 
criminal charge against him.  The Court found that the statute was “an impermissible at-
tempt to regulate immigration and conflicts with federal immigration law,” and was therefore 
unconstitutional.

Case: State of Louisiana v. Juan herrera, No. 467-763 “K” (La. Crim. Dist. Ct. orleans Parish 
Feb. 1, 2007).  

The court found that “the defendant’s arrest pursuant to LSa-r.S. 14:100.13 was made 
without probable cause, because it was the result of a selective enforcement policy profiling, 
targeting and arresting Latino drivers.”

Case: State of Louisiana v. Neri Lopez, 948 So. 2d 1121 (La. Ct. app. 4th Cir. 2006).

in its December 20, 2006 decision granting a motion to quash driving without lawful pres-
ence charges against Neri Lopez, the Fourth Circuit reasoned that the driving without law-
ful presence statute “places a burden on both legal and non-legal aliens which exceeds any 
standard contemplated by federal immigration law”—i.e., it imposes a requirement regarding 
who must carry documents that exceeds what federal law requires, and the penalties it im-
poses are harsher than those provided for in federal law.  accordingly, the court held that the 
statute is preempted by federal law.

For an updated list and additional information on legal challenges to state and local ordinances 
see the Legal action Center at the american immigration Law Foundation.

http://www.racialprofilinganalysis.neu.edu/legislation/litigation.php?state=AR
http://clearinghouse.wustl.edu/detail.php?id=10270&search=source|general;caseName|louisiana;orderby|caseState, caseName
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/BarrientosDecision.pdf
http://www.nilc.org/immlawpolicy/LocalLaw/herrera_decision_2007-02-01.pdf
http://www.nilc.org/immlawpolicy/LocalLaw/locallaw004.htm
http://www.ailf.org/lac/clearinghouse_120706.shtml#developments
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(v) More resources

orgaNIZatIoNS

American Civil Liberties Unio•	 n (ACLU)

American Immigration Lawyers Associatio•	 n (AILA)

Center for Community Chang•	 e (CCC)

Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fun•	 d (MALDEF)

National Council of La Raz•	 a (NCLR)

National Immigration Foru•	 m

National Immigration Law Cente•	 r (NILC)

MaterIaLS/rePortS

 American Civil Liberties Union•	  
analysis of the 2002 DoJ office of Legal Counsel opinion

 Department of Justice (DOJ) •	
audit on State and Local Confidentiality Policies

 Fair Immigration Reform Movement (FIRM)•	  
Database of Local ordinances

 Immigration Policy Center (IPC), American Immigration Law Foundation (AILF)•	  
The myth of immigrant Criminality and the Paradox of assimilation

  What happens When Local Cops become immigration agents? arizona Sheriff ’s 
immigration-enforcement activities impact budget, arrest rates and response times

 International Association of Chiefs of Police •	
Police Chiefs guide to immigration issues 

 Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF)•	  
Fiscal impact on the State of arkansas as the result of Local Law enforcement of Civil 
immigration Law 
Latinos to bring Class action Lawsuit alleging racial Profiling by Police in rogers, 
arkansas

http://aclu.org/
http://www.aila.org/
http://www.cccfiles.org/
http://www.maldef.org/
http://www.nclr.org/
http://www.immigrationforum.org/
http://www.nilc.org/
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ACLU-AnalysisOfTheDOJOpinion.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/DOJ-AuditOnStateAndLocalConfidentialityPolicies.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FIRM-LocalLegislationDatabase.doc
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IPC-TheMythOfImmigrantCriminality.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IPC-WhatHappensWhenLocalCopsBecomeImmigrationAgents.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IPC-WhatHappensWhenLocalCopsBecomeImmigrationAgents.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/IACP-PoliceChiefsGuidetoImmigration.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-FiscalImpactOnTheStateOfArkansas.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MALDEF-FiscalImpactOnTheStateOfArkansas.pdf
http://www.maldef.org/news/press.cfm?ID=48
http://www.maldef.org/news/press.cfm?ID=48
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 National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) •	
State Laws related to immigrants and immigration in 2008

 National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL)•	  
2007 enacted State Legislation related to immigrants and immigration

 National Council of La Raza (NCLR)•	   
toolkit for State and Local Police enforcement of immigration Law

 National Immigration Forum  •	
backgrounder: immigration Law enforcement by State and Local Police   
State and Local enforcement of immigration Laws resources

 National Immigration Law Center (NILC) •	
Chart of States and Cities with Confidentiality Policies 
2005 State Legislation restricting benefits for immigrants or Promoting State and Local 
Law enforcement of immigration Laws 
Sample Language for Policies Limiting the enforcement of immigration Laws by Local 
authorities

 Nebraska Appleseed•	   
Legal guide on State and Local Police enforcement of immigration Laws: “Forcing our 
blues into gray areas”

 Tennessee Immigrant & Refugee Rights Coalition (TIRRC)  •	
turning tennessee highway Patrol into immigration agents: at What Cost to our 
Communities?

 U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)•	  
Delegation of immigration authority Section 287(g) Fact Sheet

PoLIcY StateMeNtS 

 International Association of Chiefs of Police •	
Police Chiefs announce immigration enforcement Policy

 •	 Major Cities Chiefs Association 
Statement on immigration

 National Immigration Forum •	
Letter to Congress Presenting the Perspective of major Cities With Confidentiality Policies 
Letter to Congress Presenting the Perspective of Domestic violence Prevention groups 
Conservatives and Cops agree: The CLear act and its Senate Companion are bad 
Public Policy 
Pending DoJ Proposal Denounced as “Nationalization of Local Law enforcement” 
Proposals to expand The immigration authority of State and Local Police: Dangerous Public 
Policy according to Law enforcement , governments, opinion Leaders, and Communities 

http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ncsl.org/print/immig/2007Immigrationfinal.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-ToolkitForStateAndLocalPolice.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-BackgrounderImmLawEnforcementByPolice.pdf
http://www.immigrationforum.org/DesktopDefault.aspx?tabid=567
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-ChartOfStatesAndCitiesWithConfidentialityPolicies.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-2005StateLegislationRestrictingBenefits.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-2005StateLegislationRestrictingBenefits.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-SampleLanguageForPolicies.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-SampleLanguageForPolicies.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ForcingOurBluesIntoGrayAreas2008.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ForcingOurBluesIntoGrayAreas2008.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/TIRRC-TennesseeHighwayPatrol.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/TIRRC-TennesseeHighwayPatrol.pdf
http://www.ice.gov/pi/news/factsheets/070906factsheet287gprogover.htm
http://www.theiacp.org/documents/index.cfm?fuseaction=document&document_id=634
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MCCA-StatementOnImmigration.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-LetterToCongress.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-LetterToCongressPresentingThePerspectiveOfDomesticViolencePreventionGroups.pdf
http://www.immigrationforum.org/DesktopDefault.aspx?tabid=587
http://www.immigrationforum.org/DesktopDefault.aspx?tabid=587
http://www.immigrationforum.org/DesktopDefault.aspx?tabid=182
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-DangerousPublicPolicy.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NationalImmigrationForum-DangerousPublicPolicy.pdf
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taLKINg PoINtS

 National Council of La Raza (NCLR)•	   
talking Points: Strategic Suggestions for advocates 
Protect the integrity of our Country: talking Points

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-TPStrategicSuggestionsForAdvocates.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-ProtectTheIntegrityofOurCountryTP.pdf
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(i) Background Information

With Congressional failure to reform national immigration policy, state and local governments 
have acted independently to try to address the symptoms of our country’s broken system. initiatives 
regulating immigrants’ access to identification and driver’s licenses are continually among the 
highest profile state and local actions.  emotional battles over the issue in California, tennessee, 
New York, and the city of New haven, Connecticut all made national headlines, as well as fodder 
for Sunday morning talk show hosts and late night comedians. 

in broad strokes, state and local initiatives relating to identity documents fall into two distinct 
categories: those seeking to alter states’ driver’s license requirements, and those seeking to either 
ensure or restrict states’ compliance with the 2005 reaL iD act. 

aLterINg StateS’ DrIver’S LIceNSeS requIreMeNtS
While driver’s license eligibility requirements vary from state to state, applicants must generally 
provide proof of age, identity, and in some instances, state and legal U.S. residency.  in many states, 
the list of acceptable documents to verify identity explicitly excludes many individuals at various 
stages of the immigration process and serves as a de facto legal immigration status requirement 
(see Driver’s License Fact Sheet on residency requirements, NCLr, and State Driver’s License 
requirements, NiLC).  Some state legislators have sought to formalize this requirement by offering 
new laws that limit the ability of immigrants with various statuses to obtain driver’s licenses. 

G. DrIvEr’S LICEnSES / rEAL ID

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DLFactsheetOnResidencyRequirements.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-StateDriverLicenseRequirements.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-StateDriverLicenseRequirements.pdf
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For example, a Colorado law first introduced in the Colorado house of representatives (Co 
hb1313) in 2007, states that the Department of motor vehicles “shall require an applicant for a 
driver’s license or an instruction permit to provide evidence of identity, age, and lawful presence in 
the United States before issuing a driver’s license.”  a similar bill that was introduced in Connecticut 
would have required “proof of United States citizenship or other legal status before issuing or 
renewing a motor vehicle operator’s license” (Ct Sb419). No action was taken on this bill in 2007 
and it has since expired. For a list of laws and ordinances addressing these issues, see the Legislative 
activity tab of this chapter.

in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, some policy makers have backed 
more restrictive requirements for driver’s licenses, claiming that this would help combat terrorism by 
denying would-be-terrorists the ability to board airplanes, rent cars, and blend into society.  While 
enhancing national security is critical, restricting access to driver’s licenses is counterproductive to 
that goal.  in fact, this policy makes everyone in the community less safe; driver’s license restrictions 
lead immigrants to fear being reported to DhS, and as a result avoid contact and cooperation 
with law enforcement in fighting potential criminal and terrorist activity (see Driver’s License Fact 
Sheet on Public Safety issues, NCLr).  Diver’s license restrictions also lead to more unlicensed and 
uninsured drivers on our nation’s roads, which decreases public safety.  

additionally, these proposals will not deny access to driver’s licenses to undocumented immigrants 
alone.  by imposing additional barriers that are impractical and reduce the number of documents 
someone can use to establish eligibility for a state-issued identity document, these laws have the 
potential to deny documented immigrants and even naturalized or native-born citizens access to 
these important documents. 

in response to the misguided efforts of some states to restrict access to driver’s licenses, policymakers 
in other regions such as New York state and the city of New haven, Connecticut considered 
relaxing documentation requirements for obtaining driver’s licenses and municipal identifications 
(see Why the Federal government Should Not Place immigration Status restrictions on Driver’s 
Licenses, NiLC, and Driver’s License Fact Sheet, NCLr).  Currently, a total of five states do not 
require proof of legal immigration status to get a license: hawaii, maryland, New mexico, Utah, 
and Washington. 

New York’s push for broader access to driver’s licenses fell under the media’s microscope in the fall 
of 2007 when it ran up against Presidential campaign politics.  governor elliot Spitzer initially 
supported an administrative shift that would have created three types of driver’s licenses in the state 
of New York: the first, a traditional state license, that would be available to all New Yorkers including 
those without proof of citizenship; a second “enhanced driver’s license” that would be as secure as a 
passport; and a third license that would meet new federal standards in the reaL iD act.

as Spitzer rightly claimed, the proposal would have helped enhance public safety by decreasing 
the number of uninsured drivers on the roads, and lowering auto insurance rates for all drivers.  
millions of undocumented immigrants live and work in the United States and consequently will 
drive on U.S. roads whether or not they have a driver’s license.  allowing immigrants access to 
driver’s licenses would help ensure that far more drivers take driving classes, pass driving tests, 

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DLFactSheetOnPublicSafetyIssues.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DLFactSheetOnPublicSafetyIssues.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-WhyTheFederalGovtShouldNotPlaceImmigrationStatusRestrictionsOnDLs.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-WhyTheFederalGovtShouldNotPlaceImmigrationStatusRestrictionsOnDLs.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-OpposesImmigrantRestrictionsToDL.pdf
http://www.ny.gov/governor/press/0921071.html
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and get insurance, and fewer drivers flee the scene of an accident (see Driver’s License Fact Sheet 
on Public Safety issues, NCLr, and Utah Legislative auditor general report). Due to political 
pressure the governor’s plan was eventually abandoned, and New York conformed to new driver’s 
license standards intended to meet reaL iD requirements.  See the Litigation tab of this chapter 
for more information.

reaL ID reBeLLIoN
Prior to the Congressional debates over comprehensive immigration reform in 2006 and 2007, the 
reaL iD act became law and its provisions were set to be implemented in may 2008. one month 
prior to the date of mandatory compliance, Dha announced an extension until December 31, 
2009.  This 2005 law places federal restrictions and requirements on state-issued driver’s licenses, and 
requires all states to comply with these national standards (see Driver’s License Policies, NCLr and 
Summary of the Driver’s License Provisions in the reaL iD act of 2005, NiLC).  The act seeks 
to bar all states from issuing driver’s licenses to people who cannot prove they are in the U.S. legally 
by creating minimum issuance standards for such documents.  reaL iD requires: (1) verification of 
presented information with the issuing agencies; (2) evidence that the applicant is lawfully present 
in the United States; and (3) issuance of temporary driver’s licenses or identification cards to persons 
here on non-immigrant visas.  The law does allow states to issue driver’s certificates or iD cards to 
undocumented immigrants if they chose to do so, although these iDs must clearly state that they are 
invalid for federal identification or official purposes.  This includes making the licenses and iD cards 
a different color to distinguish them from regular licenses and iDs (see reaL iD Q&a, NiLC). 

in order to bring their states into compliance with the reaL iD requirements, the indiana and 
Nevada state legislatures passed bills (Sb 463 and ab 584 respectively) to “make changes to 
the motor vehicle Code including provisions intended to bring the state into compliance with 
the reaL iD act” (see State Laws related to immigrants and immigration in 2008, NCSL).  
Support for those bills came from a public concerned about terrorism and identity theft (see results 
of a national survey by the information technology association of america), and from federal 
lawmakers like Congressman Wally herger (r-Ca), who supports a national iD card intended to 
“prevent states from undermining our nation’s immigration laws by issuing driver’s licenses or other 
official forms of identification to those who are in this country illegally.” 

Yet, opposition by state governments and agencies against implementing the reaL iD act is also 
widespread.  to date, twenty-one states have enacted anti-reaL iD bills or resolutions, and sixteen 
additional states had anti-reaL iD bills and resolutions pending in state legislatures in 2008.  of 
those twenty-one states, eleven—arizona, arkansas, georgia, idaho, Louisiana, maine, montana, 
New hampshire, oklahoma, South Carolina, and Washington—will never issue a reaL iD 
license because those states have enacted binding legislation prohibiting participation in the reaL 
iD program (see real Nightmare, aCLU).

Those states argue that the reaL iD act imposes an unfunded mandate on states and violates 
the principles of federalism contained in the tenth amendment to the United States Constitution.  
according to a report by the National governors association (Nga), the american association 
of motor vehicles administrators, and the National Conference of State Legislatures, the cost to 
states of implementing the reaL iD act would be approximately $11 billion over five years (see 
The reaL iD issue Packet, aiLa).

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DLFactSheetOnPublicSafetyIssues.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DLFactSheetOnPublicSafetyIssues.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/UtahLegislativeAuditorGeneralReport.pdf
http://www.nclr.org/content/policy/detail/1060/
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-SummaryOfTheDLProvisionsInTheREALIDAct.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-REALIDQAndA.pdf
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ITAA-MemorandumOfKeyFindings.pdf
http://libertus93.blogspot.com/2007/06/representative-wally-herger-explains.html
http://www.realnightmare.org/news/105/
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NGA-TheRealIDActNationalImpactAnalysis.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/AILA-IssuePacket.pdf
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beyond the constitutional and budgetary objections which state legislatures have voiced, 
implementation of the reaL iD act presents risks to the privacy of personal information for 
millions of people.  by its very terms, it imposes obstacles that will prevent citizens and immigrants 
alike from obtaining driver’s licenses and identification cards.  Furthermore, the reaL iD act 
particularly harms the poor, victims of domestic violence, immigrants, and religious minorities (see 
Why the reaL iD act’s Driver’s License restrictions are really anti-immigrant, NiLC and 
Public Comment on reaL iD regulations, NiLC).

The fundamental problem with reaL iD is that it imposes the United States’ first-ever national 
identity card system.  National iDs threaten privacy by consolidating data in huge, insecure government 
databases that could be accessed by hundreds of thousands of government employees.  National iDs 
also facilitate tracking of innocent citizens’ movements by the government.  The end result could be 
a situation where citizens’ movements inside their own country are monitored and recorded through 
these “internal passports.”  in addition, reaL iD mandates significant changes to the amount and 
type of sensitive, personally identifiable information states will obtain, store, and share about each 
and every applicant for an iD card.  These mandates will likely lead to rampant identity theft and 
significant invasions of personal privacy. 

The reaL iD act goes far beyond what is needed to make driver’s licenses more secure, and places 
impractical new requirements on states and iD applicants that will cause brand-new headaches at 
the Dmv when fully implemented.      

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-REALIDAnti-Immigrant.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-PublicCommentOnREALIDRegulations.pdf
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(ii) Myths and Facts

MYTH: Increasing immigrants’ access to driver’s licenses is a threat to national security. 

Fact: many local law enforcement officials oppose restrictive licensing proposals because driv-
er’s license databases play a critical role in enforcement.1  in fact, a recent gao report noted 
that agents of iCe find public source databases, such as Dmv databases, to be more current 
and reliable than DhS databases.2  Licensing noncitizens enriches our domestic intelligence 
by allowing law enforcement authorities to verify and obtain the identities, residences, and 
addresses of millions of foreign nationals. restrictive licensing will deprive authorities of this 
information.  moreover, the proliferation of fraudulent documents that will result from restric-
tive licensing will contaminate intelligence regarding who is present in the United States. 

MYTH: Department of Motor Vehicle employees can easily recognize immigration documents 
and interpret immigration laws. 

Fact: restrictive licensing will require state motor vehicle administrators to become immigration 
law and document experts, in order to properly evaluate an applicant’s immigration status 
and determine when such status expires.  our immigration laws recognize approximately 60 
ever-changing nonimmigrant visa categories, in addition to myriad classifications for asylees, 
refugees, parolees, persons in immigration proceedings, persons under orders of supervision, 
persons with temporary protected status, as well as applicants for extension, change, or 
adjustment of status.  The array of documents issued by U.S. Citizenship and immigration 
Services (USCiS), the State Department, and other agencies as evidence of these classifications 
is even more perplexing and includes visa stamps, laminated cards, un-laminated handwritten 
cards, forms, letters, and many other documents or combinations of documents which, even to 
the trained eye, often do not clearly show an applicant’s status or duration of lawful admission.  
additionally, due to extensive USCiS delays in application processing, many immigrants and 
lawful non-immigrants will be unable to present current documentation of their status.  it is 
highly unlikely that motor vehicle administrators will be able to determine correctly whether a 
particular document or combination of documents establishes lawful immigration status.  This 
task requires the interpretation and application of a complex body of law, as well as access to 
case histories and files not available at the Dmv.  requiring Dmv personnel to understand 
and enforce immigration laws will most likely result in legal U.S. residents facing wrongful 
license denials and revocations for reasons that are wholly unrelated to driver competence. 

1  Driver’s Licenses for all immigrants: Quotes From Law enforcement, NiLC
2  alien registration: Usefulness of a Nonimmigrant alien annual address reporting requirement is Questionable, gao.

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-DLForAllImmigrantsQuotesFromLawEnforcement.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/GAO-AlienRegistrationUsefulness.pdf
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MYTH: Immigrant access to driver’s licenses will jeopardize highway safety. 

Fact: Proposals to restrict immigrants’ access to driver’s licenses will result in more unlicensed 
drivers operating vehicles on U.S. roads.3  Whether licensed or not, many individuals will have 
no choice but to drive—to work, to school, to doctors, and to many other destinations—to 
meet basic everyday needs.  Thus, restrictive licensing has the potential to reduce the safety of 
americans and all drivers on our roads because it will: 

 remove an entire segment of the driving population from the reach of administrators charged •	
with testing and certifying driver competence;

Deprive motor vehicle administrators of the driving records of millions of drivers;•	

Discourage or prevent millions of drivers from registering their vehicles; •	

eliminate incentives for foreign nationals to attend driver education schools;•	

 increase the rate of minor traffic violations for unlicensed driving, which will divert law •	
enforcement and judicial resources from truly serious offenses; and 

Create incentives for unlicensed drivers to flee accident scenes. •	

3  immigrants’ access to Driver’s Licenses: a matter of Safety and Security, aiLa.

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/AILA-ImmigrantsAccesstoDL.pdf
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(iii) Legislative activity

The National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) maintains a reaL iD State Legislation 
Database which tracks state legislative responses to the federal reaL iD act of 2005 and is 
updated daily.  The database contains bill numbers, sponsor information, bill summaries, status 
information, and, where available, links to legislation. 

eNacteD LawS reSIStINg IMPLeMeNtatIoN oF the reaL ID act

State LeveL

The following list of state measures was taken from a December, 2008 report published by the 
National Conference of State Legislatures.  Updates to the report are expected periodically.

Alaska SB 202 (Signed 5/28/08)
This law puts a limit on certain state expenditures, noting that a state agency may not expend funds 
solely for the purpose of implementing requirements of the real iD act.

Idaho HB 606 (Signed 4/9/08)
This law states the findings of the legislature that the real iD act will cause unneeded expense 
and inconvenience to the people of the state. it declares that the idaho transportation board and 
the idaho transportation department, including the motor vehicles division are directed not to 
implement the provisions of the real iD act. idaho will continue to enhance the security of driver’s 
licenses and identification cards.

Louisiana HB 715 (To Governor 6/20/08)
This law directs the Department of Public Safety and Corrections, including the office of motor 
vehicles, not to implement provisions of the real iD act, and to notify the governor of any attempt 
of the DhS to implement such provisions.

South Carolina H 4822 (Signed 3/6/08)
This house resolution requests that mark Sanford, governor of South Carolina, apply for an 
extension of the deadline to comply with the real iD act before the march 31, 2008, deadline, 
to allow South Carolina time to analyze the impact of the real iD act but will not require South 
Carolina to declare its intent to comply with this act. This will allow the state’s current credentials 
to be accepted by the federal government and DhS during the extension period.

South Dakota SCR 7 (2/22/08)
This resolution petitions the U.S. Congress to repeal the real iD act.

eNacteD LawS eMPLoYINg StrIct DocuMeNtatIoN requIreMeNtS to 
oBtaIN DrIver’S LIceNSeS

State LeveL

The following list of state measures was taken from a December, 2008 report published by the 
National Conference of State Legislatures.  Updates to the report are expected periodically.

http://www.ncsl.org/standcomm/sctran/RealIDdb.cfm
http://www.ncsl.org/standcomm/sctran/RealIDdb.cfm
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ncsl.org/
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
http://www.ncsl.org/
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Florida SB 1992 (Signed 6/17/08)
This law requires all applicants for driver’s licenses and identification cards to provide proof of 
identity, including a U.S. passport, an alien registration receipt card, an employment authorization 
card, all of which must be valid and unexpired, or a Consular report of birth abroad provided by 
the U.S. State Department. Proof of nonimmigrant classification, for the purpose of proving identity, 
will include an unexpired foreign passport with an unexpired U.S. visa affixed, and accompanied 
by an approved i-94, beginning January 1, 2010. applicants for driver’s licenses must now provide 
proof of social security card number and of residential address satisfactory to the department.

Georgia SB 488 (Signed 5/14/08)
This law allows non-citizens who are eligible for U.S. driver’s licenses to keep their foreign licenses, 
except for persons who are required to terminate any previously issued identification card pursuant to 
federal law. This information will be kept on record through the georgia Crime information Center. 
This law adds verification of lawful presence to the requirements for obtaining a temporary license, 
permit, or special identification card, which will be valid only for the period of their authorized stay. 
if the Systematic alien verification for entitlements (Save) program does not provide sufficient 
information to determine lawful presence, a verbal or e-mail confirmation of the legal status of the 
applicant from the Department of homeland Security (DhS) will be necessary.

Idaho HB 366 (Signed 3/5/08)
Under this law, applicants who are not lawfully in the U.S. shall not be issued driver’s licenses. 
This law removes social security cards as a form of verification for licenses and identification cards; 
all Social Security Numbers will be verified through the Social Security administration (SSa). 
Driver’s licenses and identification cards issued to non-citizens or non-permanent residents will 
expire at the same time as their lawful stay in the United States. Persons whose DhS documents 
do not have an expiration date shall be issued a driver’s license with an expiration date of one year 
from the date of issuance.

Maine HF 1669a (Signed 4/17/08)
The Secretary of State may not issue a license or identification card to an applicant unless the 
applicant is legally present in the United States. a license or identification card issued to an applicant 
who is not a citizen or a legal permanent resident of the United States expires when the applicant’s 
visa expires. This law mandates participation in the Save Program by December 1, 2009. if the 
U.S. Congress repeals the real iD act, the Secretary of State shall submit proposed legislation to 
the joint standing committee of the legislature that returns maine law regarding the issuance of 
driver’s licenses and identification cards to what it was prior to the effective date of this act.

Michigan HB 5535 (Signed 3/13/08)
This law authorizes the Secretary of State to enter into a memorandum of Understanding with any 
federal agency in order to issue an enhanced driver’s license or official state personal identification 
card as proof of identity and citizenship. enhanced driver’s licenses or identification cards may be 
issued to an applicant who provides proof of their full legal name, U.S. citizenship, identity, date of 
birth, social security number, residence address, and a photographic identity document. The Secretary 
may enter into an agreement with the United mexican States, Canada or a Canadian province for 
the purpose of implementing a border crossing initiative. making false certification or statements 
while applying for an enhanced driver’s license or identification card is a felony punishable by up to 
five years in prison, a fine up to $5,000 or both.
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Michigan SB 712 (Signed 3/13/08)
Under this law, a non-citizen applicant for a chauffeur’s or operator’s license must supply a 
photographic identity document to verify their legal presence in the U.S. a person legally present in 
the United States includes a person with nonimmigrant status authorized under federal law, a person 
authorized by the U.S. government for employment, and a person with an approved immigrant visa 
or labor certification.

Missouri HB1549 (Omnibus bill, signed 7/07/08)
The law prohibits the Department of revenue from issuing driver’s licenses to illegal aliens or any 
person who cannot prove lawful presence in the U.S. it creates a class a misdemeanor for fraudulent 
applications for driver’s licenses.

Oregon SB 1080a (Signed 2/15/08)
Under this law, the Department of transportation will require applicants to provide proof of 
legal presence in the United States and a social security number in order to obtain licenses and 
identification cards. if an applicant is ineligible for a social security number, the applicant must 
provide proof of ineligibility. if an applicant cannot provide the necessary documentation for a 
driver’s license, permit, or identification card but can certify to being legally present, the applicant 
can be issued an applicant temporary driver permit or an applicant temporary identification card, 
valid for 90 days from the date issued. Limited term licenses, permits, or identification cards are 
only valid during the period of authorized legal status up to eight years and must indicate the 
expiration date.

Oregon HB 3624a (Signed 3/11/08)
This law requires an annual report by the Department of transportation for the Legislative 
assembly describing the effects of implementation and fiscal impact of Chapter 1, oregon Laws 
2008 including changes in rates of unlicensed drivers and multiple passenger accidents relating to 
the transportation of laborers.

Tennessee SB 2907 (Signed 3/5/08)
The law removes the one year minimum period of issuance for temporary license or photo 
identification license issued to persons legally admitted to United States for a limited stay and 
reiterates that the license is valid only during the period of time of the applicant’s authorized stay.

Utah HB 26 (Signed 3/14/08)
This legislation changes the definition of satisfactory evidence of identity as provided by an individual to a notary 
to exclude driver’s licenses and specifies that the evidence of identity must be a valid item of personal identification 
issued by the U.S. government, any U.S. state, or a foreign government.
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PeNDINg LegISLatIoN regarDINg the reaL ID act

State LeveL

a number of other jurisdictions have introduced legislation on reaL iD rejection and compliance.  
as state and local legislatures revisit these bills or consider new ones in 2009, this issue is certain to 
assume more prominence unless and until the federal government takes explicit preemptive action.

to search for additional state immigration legislation visit the migration Policy institute’s 
State Law Database.

aL hB298
aL hJr13
aL SB223
aK hB3
aK hB390
aK hJr19
aK SB202
aK SB215
aZ hB2012
aZ hB2284
aZ hB2677
aZ hB2762
aZ SB1472 
aZ Scr1012
aZ Scr1016
ca SB60
Dc Lr427
FL SB2220
ga hB971
ga SB25
ID hB366
ID hB606
IL hB1100
IL hB5344
Ia hDSB753
KY SB182
La hB715
Me hB1662
MD hB288
MD hB1046
MD hB1306
MD SB93
MD SB277

MD SB576
MD SB621
MI hB4505
MI hB5518
MI hB5537
MI hB5658
MI SB654
MI SB915
MI SB962
MI SB963
MI SB1075
MN hB1351
MN hB3605
MN hB3807
MN hB4224
MN SB3850
MS hB274
MS hB302
MS hB590
MS hB624
MS hB1127
MS SB3034
Mo hB1605
Mo hB1716
Mo hB1841
Mo SB750
Ne LB285
Ne LB911
Nh SB434
NJ hB2321
NY hB1768
NY hB9457
NY hB9502

NY hB9636
NY SB6479
NY SB6484
NY SB6523
Nc hB2136
Nc SB1786
oK hB2445
oK hB3067
oK hB3225
oK SB1414
oK SB1465
oK SB1898
Pa hB2537
Pa hr767
Sc hB4360
Sc hB4386
Sc hcr4823
Sc SB453
Sc Sr1179
SD Scr7
ut hB449
va hB186
va hB1587
va hJr42
wa hB1440
wa hB2930
wa hB3063
wa SB6416
wa SJM8005
wv SB248
wI hB475
wY hJr5

http://www.migrationinformation.org/datahub/statelaws.cfm
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MoDeL LegISLatIoN

There exist positive and proactive alternatives to addressing this problem that states may want to 
consider.  For model legislation see arizona S.b. 1152, which prohibits the state from implementing 
the reaL iD act.

also, see the “elm City resident Cards” program which was implemented in New haven, 
Connecticut in July 2007.  The cards are available to all residents of New haven at a cost of $10 for 
adults and $5 for children.  The first of its kind in the nation, the elm City resident Cards program 
will allow residents access to the public library, the City’s parks and recreational sites, and a debit 
feature that will be accepted by a number of downtown merchants and can be used in the City’s 
parking meters.  

according to city officials, the new identification cards are aimed at increasing public safety in the 
City.  “We’ve seen undocumented immigrants and their neighbors become the victims of robbery, 
assault and in one case even murder because thieves know they often carry large sums of cash in 
their pockets or store it in their homes,” said mayor John DeStefano.  “This is the case because 
undocumented immigrants do not have the identification information necessary to open bank 
accounts and thereby safeguard their hard earned money.  by eliminating this barrier to banking 
services, we expect to make New haven safe for all of its residents.”

http://www.azleg.gov/legtext/48leg/1r/adopted/s.1152gov.doc.htm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ElmCityResidentCards.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ElmCityCardsApplication.pdf
http://www.cityofnewhaven.com/Mayor/ReadMore.asp?ID=%7B07CFC88D-8584-4B16-BE7F-324B79103307%7D
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(iv) Litigation

Case: Staudenraus v. Spitzer (No. 07-33872).

in 2004, the New York State Department of motor vehicles began sending out thousands 
of letters threatening to suspend the licenses of individuals whose Social Security number on 
file with Dmv did not match the federal government’s records. 

Dmv officials defended their actions as an effort to deter fraud and combat terrorism, stat-
ing that they were merely seeking to “verify that the applicant is, in fact, who s/he purports 
to be.”  For the 300,000 immigrants throughout New York State who received a Dmv letter 
and faced suspension of their driver’s licenses, however, the effort represented an attack on 
their ability to make a living and survive in New York. 

The Dmv policy was challenged in state court, where a preliminary injunction was granted 
to halt the suspensions.  in June 2006, however, a state appellate court in Cubas v. martinez 
reversed the lower court’s decision and upheld the Dmv’s policy of requiring proof of 
immigration status.

in the fall of 2007, however, New York governor elliot Spitzer supported an administrative 
shift that would have allowed broader access to driver’s licenses.  Under the policy change, 
the state intended to dispense with the requirement that a driver’s license applicant provide a 
valid social security number in order to receive a license.  in response, the conservative group 
Judicial Watch filed a lawsuit on behalf of a New York taxpayer in the Supreme Court of 
the State of New York, Suffolk County, challenging governor Spitzer’s change to the state 
driver’s license policy.

Criticism led to compromise when governor Spitzer, in the face of a national outcry, 
conformed the new driver’s license standards to meet reaL iD.  Under Spitzer’s new 
administrative order, New York will agree on a federally approved secure driver’s licenses 
separated into three tiers: a traditional state license; an “enhanced driver’s license” that will be 
as secure as a passport; and a license that meets new federal standards of the reaL iD act.  
While the license will state that it is not proof of legal residency in the U.S., it could easily 
lead police officers and officials to suspect the holder may be an illegal immigrant. (New 
Driver’s License Plan Safer, Still Controversial , aP)

See also, villegas v. Silverman, 832 N.e.2d 598 (ind. Ct. app. 2005), in which the indiana Court 
of appeals held that a class of undocumented immigrants had standing to challenge a state law 
that implemented new identification requirements to obtain a state driver’s license.  The court 
found that the new requirements were not adopted in accordance with the indiana administrative 
rules and Procedures act (“arPa”), and, therefore, were void. 

For an updated list and additional information on legal challenges to state and local ordinances 
see the Legal action Center at the american immigration Law Foundation.

Driver’s Licenses / rEAL ID

http://clearinghouse.wustl.edu/detail.php?id=10543&search=source|general;caseName|spitzer;orderby|caseState, caseName;
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2006/2006_05296.htm
http://clearinghouse.wustl.edu/detail.php?id=10543&search=source|general;caseName|spitzer;orderby|caseState, caseName;
http://cornellsun.com/node/25628
http://cornellsun.com/node/25628
http://www.nilc.org/immspbs/DLs/DL029.htm
http://www.ailf.org/lac/clearinghouse_120706.shtml#developments
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(v) More resources

orgaNIZatIoNS

American Civil Liberties Unio•	 n (ACLU)

American Immigration Lawyers Associatio•	 n (AILA)

Massachusetts Immigrant and Refugee Advocacy Coalitio•	 n (MIRA)

National Conference of State Legislature•	 s (NCSL)

National Council of La Raz•	 a (NCLR)

National Immigration Law Cente•	 r (NILC)

Tennessee Immigrant and Refugee Rights Coalitio•	 n (TIRRC)

MaterIaLS/rePortS

 American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)•	  
“real Nightmare” Campaign

 •	 American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) 
issue Packet on Due Process, Civil Liberties, and Security 
immigrants’ access to Driver’s Licenses: a matter of Safety and Security

 Center for Democracy and Technology •	
Three Years Later: a Primer on reaL iD

 Congressional Research Service•	  
Summary of State Laws on the issuance of Driver’s Licenses to Undocumented aliens

 •	 Fair Immigration Reform Movement (FIRM) 
Database of Local ordinances

 Information Technology Association of America (ITAA) •	
memorandum of Key Findings

 National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL)•	  
State Laws related to immigrants and immigration in 2008

Driver’s Licenses / rEAL ID

http://www.aclu.org/
http://www.aila.org/
http://www.miracoalition.org/
http://www.ncsl.org/
http://www.nclr.org/
http://www.nilc.org/
http://www.tnimmigrant.org/
http://www.aila.org/content/default.aspx?bc=23276%7C23574%7C23575%7C23579
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/AILA-IssuePacket.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/AILA-ImmigrantsAccesstoDL.pdf
http://www.cdt.org/publications/policyposts/2008/13
http://www.ilw.com/weekly/editorial/2005,1011-crs.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/FIRM-LocalLegislationDatabase.doc
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ITAA-MemorandumOfKeyFindings.pdf
http://www.ncsl.org/programs/press/2008/pr121808StateImmigrationReport2008.htm
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 •	 National Council of La Raza (NCLR) 
Driver’s License Policies 
Driver’s Licenses for Undocumented immigrants: Unfortunate Campaign issue, bad 
Public Policy

 •	 National Governors Association, National Conference of State Legislatures, and the 
American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators 
The real iD act: National impact analysis

 •	 National Immigration Law Center (NILC)  
immigrants and Driver’s Licenses resource Page 
overview of States’ Driver’s License requirements  
2007 State reaL iD Legislation 
Public Comment on reaL iD regulations 
Driver’s Licenses for all immigrants: Quotes From Law enforcement 
Driver’s License for all immigrants: Quotes From religious Leaders 
Why the reaL iD act’s Driver’s License restrictions are really anti-immigrant 
Why the Federal government Should Not Place immigration Status restrictions on 
Driver’s Licenses 
Summary of the Driver’s License Provisions in the reaL iD act of 2005

 Texas House Research Organization •	
The role of States in immigration enforcement

 Tennessee Immigrant and Refugee Rights Coalition (TIRRC) •	
The tennessee Driving Certificate—background, Pitfalls, and Lessons Learned

 Utah Legislative Auditor General•	  
Follow-Up of Sample matching Driving Privilege (DP) Cards to vehicle insurance

NewS artIcLeS

 Associated Press•	  
“New Driver’s License Plan Safer, Still Controversial” (10/28/07)

 Salt Lake City Tribune •	
“audit shows driving privilege cards working: 76 percent of those using cards insure their 
vehicles,” by robert gehrke and Jennifer W. Sanchez (01/24/08)

Driver’s Licenses / rEAL ID

http://www.nclr.org/content/policy/detail/1060/
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DLforUndocumentedImmigrantsBad Public Policy.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DLforUndocumentedImmigrantsBad Public Policy.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NGA-TheRealIDActNationalImpactAnalysis.pdf
http://www.nilc.org/immspbs/DLs/index.htm
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-OverviewOfStatesDLRequirements.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-2007StateREALIDLegislation.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-PublicCommentOnREALIDRegulations.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-DLForAllImmigrantsQuotesFromLawEnforcement.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-QuotesFromReligiousLeaders.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-REALIDAnti-Immigrant.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-WhyTheFederalGovtShouldNotPlaceImmigrationStatusRestrictionsOnDLs.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-WhyTheFederalGovtShouldNotPlaceImmigrationStatusRestrictionsOnDLs.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NILC-SummaryOfTheDLProvisionsInTheREALIDAct.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/TexasHouseResearchOrganization.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/TIRRC-TheTennesseeDrivingCertificate.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/UtahLegislativeAuditorGeneralReport.pdf
http://cornellsun.com/node/25628
http://www.sltrib.com/ci_8070229
http://www.sltrib.com/ci_8070229
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Fact SheetS

 National Council of La Raza (NCLR)•	  
Driver’s License Fact Sheet 
Driver’s License Fact Sheet on Public Safety issues 
Driver’s License Fact Sheet on residency requirements

 Massachusetts Immigrant and Refugee Advocacy Coalition (MIRA) •	
Fact Sheet on the reaL iD act

Driver’s Licenses / rEAL ID

http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-OpposesImmigrantRestrictionsToDL.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DLFactSheetOnPublicSafetyIssues.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/NCLR-DLFactsheetOnResidencyRequirements.pdf
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/MIRA-FSOnTheREALIDAct.pdf


American Immigration Lawyers Association
www.aila.org
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